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ABSTRACT 

The t ribological behavior of several polyphenyl ether s and polyphenyl 

thioethers is reported. Tribological areas covered include: surface tension 

and wettability measurements, boundary lubrication, ferrography, thermal and 
oxidative stability and chemiluminescence. 
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THE TRIBOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF POLYPHENYL ETHER AND POLYPHENYL 

THIOETHER AROMATIC LUBRICANTS 

W~ll~am R. Jones, Jr. 

Nat~onal Aeronaut~cs and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 

Cleveland, Ohio U.S.A. 

INTRODUCTION 

Aromat~c compounds (materials containing benzene rings) have been 

studied for over 150 yr. Their high resistance to thermal and 

ox1dative degradation was noted early on by many researchers. With 

the advent of modern chem1stry 1n the early 1900 1 s, 1t 1s now known 

that this stability is associated with its particular form of 

chemical bonding. The bonding system of benzene , which is made up of 

six overlapp1ng p orbitals on carbon, g1ves r1se to 0 ~ molecular 

orb1tals. Th1s monocyc11c ~ system has special stability associated 

with f i lled orbital shells. Such systems are said to be aromatic and 

to possess aromatic stability. Originally, the term aromat1c was 

coined because most of the benzene ring compounds had strong odors. 

Now the term has more general meaning (ref. 1). 

Therefore, 1t is not surpris1ng that when the need for lubr1cants 

of h1gh stab111ty was be1ng pred1cted in the 1950 l s that research was 

focused on aromatic compounds. However, most aromatic species 

containing mult1ple benzene rings did not possess the proper physical 

properties (i.e., most were high melting solids) . It soon became 

obv i ous that in order to have a fluid with a reasonable liquid range 

that the phenyl groups would have to be linked by oxygen or some 

other element in order to impart some chain flexibility. 

The first members of the polyphenyl ether class ~ere synthesized 

by Ul l man in 1906 (ref. 2) . Staudinger and Staiger (ref. 3) prepared 

ethers containing three to six benzene rings 1n 1934 and measured 

the i r viscos1ties. Work was done in Russia in 1945 by Akchur1n 

(ref. 4) on para-linked ethers. In 1949 Kotera prepared the five 

ring compound; (p-bis(p-phenoxyphenoxyphenyl» ether (ref . 5). 



In the 1950 l s a number of contracts we r e let by the u.s. Air 

Force in order to develop new high tempera t ure hydraulic fluids. 

Much work was done on preparation and properties of a variety of 

po1ypheny1 ether compounds by Monsanto Chemical Company and Shell 

Development Company (ref. 6) . 

There ;s another class of aromatic flu i ds quite similar to the 

po1ypheny1 ethers. These fluids, originally deemed C- ethers, were 

developed by Monsanto Chemical Company in t he 1960 l s (ref. 7). They 

consisted of a mixture of polypheny1 and t hiopheny1 ethers. 

Finally, other classes of high tempera t ure fluids - the aromatic 

tin and aromatic silicon compounds (ref. 8) have also been reported. 

The objective of this thesis is to compile and document the 

tribological research that has been carried out on all of these 

aromatic lubricant classes. 

NOMENCLATURE 

The polypheny1 and thioether fluids ar e named around the group 

present in the center of the main ether chain (ref . 9). A compound 

containing an even number of benzene rings will have an oxygen atom 

(ether linkage) at the center and would be named as an ether. An 

example fol l ows : 

@-o-@-o-@J-o-@ 
Bi s (p- phenoxyphenyl) ether 

A compound containing an odd number of benzene rings will have a 

benzene ring at the center and thus will be named as a benzene 

compound . 

p- Bi s (p - phenoxyphenoxy) benzene 

2 
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When the ether linkages are not all the same or other substituents 

are present on the rings, the nomenclature becomes too cumbersome. 

In those cases, a type of chemical shorthand is used as shown in the 

following example: 

Meta Para ~leta 

This compound whose proper name is p- bis (m- phenoxyphenoxy) benzene 

is abbreviated as mpm- 5P- 4E. The P refers to the number of phenyl 

or benzene rings and the E to the number of oxygen or ether linkages. 
In practice, a commercial preparation of these materials will 

contain a variety of different individual compounds. One reason for 

this is that synthesis will often produce a mixture of compounds. 

However, it is also important from a liquid range perspective. This 

is because a mixture will possess a much lower pour point than the 

melting point of individual compounds. An example of a mixture of 

isomers is shown below: 

This mixture would be named mix - bis (mix- phenoxyphenoxy) benzene. 

The thioether components are named more conventionally as are 

the aromatic tin and silicon compounds. 

MATERIALS 

The materials studied in this thesis represent a variety of 

different classes of aromatic compounds. They are the polyphenyl 

ethers, polyphenyl thioethers (C - ethers), and a series of aromatic 

tin and silicon compounds. Their structures appear in figure 1 and 

their properties are summarized in table 1. 

3 
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ta) 

@s@s© 

@o@s@o© 
II 

@o~s~s© 
III 

@S~S~S© 
IV 
tb) 

ta) Mlx-bis (mix-phenoxyphenoxy) benzene (5P-4E). 

tb) The thioether mixture consisting of 1. 3-
bis (phenylth lo) benzene lIl. 1.1-thiobis 
(3-phenoxybenzene) tIn. 1-phenoxy-3-
((3-(phenylthlolphenyllthiolbenzene (IIIl 
and 1, l-thlobls (3-(phenylthiolbenzenel 
(IVI. 

tcl 

(dl 

@-@-snR3 

PARA-TIN 

©-@ 
META-TIN SnR3 

@-@- SiR3 

PARA-SILICON 

@-@ 
META-SILICON SiR3 

(cl Mix-bis (p-phenoxyphenyll ether (4P-3[I. 

td) General chemical structures of organotin 
and organosilicon compounds. Alkyl group 
is represented by R. 

Figure l. - Structures of the lubricants used In the experiments . 
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TABLE 1. - SUMMARY Of EXPERIMENTAL fLUID PROPERTIES 

fluid properties f1 I/e- ri ng four - r1ng Th10ether n-Butyl n-Buty1 -
polyphenyl po1ypheny1 (C-ether) ;tanny1 sllyl 
ether mh- ether mh- biphenyl b1phenyl 

5P-4E 4P-3E 

1(1nematie 1/1 seos Hy, eS 
o ·C 13 000 
38 ·C 360 63 25 10 23 
99 ·C 13 6. 0 4.1 2. 4 3. 6 

Pour point, ·C 5 -12 - 29 
Flash poi nt, ·C 288 260 230 
fire point, ·C 350 282 285 
Densit~ at 38 ·C, 1.19x103 1.17x103 1. 18x103 

kg/m (g/ml) (1 .19) (1.17) (1 .1 B) 

5 



other propert Ies , such as surface tens l on and surface wettab111ty, 

wh~ch are qu~te 1mportant 1n determlnlng the trlbolog1cal 

characterlst1cs of these lubr1cants, are covered 1n deta11 1n the 

follow1ng sect10n. 

SURFACE TENSION 

BACKGROUND 

Surface tens10n 1s one of the fundamental flu1d propert1es. The 
-5 -7 unlt of surface tenslon, 10 N/cm (1 dyn/cm), 1s equ1valent to 10 

J/cm2 (1 erg/cm2). Therefore, surface tens10n 1s a d1rect measure 

of surface 1nterfac1al energy. The surface energy of a flu1d 

relat1ve to adjacent phases 1nfluences the transport and d1str1but10n 

of flu1d. Thus, surface tens10n 1s found to be an 1Mportant 

parameter 1n the behav10r of seals, 011 spread1ng rates, foam 

stab111ty, cap1l1ar1ty, f1u1d flow through porous so11ds, two-phase 

flow, m1st lubr1cat10n, wettab1l1ty of low-energy so11ds, two-phase 

heat transfer, and lubr1cant starvat10n ( refs. 10 and 11). In 

pract1ce, these operat1ons often take place over a range of 

temperatures. It 1s 1mportant, therefore , to know the surface 

tens10n of the flu1ds used and how 1t var1es w1th temperature. 

Numerous methods for the measurement of l1qu1d surface tens10n 

are ava11able. These 1nclude the sess11e drop, cap111ary pull, 

cap11lary r1se, drop we1ght, surface rupt ure, and max1mum bubble 

pressure (refs. 11 to 13) . The role of surface tens10n 1n heat 

transfer (coo11ng) and 1n elastohydrodynam1cs (EHD) 1s d1scussed 1n 

the next two sect1ons. 

EFFECT OF SURFACE TENSION ON HEAT TRANSFER 

Turb1ne eng1nes of advanced h1gh Mach number a1rcraft w111 be 

requ1red to operate at ever 1ncreas1ng temperatures. Therefore, 

lubr1cat1ng systems w111 be subjected t o h1gher heat 1nputs, and the 

coo11ng capac1ty of the lubr1cant w111 become 1ncreas1ngly 1mportant. 

6 
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luhrlrdnt proportle'i (thln",,,l conductlvHy, speclf1c heat, ~pec1nc 
grdvlly, and vIscosIty) and lubr\cant flow rate are ~mportant 1n 

determ1n1ng heat-transfer (coo11ng) rates. Surface tens10n, by 1ts 

effect on spreadability, may also influence the cooling capacity. 

Poor wettability has been recognized as a factor in reducing heat 

transfer involving phase changes for many years (ref. 14). In 

bol1lng water experiments, increases 1n heat-transfer coeff1c1ents 

have been reported upon the addit10n of wetting additives. 

Two-phase heat transfer which occurs 1n nucleate boiling is 

probably also present in the lubricating system of a turbine engine. 

However, in lubrication, temperatures would be too low to produce 

signif1cant vapor formation by lubricant boiling. Bubble formation 

could be caused by d1ssolution and coalescence of entrained or 

dissolved gases or cav1tat10n under the combined effects of heating 

and agitation occurring in the bearings, seals and gear components. 

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of bubble shape on d1fferences 

in liquid surface wettability. Clearly, the totally wetted condition 

of figure 2(a) would be more conducive to efficie~t heat transfer 

than the nonwetting condition of figure 2(b). The completely wetted 

surface wou1d have a much greater percentage of area covered by 

liquid than the surface in the nonwetting condition. Heat transfer 

through the vapor phase would be only a fraction of that obtained 

through the liquid. In actual practice, the intermediate condition 

of partial wetting (fig. 2(c)) would probably occur. Nevertheless, 

the previous argument would still be valid. Lubricant surface 

tension should affect not only bubble formation and size but also 

the rate of liquid return to the void by bubble collapse or 

detachment. 

Surface tension can also be an important factor 1n determlning 

the wettability characterlstics of a lubrlcant. In autophobic 

liquids or in systems with organic contamination, low-energy surface 

films are formed. Flulds having surface tensions greater than the 

surface energy of the low- energy films will not spread on these 

layers (ref. 15). Examples of surface contamination which produced 

1 



la) Zero contact 
angle, com
plete wetting. 

Ib) High contact angle, 
no wetting. 

(c) Low contact 
angle, partial 
wetting. 

Figure 2. - Effect of surface wettabil ity on bubble shape. 
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nonwett1ng s1tuat1ons in ball bearings which led to premature 

failure are reported by Freeman, Allen, and Singer (ref. 10). 

In add1tion, temperature gradients can cause evaporation of 

lower molecular weight lubricant components producing another 

important spreading phenomena known as the Marangoni effect. Here 

mass transfer results from surface tension gradients between the 

different molecular weight components. The Marapgoni phenomenon and 

its effect on lubrication has been discussed in detail by Hirano 

(ref. 10). 

ROLE OF SURFACE TENSION IN ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICS 

The life of highly loaded bearings is related to the ability of 

an elastohydrodynamic (EHD) film to separate the bearing surfaces 

suff1ciently so that asperity contact can be reduced or eliminated. 

A fundamental feature of EHD that has been well established from 

theory and experiment (ref. 17) is that film thickness is determined 

by the EHD pressure generated in the convergent inlet region. If 

there is an insufficient supply of lubricant in the inlet reg1on, 

the EHD pressure generation will be inhibited; and the resulting 

film thickness will be diminished. 

The amount of lubricant in the inlet region ;s determined by the 

locat1on of the inlet lubricant boundary as showr 1n figure 3. The 

inlet distance S ahead of the contact region is the distance over 

which the EHD pressure can build up. By def1n1t1on 

(1) 

where xb is the d1stance from the lubricant boundary to the center 

of the Hertzian reg10n and a 1s the calculated Hertz1an radius of dry 

contact . For point contacts (ref. 17) the requ 1 red inlet distance to 

obtain a flooded condition Sf is approximated 

3 52 Rh 213 . 0 

1/3 a 

9 
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Ibl Cross-sectional view along centerl ine. 

Figure 3. - Contact geometry. 
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Ihu5, a~ bear1ng speed 1ncrea~es (1.e., h becomes larger), a greater 
o 

1nlet d1stance Sf 1s requ~red to obta'n a flooced cond'tion. 

The 1nlet distance is a function of several variables, including 

the quant1ty of available lubricant, contact geometry, speed of 

bearing surfaces, lubricant viscosity, and surface tension. The role 

of surface tension can be illustrated by considering two lubricated 

surfaces (e.g., a ball loaded on a flat) in static contact as shown 

in figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the shape of the lubricant-air 

interface for a hypothetical case of a zero-surface-tension fluid. 

A real fluid with a finite surface tension will tause a pressure 

differential across an interface wherever the surface is curved. 
The pressure differential 6p is given by 

(3 ) 

where ~LV is the surface tension, and rb is the effective radius 
of curvature at the lubricant boundary. To estah11sh equilibrium, 

the interface w1ll tend to approach an infinite radius of curvature. 

and thus form a fluid meniscus around surfaces of cl05e proximity 

(see fig. 4(b)). In this way surface t ension should aid the filling 

of an EHD 1n1et region. Under dynamic conditions the shape of the 

fluid meniscus will be affected by the distribution of lubricant on 

the bearing surfaces and by the pressure and flow fields around the 

contact region. The effectiveness of surface tension to recapture 

and maintain lubricant in the inlet region will, according to 

equation (3), depend on the curvature of the 1ubr1cant boundary and 

the surface tension of the 1ubr'cant. 

Therefore, from the previous discussions, it is obvious that 

lubricant surface tension is an important tribological fluid 

property. The next sections describe a technique to measure 

lubricant surface tension as a function of temperature. The maximum 

bubble pressure technique was chosen because of the following 

advantages: 

11 



(a) Lubricant with zero surface tension. 

--+-- a 
(b) Lubricant with finite surface tension. 

Figure 4. - Contact geometry under static conditions. 
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(1) lhe bubble need not be observed under the liquid surface. 

(2) All fluid is submerged in a constant-temperature bath, and 

thus temperature control is facilitated. 

(3) The formation of fresh surfaces reduces the possibility of 

impurities collecting at the surface. 

(4) The method is readily adapted for measuremen~s over a broad 

temperature range. 

(5) The bubble apparatus containing a given pair of capillary 

tubes can be calibrated with a standard fluid (e.g., water or 

benzene), so that it is not necessary to determine the exact tube 

radi1. 
Perhaps the most important advantage of the bubble-pressure 

technique lies in the fact that the method can often be assumed to 

be independent of the solid-liquid contact angle. Mo~t other methods 

are quite dependent on the contact angle. The angle must be either 

assumed zero or measured, which is usually quite difficult. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Apparatus 

The bubble- pressure apparatus (fig. 5) consists of two parts. The 

lower part is a heat - resistant glass tube which acts as a reservoir 

for the test fluid. The upper part contains two capillary tubes and 

one open tube. It is sealed to the lower part by a ground-glass 

joint. The two capillary tubes are of the same length but different 

diameters, and both may be opened or closed with stopcocks. The 

capillary diameters are approximately 1 and 0.02 mm. The open tube 

is connected to a 2000 cm3 flask which acts as a pressure damping 

device. The flask is connected to a vacuum line and a differential 

strain- gage pressure transducer. This transducer measures the 

differential pressure between the test chamber and the ambient room 

pressure. The bubble apparatus is placed in a constant-temperature 

bath containing glycerol as the heat-transfer fluid. Temperature 

control in the bath is specified to be ±0.01 °c from 40 to 200°C. 

13 
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JOINT-..., 
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LARGE CAPILLARY 
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Figure 5. - Bubble-pressure apparatus. 
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Howev er, because of the h1gh v1scos1ty of the glycerol, temperature 

control 1s poorer from 40 to 80°C. 

Procedure 

The bubble apparatus 1s cleaned in hot chromic acid solution and 

rinsed with tap water and then with dist1lled water. Approx1mately 
3 -4 3 

100 cm of test flu1d (lxlO m) are placed 1n the reserv01r. The 

test fluid itself acts as a lubricant for the ground-1lass joint. 

The apparatus is placed in the bath, and the desired temperature is 

set. Then 10 to 15 m1n are allowed for temperature equilibrium to 
be establ1shed. 

The large capillary tube 1s opened, and a s11ght vacuum 1s pulled 

1n the test chamber. The pressure differential across the chamber 

causes a1r to be drawn through the capillary and results 1n the 

formation of a stream of bubbles. The pressure 1s regulated so that 

one or two bubbles a second are formed. The d1fferential pressure 

rises to a maximum as the bubble is being formed and drops sharply 

as the bubb)e breaks away from the cap1l1ary t1p and travels to the 

surface . Then the pressure differential increases again and the 

process is repeated. These pressure changes are recorded on an 

x, y-recorder. A schematic of a typical recorder trace appears in 

figure 6. 

After several pressure spikes have been recorded for the large 

capillary, the small tube is opened and the large tube is closed. The 
procedure is repeated. The smaller capillary, of course, requires a 

greater pressure d1fference for bubble formation. The manner of 

bubb l e f ormation is also different. The pressure difference rises 

to a ma ximum, and then a stream of bubbles appears. This process 

decreases the pressure difference, and bubble formation stops. The 

pressure difference increases again, and the process is repeated. A 

recorder trace for this behavior also appears in 1r. figure 6. 

15 
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Calculat10n of Surface Tens10n 

The sur face tens10n 1s calculated by us1ng the equat10n developed 

by Sudgen (ref. 12) 

YLV = AP~ (4) 

where A 1s the apparatus constant, P 1s the press ere d1fference 
2 

between the two cap~11ar1es (H, - H2, from f1g. 6) 1n N/cm ,and ~ 

is a correct1on factor, wh1ch 1s g1ven by the following equation: 

( 5) 

3 o is the liquid density (g/cm ), g, the acc~leration due to 
2 grav1ty (98' cm/s ), and r2, the large capillary rad1us (mm) . The 

apparatus constant is determ1ned by us1ng dist111ed water as the 

ca11brat1ng flu1d. Organic contamination was removed by distillation 

from a permanganate solut10n. The constant A for the apparatus was 
-3 determ1ned by this method to be 3.32xlO cm . To check the accuracy 

of t h1s constant, the surface tension as a funct10n of temperature was 

determined for two other pure compounds, benzene and bromobenzene. Both 

were of reagent grade purity. The benzene and bromobenzene surface 

tens10ns were compared to l1terature values, and a max1mum error of 
1.9 percent and an average error of less than 1.0 percent were obtained. 

Resu lts 

Surface tension as a function of temperature for 5P-4E, measured 

by t he max1mum bubble pressure technique, appears in figure 7. A 

max1mum value of 46 dyn/cm was obtained at 23°C. The surface 

tension then decreases l1nearly with increasing temrerature wh1ch 

occurs with most organic liquids. A temperature coefficient of 

sur face tension (dy/dT) of 0. 088 dyn/cm °C was obtained. YLV at 
23°C and dy/dT for a ser1es of other liquid lubricants, including 

4P- 3E and the th1oether, appear in table 2 for comparison. 
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TABLE 2. - SURFACE TENSION AT 23 ·C ANO TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF 

SURFACE TENSION FOR SEVERAL LIQUIO LUBRICANTS 

Test lubr1cant Temperature coeff1c1ent of Surface tens10n 
surface tens10n. - dy/dt. at 23 ·C 

N/(cm)(·C) 
N/cm dyn/cm 

Fhe-r1ng poly- O.088xlO- 5 4& . OxlO- 5 4&.0 
phenyl ether (5P-4E) 

Four-r1ng poly- .08B 44 . 8 44.8 
phenyl ether (4P-3E) 

Th10ether . 088 44 .8 44.8 
Synthet1c paraff1n1c .064 30 . 3 30.3 

011 
Superref1ned naphthen1c . 064 30.3 30.3 

m1neral 011 
Superref1ned paraff1n1c .077 29.8 29.8 

m1neral 011 
Fluoros111cone . 063 25 .0 25.0 
fluor1nated po1yether .053 17.3 I 17 .3 
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As can be seen, the two polyphenyl et ers and the th10ether have 

very s1m11ar surface tens10ns and temperature coeff1c1ents. They are 
also much h1gher than the other classes of l1qu1d lubr1cants. Th1s 

may have 1mportant ram1f1cations in regard to surface wettability 

which 1s discussed in the next section. 

WETTABILITY 

BACKGROUND 

When a l1quid forms a finite contact angle on a surface (6 ~ 0), 

we say the liqu1d 1s nonspread1ng. If the contact angle 1s zero, the 

liquid wets the surface completely and sp reads freely over the surface 

at a rate depending on viscosity and surface roughness. 

At room temperature, the surface-free energies of organic liquids 

and lubricants are less than 100 erg/cm2. Metals and ceramics have 

surface- free energies ranging from 500 to 5000 erg/cm2. Theoretically, 

one would then expect all organic liquids to sprp.ad freely on any 

high energy solid. This is because the spreading would result in a 

large decrease in the free energy of the system. 

If one considers low energy solids such as polymers, the 

situation could, and does, exist where the surface energy (surface 

tension) of a fluid is greater than that of the surface. For that 

situation, the fluid would not spread and a drop having a finite 

contact angle would occur. An analogous situation could occur if 

low energy contaminant films are present on the high energy solid 

surface (ref. 18). 

Considering the five ring polyphenyl ether (5P-4E) and M-50 

steel (a typical bearing steel) one would predict that this fluid 

type should spread freely on a clean M-50 surface. However, it has 

been well documented (ref. 19) that this does not always occur. 

Another class of chem1cally similar fluids, thioethers, have 

exhibited similar wetting problems (ref. 20). This nonspreading 

phenomenon occurred in spite of procedu res to remove polar 

impurities which might have produced oleophobic films. 
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Many years ago, Fox et a1. (ref. 15) reported s1ml1ar nonwett1ng 

propert1es for certa1n pure organ1c f1u1ds such as 1- octano1, 

tr1ch10rod1pheny1, and tr1 - 0-cresy1 phosphate. It was hypothes1zed 

that these f1u1ds were nonspread1ng because the molecules a'dsorbed 

on the so11d surface formed a f11m whose cr1t1ca1 surface energy was 

less than the surface tens10n of the flu1d 1tself. The term 

"autophob1c 11qu1ds" was c01ned to descr1be th1s behav10r. 

S1nce two of the flu1ds ment10ned above were aromat1c and thus 

were chem1cally somewhat s1m11ar to the aromat1c polyphenyl ether 

(5P-4E), 1t seemed plaus1ble that 5P-4E may also be autophob1c. 

To check th1s poss1b1l1ty, two th1ngs are needed: surface 

tens10n as a funct10n of temperature and the cr1t1cal surface energy 

of spread1ng, Yc' The surface tens10n for 5P-4E has been measured 

and appears 1n f1gure 7 for temperatures from 23 to 220°C. 

The cr1t1cal surface energy of spread1ng, y , of an adsorbed c 
monolayer 1s more d1ff1cult to measure. The class1cal techn1que to 

measure Yc for low energy polymer surfaces 1s to pl~t the cos1ne 

of the contact angle (cos e) for a homologous ser1es of organ1c 

l1qu1ds as a funct10n of the1r surface tens10n (YLV)' Emp1r1ca1ly, 
a rect111near relat10nsh1p was estab11shed. The Y was def1ned by c 
the 1ntercept of the hor1zonta1 11ne cos e = 1 w1th the extrapolated 

stra1ght l1ne plot of cos e versus YLV ' A typ1cal plot for the 

wettab1l1ty of polytetraf1uoroethy1ene (PTFE) by a ser1es of 

n- alkanes appears 1n f1gure 8 (ref. 18). 

Th1s y1elds a Yc for PTFE of approx1mately 18.5 dyn/cm at 

20°C. Essent1a1ly, th1s means that, at 20°C, an- alkane hav1ng a 

surface tens10n >18.5 dyn/cm w11l not spread on a PTFE surface. On 

the other hand, an-alkane w1th a surface tens10n <18.5 dyn/cm w1l1 

spread spontaneously. 

To determ1ne the Yc of an adsorbed surface f1lm, a mod1f1cat1on 

of th1s techn1que can be used. If one were to use a ser1es of 

organ1c l1qu1ds of vary1ng surface tens1ons, the poss1b111ty ex1sts 

for chem1cal or phys1ca1 1nteract10n w1th the adsorbed surface f11m. 

Th1s could alter the wett1ng propert1es of the surface. 
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Another way to determ1ne Yc for the surface f1lm would be to 
measure contact angle as a function of temperature. As temperature 

var1es, the surface tens10n var1es and an analogous plot of cos e 

versus YLV could be plotted for one fluid. Therefore, contact 

angles as a function of temperature were measured for 5P-4E on M-50 

steel. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

T1lt1ng Plate Apparatus 

Two d1fferent techniques were used to measure contact angle as a 

funct10n of temperature (1) a tilting plate apparatus, and (2) a 

sessile drop apparatus. 

The t1lting plate apparatus shown schemat1cally in f1gure 9 

consists of a stainless steel flu1d reserv01r (~O.S 1) and a small 

M-SO steel plate (4.1 by 1.3 by 0.24 cm) wh1ch can d1p 1nto the 

l1qu1d 1n the reserv01r at var10us angles. The plate 1s attached to 

a lever arm wh1ch 1s rotated at slow speed by a motor. The reserv01r 

and plate are conta1ned 1n a chamber for atmosphere control. Contact 

angles are measured w1th a gon10meter through a s1de w1ndow. The 

flu1d 1s heated by a var1able res1stance heater located 1n the base 

of the reserv01r. Temperature 1s mon1tored by a thermometer 1mmersed 

in the fluid. 

T1lt1ng Plate Procedure 

The flu1d reserv01r and M-50 steel plate were thoroughly cleaned 

by scrubb1ng with a paste of lev1gated alum1na and witer, r1nsed w1th 

tap water and f1nally distilled water and allowed to a1r dry. The 

plate was then pos1t1oned 1n the chamber. Approx1mately O.S 1 of 

SP-4E was thoroughly degassed by heat1ng to lSO °C under a vacuum. 

The degassed flu1d was transferred to the reserv01r after the chamber 

had been purged for 30 m1n w1th dry n1trogen. A cont1nuous n1trogen 

purge was ma1nta1ned dur1ng the test. The reservoir heater was set 
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for the proper flu1d temperature. After temperature stab1l1zat10n, 

the plate was t1lted so that the flu1d recedes off the plate and a 
curved men1scus formed. The plate 1s cont1nuously rutated at slow 
speed (~l rpm) unt11 the men1scus becomes stra1ght as 1t contacts the 

plate. At th1s p01nt, the angle of the plate 1s measured w1th a 

gon1ometer. Then the temperature 1s 1ncreased (normally 25 °C), 
allowed to stab111ze, and the procedure repeated. Only advanc1ng 

angles were measured. 

Sess11e Drop Apparatus 

A sess11e drop apparatus was also used to measure contact angles. 

Th1s apparatus 1s shown 1n f1gure 10. It cons1sts of a low power 

m1croscope for horizontal observation of a fluid drop. A drop is 

placed on the test spec1men which is 1n turn placed on a heated 
platen. A 11ght source allows for back 111um1nat1on of the drop. A 

cover allows for atmosphere control. Specimen temperature is sensed 

by a contact thermocouple and ma1nta1ned by a temperature controller. 

Contact angles are measured by a gon10meter eyep'ece. 

Sess11e Drop Procedure 

For tests w1th th1s apparatus, the M-50 steel plate was cleaned 

as prev10usly descr1bed. It was then placed on the platen and the 

cover closed. A n1trogen flow 1s ma1nta1ned over the spec1men. 

Several drops of degassed 5P-4E were placed on the spec1men through 

a port in the top of the cover. This was accomplished by dipping a 

flamed platinum wire 1n the degassed lubr1cant and touching the 
plate. Drop size varied but typ1cally was in the range of 0.5 to 

l.SlJ1. 

The 11ght source and m1croscope stage were then adjusted to 

produce a sharp silhouette of the drop. Then a gon1ometer eyepiece 

was used to measure the contact angle as illustrated in figure 11. 
The temperature was then 1ncreased by 5 °C and the measurement 
repeated. 
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Results 

Contact angles for var10us temperatures for 5P-4E us1ng both test 
devices appear in table 3. Values range from a high contact angle of 

50° at 70 and 90°C for the plate apparatus to a low contact value of 

5° at 180°C for the sessile drop technique. Values for the plate 

apparatus are consistently higher than from the sessile drop 

measurements. There is no apparent reason for these differences, 

other than that two completely different techniques were used. 

Reproducibility of contact angles at any particular condition was 

about ±2°. Error in angle measurement using a goniometer is 

considered to be ±lo. These variations are similar to those reported 

in the literature (ref. 18). 

The contact angle data from table 3 has been plotted in the 

standard cos e versus YLV format. The data for the tilting plate 

apparatus appears in figure 12 and for the sessile drop apparatus in 

figure 13. A least squares technique was used to determine the best 

straight line for each set of data. Extrapolated to cos e = 1, Y 
c 

was determined to be 30.1 dyn/cm for the tilting plate technique and 

31.3 dyn/cm for the sessile drop technique. This is good agreement 

considering that two completely different techniques were used. 

One problem us1ng this procedure is t hat Y can also change c 
with temperature. Surface film density wi ll decrease with increasing 

temperature. However, this effect is not great and Y will c 
increase only slightly as temperature rises (ref. 18). 

A second consideration is the possibi l ity of lubricant and metal 

oxidation and lubricant degradation at hi gh temperatures. The 

contact angle measurements were all performed in a nitrogen 

atmosphere to preclude any oxidation prob l ems. Surface tension 

measurements were made in air. However, i t is not felt that an air 

atmosphere presented any problems for these tests. 5P-4E is 

oxidatively stable at the highest tempera t ure (2?0 °C) reached in 

the surface tension measurements. 
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TABLE 3. - CONTACT ANGLES FOR A FIVE-

RING POLYPHENYL ETHER (5P-4E) ON M-50 

STEEL AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES IN A 

DRY NITROGEN ATMOSPHERE 

Temperature. 
°C 

25 
50 
70 
75 
80 
90 

100 
110 
115 
120 
125 
130 
140 
145 
150 
155 
160 
165 
170 
175 
180 
185 
190 

Contact angle. 
deg 

T1ltlng plate 
appa ra tus 

- - ---
- - ---
47.50 
- -- --

40 
50 

40.42 
37.38 

41 
33.36 
- ----
29.33 
31.36 

37 
29.34 

34 
27.2B 

31 
22.27 

24 
18,20 

20 
22 

29 

Sessl1e drop 
apparatus 

30.32.34 
27.27.29 
-_._-----
24.24 . 27 
- _._-----
- -------
22.23 . 24 
---- ----
--------
- - - - ----
19.20,22 
- -------
-- - --- --
- - ------
15.16.17 
- ------
- - -- --- -
- ---- --
- -------
7.9.11 
5,5,11 
_._ --- ---
- --- --- -
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These values 1nd1cate that 5P-4E 1s autophob1c (1.e., 1t w111 not 

spread on its own surface film on M-50 steel until its surface 
tension falls below about 30 to 31 dyn/cm ) . This surface tens10n 

corresponds to a fluid temperature of app roximately 190 to 200°C. 

Therefore, 5P-4E is 1nherently nonspreading on steel surfaces 

over most of 1ts practical temperature range. This fact may 

contribute to some of the wear problems associated with this fluid, 

which w1ll be described later. It seems l ikely that the thioethers 

are also autophobic. Chemically. the thioethers are very similar to 

the polyphenyl ethers since they are mixtures of thiophenyl ethers. 

Thus, the wetting problems associated with th1s flu1d may be 

expla1ned by a s1m1lar phenomenon. Pre11 minary contact angle 

measurements of thioethers on steel suppo r t this suppos1t10n. 

WETTABILITY ADDITIVES 

Because wettab111ty problems had been encountered with the 

polyphenyl ether class of lubricants, an obvious approach would be 

to utilize additives to promote better we t ting. If one could lower 

the surface tension (r LV ) below the cr1ti cal surface energy for 

wett1ng (r ), then spontaneous spread1 ng should occur. c 
A number of 1nvest1gators have shown t hat add1t1'/es can lower 

the surface tension of nonaqueous solut ions . McBain and Perry 

(ref. 21) showed that lauryl - sulfon 1c aci ds lowered r LV for a 

series of hydrocarbons. Many silicones and fluorochemicals have 

been found to depress r LV of organic liqu1ds (ref. 22). 

Three different additives were chosen to study their effect on 

wettab1lity (rLV depression) and on bo und ary lubr"1cat10n behav10r 

of 5P-4E. These materials were : tr1chlo roacet1c ac1d, (TCAA) 

(0 .1 wt %), a dimethy l si11cone (OMS) (1 wt %) and st~aryl 

s1loxane (SS) (1 wt %) . 
The maximum bubble pressure apparatus descr1bed prev10usly was 

used to determine r LV as a funct10n of t emperature for each of 

the solut10ns. The results of these measurements are shown in 

f1gure 14. 
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rhese results 1nd1cated that TCAA had no effect 0n YLV wh11e 
OMS and SS both depressed YLV w1th SS hav1ng the greater effect. 

For example at 50 °c, SS depressed YLV by ~20 percent and OMS by 

~13 percent. As temperature 1ncreased the effect was less pronounced 

(about 5 percent for both additives at 200 °C). 

contact angle measurements with the sess11e drop apparatus 

y1elded conf11ct1ng results. The TCAA solut10n (no YLV depress10n) 

showed a small 1mprovement 1n wettab1l1ty as the solut10n spread at 

20 °C lower than the base flu1d. The OMS solut1on s~read at about a 

40 °c lower temperature. However, the SS solut10n behaved s1m1larly 

to the base flu1d, essent1ally show1ng no effect. The reason for 

th1s anomaly 1s not known. Wear results on some of these solut1ons 

are reported 1n the next sect10n concern1ng boundary lubr1cat1on. 

BOUNDARY LUBRICATION 

BACKGROUND 

The purpose of lubr1cat10n 1s to sepa rate surfaces 1n relat1ve 

mot10n by a mater1al wh1ch has a low res1stance to shear so that the 

surfaces do not susta1n major damage. Th1s low resistance material 

can be a variety of different spec1es (e.g., adsorbed gases, chem1cal 

react10n f1lms, l1qu1ds, so11d lubr1cants, etc.). 

Depend1ng on the type of 1nterven1ng f 1lm and 1ts th1ckness, a 

number of lubr1cat1on reg1mes can be 1dent1f1ed. A class1cal way of 

dep1ct1ng some of these reg1mes is by use of the well known Str1beck 

curve (f1g. 15). Str1beck (ref. 23) performed comprehens1ve 

exper1ments on journal bear1ngs around 1900. He measured the 

coeff1c1ent of fr1ct1on as a function of load, speed, and 

temperature. However, 1t was difficult to condense this data 1nto 

usable form. Some years later, Hersey (ref. 24) performed s1m1lar 

exper1ments and dev1sed a plott1ng format based on a d1mens10nless 

parameter. The Str1beck curve, or more appropr1ately, the 
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Str1beck-Hersey curve takes the form of the coeff1c1ent of fr1ct10n 

as a funct10n of the v1scos1ty (Z), veloc1ty (N), and load (P) 
parameter, ZN/P. 

At h1gh values of ZN/P wh1ch occur at h1gh speeds, low loads, 

and at h1gh v1scos1t1es, the surfaces are completely separated by a 
-5 th1ck (>0.25 ~m) (>10 1n.) lubr1cant f1lm. Th1s 1s the area of 

hydrodynam1c lubr1cat10n where fr1ct1on 1s deterol1ned by the rheology 

of the lubr1cant. For nonconformal concentrated contacts where loads 

are h1gh enough to cause elast1c deformat 1on of ihe surfaces and 

pressure- v1scos1ty effects on the lubr1cant, another flu1d f1lm 

reg1me, elastohydrodynam1c lubr1cat1on (EHD) can be 1dent1f1ed. In 

th1s reg1me f1lm th1cknesses (h) may range from (0.025 to 2.5 ~m) 
-6 -4 (10 to 10 1n.). 

As f1lm th1ckness becomes progress1vely th1nner, surface 

1nteract10ns start tak1ng place. Th1s reg1me of 1ncreas1ng fr1ct1on 

1n wh1ch there 1s a comb1nat1on of asper1 t y 1nteract1ons and flu1d 

f1lm effects 1s referred to as the m1xed l ubr1cat1on reg1me. 

F1nally, at low values of the ZN/P parameter, one enters the 

realm of boundary lubr1cat1on. Th1s reg1me 1s character1zed by the 

follow1ng: 

1. It 1s a h1ghly complex reg1me 1nvolving metallurgy, surface 

topography, phys1cal and chem1cal adsorpt i on, corros1on, catalys1s, 

and react10n k1net1cs. 

2. The most 1mportant aspect of th1s regime is the format1on of 

protective surface f1lms to m1n1m1ze wear and surface damage. 

3. The format1on of these f1lms 1s governed by the chem1stry of 

both the f1lm former as well as the surface and other env1ronmental 

factors. 

4. The effect1veness of these f1lms 1n m1n1m1z1ng wear 1s 

determ1ned by the1r phys1cal propert1es wh1ch 1nclude: shear 

strength, th1ckness, surface adhes1on, f1 1m cohesion, chain length, 

melting po1nt or decompos1tion temperature , and solub1l1ty. 

It 1s obv10us that a concise def1n1t1on of boundary lubr1cation 

1s not possible. For the purposes of thi s thes1s, the follow1ng 

general def1n1t10n will be used. Boundary lubr1cat1on 1s lubr1cat1on 
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by a l1qu1d under cond1t1ons where there 1s apprp.c1able so11d-so11d 

1nteract1ons. Fr1ction and wear are determined predominantly by 

interactions between the so11d surfaces and between the surfaces and 

the liquid. The viscous properties of the liquid play little or no 

part in th1s process. 

Lubricat10n Reg1mes 

Bes1des the Str1beck-Hersey curve an 1dea11zp.d plot of wear rate 

as a funct10n of relat1ve load can also de11neate the var10us 

lubricat10n reg1mes as well as some wear trans1t1ons (f1g. 16) 

(ref. 25). 

Reg10n OA. - Th1s reg10n encompasses the reg1mes of hydrodynam~c 

and elastohydrodynam1c lubr1cation (EHO), the latter as point A is 

approached. S1nce there are no surface 1nteractions ~n this reg10n 

except for startup or shutdown, little or no wear occurs. Th1s 1s 

exclud1ng rol11ng element fat1gue wh1ch can occur without surface 

interactions. 

Reg10n AX. - Region AX is the m1xed lubrication regime where 

surface interact10ns begin to occur at A and become more prevalent 

as po~nt X is approached. Wear is low because there are st1ll 

fluid film effects. 

Region xv. - This is the reg10n of boundary lubricat1on. The 

degree of metal to metal contact and the wear rate increase as the 

load 1ncreases. Wear is mild and tends to be corrosive to the left 

of B and adhesive to the right of B. The location of B 1s quite 

variable and depends on the corros1v1ty of the lubricant formulation. 

For a noncorrosive lubricant, adhesive wear can occur at x. On the 

other hand, a corrosive additive can extend the boundary regime to 

ZI before boundary film failure occurs. 

Region VZ. - This is the regime of severe wear where scuffing 

and scoring occur. Machinery cannot operate successfully in this 

region and, therefore, the location of this transit10n point is qu1te 

important. At point Z, there is total surface failure and seizure 

occurs. 
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Boundary F1lm Format10n 

lhe most 1mportant aspect of boundary lubr1cat10n 1s the format10n 

of surface f1lms (from add1t1ves or the lubr1cant 1tself) wh1ch w1ll 

protect the contact1ng surfaces. Bas1cally, there are three 

mechan1sms of boundary f1lm format1on: phys1cal adsorpt10n, 

chem1sorpt1on and chem1cal reaction ( ref. 26). 

Phys1cal adsorpt10n. - Phys1cal adsorpt1on 1nvolves 1ntermolecular 

forces analogous to those involved 1n condensation of vapors to 

liqu1ds. Physical adsorption 1s usually rapid, revers1ble, and 

nonspecific. Energies involved in physical adsorption are in the 

range of heats of condensat10n. Physical adsorpt10n may be 

monomolecular or multilayer. There is no electron transfer in this 

process. An idealized example of the physical adsorption of 

hexadecanol on an unreactive metal is shown 1n f1gure 17. Because 

of the weak bonding energies involved, phys1cally absorbed species 

are not very effect1ve boundary lubricants. 

Chemisorption. - Chemisorption of a species on a surface is 

usually specific, may be rap1d or slow and 1s not always revers1ble. 

Energies involved in chemisorpt10n are large enough to 1mply that a 

chemical bond has formed (1.e., electron transfer has taken place). 

Chem1sorpt1on 1s a monomolecular process. It also may requ1re an 

act1vat1on energy as opposed to phys1cal adsorption which requ1res 

none. A spec1es may be phys1cally adsorbed at low temperatures and 

chem1sorbed at higher temperatures. In add1tion, phys1cal adsorpt10n 

may occur on top of a chemisorbed f1lm. An example of the 

chemisorpt10n of stearic acid on an 1ron oxide surface to form iron 

stearate is 1llustrated in f1gure 18. 

Chemical react10n. - Although chem1sorption involves a chem1cal 

react1on, th1s sect10n ma1nly deals with 1norgan1c react10n products 

on surfaces. Th1s process 1s also spec1fic, may be rap1d or slow 

(depending on temperature, reactivity and other cond1t10ns), and 1s 

irrevers1ble. F1lms can be un11m1ted 1n thickness. An 1dealized 

example of a reacted film of iron sulf1de on an iron surface is 

shown 1n f1gure 19. 
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UNREACTIVE METAL 

Figure 17. - Physical adsorption hexadecanol (ref. 27), 
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Another chem1cal react10n of 1mport to boundary lubr1cat1on 1s 

"fr1ct10n polymer" format10n. In 1958, Hermance and Egan (ref. 28) 

reported on the occurrence of organ1c depos1ts on electrical relay 

contacts and coined the term "friction polymer." Since that time 

many investigators have observed the presence ot this material in 

lubricated contacts. Although little is known about its mode of 

formation or its chemical structure, it can, in some cases, act as a 

boundary lubricant. 

Physical Properties of Boundary Films 

The physical properties of boundary films that are important in 

determining their effectiveness in protecting surfaces include: 

melting or decomposition temperature, shear strength, thickness, 

surface adhesion, cohesion and solubility in the bulk lubricant. 

Melting point. - The melting point of boundary films is probably 

the most common property which correlates with film failure. The 

literature is replete with such examples. Russell, et al., (ref. 29) 

reported friction transitions for copper lubricated with pure 

hydrocarbons. Friction data for two hydrocarbons (mesitylene and 

dotriacontane) appear in figure 20 as a function of temperature. 

Obviously, the films of these nonpolar materials, which are not 

chemically bound to the copper surface, provide little protection in 

the liquid state. 

In contrast, chemisorption of fatty acids on reactive metals 

yields failure temperatures based on the softening point of the soap 

rather than the melting point of the parent fatty acid. Examples of 

transition temperatures for several fatty acids appear in figure 21 

(ref. 30). 

Chemically reacted inorganic surface films such as oxides and 

sulfides do not have failure transitions that correlate with their 

melting points. These materials often have very high melting points 

(>1000 °C) and other factors (such as decomposition or physical 

removal) may limit their effectiveness at temperatures well below 

their melting point. 
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Shear Strength. - The shear strength of a boundary lubricating 

film should be directly reflected in the f riction co€fficient. In 

general, this is true with low shear strength soaps yielding low 

friction while h1gh shear strength salts yield high friction 

(ref . 27). This relationship is illustra t ed in figure 22. Shear 

strength is also affected by both pressure and temperature . For 

example , shear stress as a function of load (pressure) for stearic 

acid is shown in figure 23 (ref. 31). 

Boundary Film Thickness. - Boundary f i lm thicknesses can vary 

from a few angstroms (abso r bed gas) to thousands of angstroms 

(chemical reactlon film). The effect of t hickness 0,1 friction has 

been discussed in detail by Kragelskii (ref. 32). In general, as 

the thickness of a boundary film increase s , the coefficient of 

friction decreases (fig. 24(a». However , continued increases in 

thickness may result in an increase in fr i ction (fig. 24(b». This 

figure has the general shape of the famil i ar Stribeck-Hersey curve 

(fig. 15). Another point of interest: shear strength of all 

boundary films decreases as their thickne ss increases , which may be 

related to the above. 

For physically absorbed or chemisorbed films, surface protection 

is usually enhanced by inc reasing film th i ckness (ref. 30). The 

frictional transi ti on temperature of mult i layers also increases with 

increasing number of layer s . 

For thick chemically reacted films there is an optimum thickness 

for minimum wear which depends on conditi ons. The relationship 

between wear and lubricant (or additive) r eactivity is shown in 

figure 25. Here, if reactivity is not great enough to produce a 

thick enough film, adhesive wear occurs. On the other hand, if the 

material is too reactive, very thick films are formed and corrosive 

wear ensues. Lubricant or additive react i vity is also a function of 

temperature and concentration (fig. 26) ( ref. 33). 
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Cha1n Length 

Another 1nterest1ng phenomenon wh1ch affects the propert1es of 

boundary f11ms is the cha1n matching effect. S1mply stated, when the 

carbon cha1n length of a straight chain add1t1ve (such as a fatty 

acid) coincides with that of the solvent or base oil, scuffing 

resistance is enhanced. This is clearly shown in fo~r-ball tests 

where the maximum critical load occurs with a C16 fatty acid in 

n-hexadecane base f luid (C16H34) (ref. 34). 

Effect of Operating Variab l es on Fr1ct10n 

Load. - As ment10ned 1n the ear11er d1scuss1on on the 

Str1beck-Hersey curve (f1g. 15), 1n the boundary lubr1cat10n regime, 

the coefficient of fr1ct1on is essentially constant with increasing 

load. This is a statement of Amonton's law which says that the 

coefficient of fr1ct10n is 1ndependent of load. This law 1s amaz1ngly 

well obeyed for most systems 1f there 1s no boundary film fa11ure. 

Th1s 1s 111ustrated 1n figure 27 (ref. 35) for copper surfaces 

lubricated with two fatty ac1ds. At loads (>50 g) the coeff1c1ent 

of friction is essentially constant. The 1ncrea~1ng fr1ct10n at 

decreas1ng loads 1s probably related to molecular or1entat10n effects 

and the fact that film penetration does not occur . 

Speed. - In general, in the absence of v1scos1ty effects, 

fr1ct1on changes 11ttle wi th speed over a sliding speed range of 

0.005 to 1.0 cm/sec (ref. 36). Where vis cosity effects do come 1nto 

play, two types of behav10r are observed . These are illustrated in 

f1gure 28 (ref. 37) . Here, relat1vely nonpolar materials such as 

m1nera l oils show a decrease 1n fr1ct10n with 1ncreas1ng speed wh11e 

polar fatty acids show the opposite trend. In add1t1on, the mineral 

oil behavior is usual l y assoc1ated with stick-slip pnenomena. This 

is of practical importance since a good boundary lubr1cant does not 

lead to stick- slip behav1or. 
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Figure 27. - Friction versus load for copper lubricated with 
fatty acids (ref. 35). 
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Figure 28. - Friction versus speed (reI. 37). 
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At h1gh speeds, v1scous effects w11l be present and 1ncreases 1n 

fr1ct'on are normally observed (f'g. 29) (ref. 38). This port10n of 

the frict~on curve is analagous to the rising portion of the 
Stribeck-Hersey curve (fig. 15) as one approaches hydrodynam1c 

lubrication. 

Temperature. - It is impossible to generalize about the effect 

of temperature on boundary frict~on. So much depends on the other 

condit~ons and the type of materials present. Temperature can cause 

disruption, desorption, or decomposition of boundary films. It can 

also provide activation energy for chemisorption or r.hemical 

reactions. The frictional transition temperatures of figure 21 show 
the effect of temperature on the melting of the chem1sorbed fatty 

acids. 

Atmosphere. - The presence of oxygen and water vapor in the 

atmosphere can greatly affect the chemical processes that occur in 

the boundary layer. These processes can, in turn, affect the 

friction coefficient. The importance of atmospheric and adsorbed 

oxygen is 111ustrated in figure 30 (ref. 39). Here, the "EP" 

activity of tricresy1phosphate (TCP) is totally absent in a dry 

nitrogen atmosphere. In contrast, normal "EP" activity is present 

in dry air. 

Effect of Operating Variables on Wear 

load. - It is generally agreed that wear increases with increasing 

load but no simple relationship seems to exist. Thi5 refers to the 

situation where no transition to severe wear has occurred. At this 

point, a discontinuity on wear versus load occurs which is illustrated 

in figure 16. Figure 31 illustrates the increase in wear scar radius 

with increasing load (ref. 36). 

Speed. - For practical purposes, wear rate in the boundary 

lubrication regime is essentially independent of speed. Obviously, 

this does not hold if one moves into the EHD regime with increasing 

speed. This also assumes no boundary film failure due to contact 

temperature rise. An example of wear rate as a function of sliding 
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Figure 29. - Friction versus speed for steellbronze lubri
cated with oleic acid (ref. 381. 
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speed appears ~n f~gure 32 (ref. 40). These data 1nd~cate that flu~d 
f~lm effects are negl~g~ble only at 25 and 50 rpm and a 1 kg load. 

Temperature. - As was the case for fr1ct10n, there 1s no way to 

general~ze the effect of temperature on wear. The same statements 

that perta1n to fr1ct10n also perta1n to wear. 

Atmosphere . - The effects of atmospher1c oxygen and m01sture on 

wear has been stud1ed by many 1nvest1gators. Oxygen has been shown 

to be an 1mportant 1ngred1ent 1n boundary lubr1cat10n exper1ments 

1nvolv1ng load carry1ng add1t1ves (refs. 36 and 41). 

Runn1ng In. - It has long been known that the runn1ng-1n of 

mach1ne elements under certa1n cond1t10ns 1mproves scuff1ng 

res1stance. Th1s phenomenon is probably related to 1ncreased surface 

hardness caused by work harden1ng as well as decreased surface 

roughness. Th1s has been clearly shown by Yamamoto 1n d1sc mach1ne 

stud1es (ref. 42). 

Add1t1ve Behav10r of Boundary Lubr1cated Systems 

In d1scuss1ng f1gure 16, 1t was stated that the boundary 

lubr1cat1on reg1me could be extended to h1gher loads by proper 

formulat1on of the lubr1cant w1th add1t1ves. A d1scuss1on of the 

var1ety of boundary add1t1ves 1s outs1de the scope of th1s thes1s. 

However, the general behav10r of the two common types of boundary 

add1t1ves, namely, ant1wear and "EP", 1s 1l1ustrated 1n f1gure 33 

(ref . 43). In f1gure 33 wear rate (K) 1s plotted as a funct10n of 

load (F) . There 1s a wear trans1t10n when boundary f1lm fa11ure 

occu r s . The presence of an ant1wear add1t1ve reduces wear (~K) but 

may have l~ttle or no effect on the wear trans1t1on load. On the 

other hand, an "EP" add1t1ve y1elds an 1ncrease 1n the load carry1ng 

capac1ty (~F) w1th 11ttle or no effect on the wear rate below the 

or1g1nal base 011 wear trans1t1on. 

The most common ant1wear add1t1ves are those wh1ch conta1n the 

element phosphorus. Typ1cal examples 1nclude the metal 

d1alkyld1th10phosphates, organic phosphates and phosph1tes. "EP" 

add1t1ves 1nclude compounds conta1n1ng sulfur and chlor1ne. 
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BOUNDARY LUBRICATION STUDIES 

VANl PUMP lESTS 

Early work concerning the boundary lubricating ability of 

po1ypheny1 and thioethers utilized a h1gh temperature vane pump loop. 

Piston and vane pumps have been used by many investigators (refs. 44 

and 45) for flu1d evaluations. The vane pump has the advantages of 

simple construction, ease of maintenance, and high tolerance for 

fluid contamination. In addition, the vane-on - cam-ring sliding 

contact provides a sensitive technique for wear measurement. 

At the time of these experiments, the use of inerted lubrication 

systems was being considered as an option to extend the high 

temperature capabilities of liquid 1ubr1cants. It was obvious that 

by excluding oxygen from the system, one could minimize or eliminate 

oxidative degradation. However, very little was known about boundary 

lubricating performance under these conditions. Therefore, the 

objectives of this portion of the study were: 

(1) To determine the lubricating ability of some superrefined 

mineral oils and po1yphenyl ethers by measurement of vane wear in a 

vane pump under inerted conditions, 

(2) To determine Qualitatively the resistance of the fluids to 

combined thermal and shear degradation, 

(3) To determine the effect of operating viscosity on vane wear 

for the two fluid classes in this study. 

Apparatus 

The test apparatus (fig. 34) consists of a closed loop containing 

a vane pump, fluid reservoir, fluid heate r , heat exchanger, filters, 

flow meter, and associated plumbing. All apparatus is made of 304 or 

316 stainless steel except the pump assembly which is made of CVM 

M-50 tool steel. 
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Inspect10n and parts replace~ent are f~c111tated by the s1mple 

vane pump des1gn (f1g. 35). The cam r1ng, rotor, vanes, and one of 

the pressure plates are seen 1n an exploded v1ew of the pump assembly 

(f1g. 35). The 1ns1de d1ameter of the cam r1ng 1s 5.72 cm. Stat1c 

"0" r1ng seals are V1ton (fluorocarbon) w1th a cont1nuous operat1ng 

11m1t of 232 °C. The dynam1c shaft seal cons1sts of a bellows type 

carbon face seal in s11d1ng contact w1th M-50 tool steel wear r1ng. 

A var1able speed (500 to 5000 rpm) electr1c motor drives the pump 

through a coup11ng. 

The flu1d reserv01r is made of sta1nless steel p1pe and conta1ns 

an 1mmers10n heater to ma1ntain bulk flu1d temperature at 219 °C. 

Reservoir des1gn allows in situ deaeration by vacuu~ pumping and 
3 2 heating. An 1nert cover gas (nitrogen) at 2x10 N/m (3 psig) 

1s ma1nta1ned 1n the reservoir. 

During a test the fluid is further heated in a 13 kW industrial 

furnace. The furnace chamber is made of heavy wall sta1nless steel 

p1pe. A 10 m coil of .635 cm stainless steel tubing is immersed 1n 

a bed of fluid1zed sand. The sand 1s the heat transfer medium and 

n1trogen the fluid1z1ng agent. The oil enters the coil at about 

204 °C and 1s heated to 316 °C dur1ng a res1dence t1me 1n the furnace 

of about 9 sec. 

The heat exchanger cons1sts of a coil of stainless steel tubing 

enclosed in a sta1nless steel shell. Water provides shell s1de 

cooling. 

The f1lter system cons1sts of four s1 ntered sta1nless steel 

f11ters w1th mean pore sizes of 5, la, 20, and 35 ~m, respect1vely. 

The filters are mounted between a1r operated valves which are 

controlled by a pressure sw1tch. Flow is d1rected through the 

f1lters 1n order of increasing pore d1ameter. switching to the next 

coarser f1lter takes place when the 1nlet pressure to the preceding 
4 2 f1lter exceeds 3.4xlO N/m (50 ps1g) . 

Instrumentat10n cons1sts of thermocouples, pressure transducers, 

and a turb1ne flow meter. Flu1d tempe rature is maintained constant 

at the furnace outlet and in the reservoi r . Automatic shutdown ;s 
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1ncorporated 1n the system 1n case of a malfunct1on. An automat1c 
f1re ext1ngu1sh1ng system 1s also 1ncluded. 

Procedure 

All l1nes are thoroughly cleaned, assembled, and purged w1th 

n1trogen. S1x l1ters of the exper1mental flu1d are degassed 1n s1tu 

after wh1ch the reservo1r 1s backf111ed w1th n1trogen. Vanes are 

weighted on an analytical balance which is accurate to 0.1 mg. The 
pump 1s then assembled and leak tested. A new set of vanes 1s used 

for each test. 
After loop assembly, the exper1mental f1u1d 1s heated to 121°C 

in the reservoir. The pump is started at low speed and the fluid is 
cycled through the bypass back 1nto the reserv01r until bulk flu1d 

temperature reaches 219°C. The flu1d 1s then d1verted through the 

rest of the system and pressure, temperature, flow rate, and speed 

cond1t10ns are set . 
Normally , exper1ments are term1nated at 50 and 150 hr for pump 

d1sassembly, 1nspect10n, vane wear measurement and flu1d sample 

analys1s. Exper1mental cond1t1ons, unless otherwise noted, were as 

follows: 

( 1 ) 

(2 ) 

(3 ) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

(6 ) 

(7) 

(8 ) 

(9) 

(1.72x106 N/m2) 250 ps1g pump outlet pressure 

316°C fluid furnace outlet temperature 

219 °C bulk fluid and pump-inlet temperature 
-5 3 3.16x10 m Isec (0.5 gpm) flow rate 

4 1600 rpm pump speed (1.73x10 m/hr surface ve10c1ty) 

150 hr test durat10n (50 hr 1nspect1on) 

Inert cover gas (n1trogen) 

Flu1ds were vacuum degassed fo r 24 hr at 121°C 

Pump and vane mater1al was CVM M-50 tool steel 
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Results and D1scuss10n 

Exper1ments were conducted w1th a number of h1gh temperature 

hydrau11c f1u1d and lubricant candidates. These fluids, their 

additives, and some viscosity data appear in table 4. 

On the basis of vane wear measurements at 50 hr, the fluids can 

be divided into two groups. The f1rst group inc1ude~ the 77 cst 

superrefined naphthenic mineral oil and two superrefined 

naphthenic-paraffinic mineral oil blends. The high wear group 

1ncludes the 15 cst superrefined paraffinic mineral oil, the four 

ring (4P-3E) and the five ring (5P-4E) polyphenyl ether, and the 
thioether. Vane wear for both groups appear 1n f1gures 36 and 37. 

In figure 36, vane wear using the naphthen1c oil was only 

3 mg/vane for a 150 hr experiment. Vane wear for the two mineral oil 

blends (fig. 37) was similar to the naphthenic oil Wf.ar at 50 hr. 

However, both blend experiments were terminated at about 100 hr 

because of equipment malfunctions not related to the fluids. 

All of the experiments with the fluids in the high wear class 

were terminated at 100 hr or less because of fluid-related pump 

malfunctions (bearing failures, low volumetric efficiency because of 

high vane wear, or complete loss of pump pressure due to coking 

depos Hs) . 

As shown in f1gure 36, immed1ate high wear (25 mg/vane after 

12 hr) was obtained with 4P- 3E. At test termination of 100 hr 

(because of low pump pressure), vane wear was 80 mg/vane. The 5P-4E 

polypheny1 ether experiment was terminated at 74 hr (because of low 

and erratic pump pressure). Vane wear data for the 5P-4E fluid 

fal l s on the wear curve for the 4P- 3E (fig. 37) . 

A thioether experiment was terminated at 32 hr because of loss 

of pump pressure. Inspection revealed jammed vanes due to deposits 

on the vanes and rotor. After cleaning the rotor s10ts, repeated 

attempts to restart the pump were unsuccessful. The 32 hr thioether 

vane wear (fig. 37) was also similar to the 4P-3E results. In fact, 

wear for all three polyphenyl ether type f1u1ds could be represented 

by a s1ngle curve of vane wear as a funct10n of s11ding distance. 
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TABLE 4. - EXPERIMENTAL FLUIDS 

Base stock Add It I ves Temperature, ·c 

38 99 21 9 

KInematIc vIscosIty, 
cS 

SuperrefIned na phthenlc Antlwear, oxIdatIon 17 8.1 1. 50 
ml nera 1 011 InhIbitor 

Antlwear, oxIdatIon InhIbI t or, 84 B.7 1. 59 
2. 25 wt % paraffInIc resIn 

SuperrefIned paraffInIc Antlwear, oxIdatIon 15 3.2 0.92 
mIneral 011 InhIbitor 

Antlwear, oxIdatIon InhIbitor, 20 4.0 1. 05 
5 wt % paraffInIc resIn 

Superrefl ned naphthenlc (73 wt %) Antlwear, oxIdatIon 45 6.1 1.30 
paraffl nlc (27 wt %) blend InhIbitor 

SuperrefIned naphthenlc (29 wt %) Antlwear, oxIdatIon 22 4.2 1.02 
paraffInIc (71 wt %) blend InhIbitor 

Four - rIng polyphenyl ether ( 4P- 3E) None 66 6.2 1.24 

FIve · rIng polyphenyl ether ( 5P- 4E) None 357 13 1 . 8B 

Thloether ProprIetary addItIve 25 1, . 1 1.05 
package 
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V FOUR- RING POL YPHENYL ETHER 
lJ PARAFFINIC MINERAL OIL 115 cS AT 38 °c I 
o NAPHTHENIC MINERAL OIL (77 cS AT 38 °CI 

~ 
o 0 

50 100 150 
TIME, hr 

Figure 36. - Average wear per vane as function of sliding 
distance and time for two mineral oils and a pOlyphenyJ 
ether Conditions: pump pressure, 250 psig 11. 72xlOO 
N/m I; pump speed, 1600 rpm; bulk fluid temperature, 
219 0C; fluids degassed at 121 °c. 
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Figure 37, - Average wear per vane as function of sliding 
distance and time for a number of fluid~. Conditions: 
pump pressure, 250 psig n. 72xl06 N/m I; pump speed, 
1600 rpm; bulk fluid temperature, 219 0C; fluids 
degassed at 121 °c. 
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The paraffinic mineral oil, a hydrocarbon, seems to be out of 

place in the high wear group whose remaining members are synthetic 

polyphenyl ethers. The paraffinic oil describes a different wear 

against time curve than the po1yphenyl ethers (fig. 36). The 

paraffinic oil has a much more gradual increase in wear compared to 

the immediate high wear of the polyphenyl ethers . H0wever, at test 

termination of 74 hr (bearing failure), the paraffinic oil vane wear 

of 67 mg/vane has reached the 4P- 3E wear level. It appears that the 

high wear obtained with the paraffinic oil is due to its low 

viscosity at 219°C of (0.92 cst) and not to any inferiority in 

chemical type when compared to the higher viscosity naphthen1c 

mineral oil. This is discussed further in the next section. 

Viscosity Effect 

Bulk fluid viscosity at the test temperature of 219°C had little 

effect on vane wear for the three polyphenyl ethers. Increasing the 

219°C viscosity from 1.05 to 1.88 cst reduced vane wear rate less 

than 9 percent. However, the mineral oils have a sharp transition 

from high to low wear in the viscosity range of 0.92 cst (paraffinic 

oil) to 1.02 cst (71 wt % paraffinic - 29 wt % napthenic blend). 

Wear rate of the paraffinic oil is almost 40 times that for the 

71 wt % paraffinic blend. It is unlikely that the slight chemical 

difference between these two fluids could be responsible for the 

large difference in wear rates. It appears that under the experimental 

conditions of this program, a 219°C viscosity of about 1 cst is 

necessary for a mineral oil to lubricate the vane pump effectively. 

Vane pumps operate in a mixed film or partial hydrodynamic 

regime. Both hydrodynamic and boundary lubrication are important. 

For fluids of a particular chemical type, vane wear plotted against 

viscosity appears as a step function. As viscosity decreases and the 

hydrodynamic component diminishes, vane wear increases slowly until 

a sharp transition to high wear occurs. This transition corresponds 

to a shift from predominantly hydrodynamic to predominantly boundary 
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lubrication. This is apparently the situation with the low viscosity 

paraffinic oil for which high vane wear occurred relative to the 

other mineral oils. 

Fluid Degradation 

Since oxygen was excluded in these tests, the fluids are degraded 

by a combination of thermal and shear stresses. The thermal 

conditions are well defined but because of the complex flow in the 

pump, the shear rate was not determined. Fluid degradation was 

determined by measuring changes in 38 and 99°C kinematic viscosities, 

changes in neutralization number, and the filter clogging 

characteristics . All fluids showed little change in viscosity. 

Neutralization numbers for all fluids were relatively unchanged. 

Table 5 contains filter clogging data f or most of the fluids. 

As can be seen, the three polyphenyl ether fluids produced large 

quantities of insolubles as witnessed by the rapid rate of filter 

clogging. In fact, in order to continue the experiments with the 

polyphenyl ethers (4P- 3E and 5P-4E), the f i lters had to be completely 

bypassed after the 35 ~m filter was clogged. The naphthenic oil was 

still operating on the 5 ~m filter at t est termination. With the 

larger pore size filters in the system , a greater number of wear 

particles, as well as insolubles from thermal degradation, would 

remain in the oil, pass through the pump, and possibly accelerate the 

wear process. Therefore, vane wear in these fluids was probably 

higher than it would have been if the oils had been capable of 

filtration through a 5 ~m filter. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to 

assume that the relative wear rates in the various fluids would still 

prevail. This is reasonable because the i nitial wear rates and 

thermal degradation was higher in these oils which caused the rapid 

filter clogging in the first place. 
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TABLE S. - fILTER CLOGGING CHARACTERISTICS fOR VARIOUS fLUIOS 

f1u1d F1lter mean pore s1ze, 11m 

5 10 20 35 

nme requ1red for f11ter 1n1et pressure to 
exceed (3 . 4x105 N/m2) 

Superref1ned naphthenl c >IS0 _. - --- ---
m1nera1 011 

Supe rref1ned paraff1n1c £> 18 22 >28 
m1neral 011 

Supe rref1ned naphthenlc (29 wt %) 25 SO >25 ---
paraff 1nlc (71 wt % mIneral 
011 blend 

Four r1ng po1ypheny1 ether ( 4P- 3E) 0.5 10.5 17 25 

F1ve r1ng po1ypheny1 ether (5P- 4E) .5 10 24 30 

Th10ether .2 2.5 >29 ---
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Summary of Re sults 

A vane pump loop was used to determ1ne the lubr1cat1ng ability 

as well as thermal and shear degradat10n for a number of h1gh 

temperature flu1d candidates. Fluid temperature was cycled from 

219°C at the pump 1nlet to 316°C 1n t he fluid heater and back to 

219°C 1n the reservoi r. An 1nert cove r gas (nitrogen) was 

ma1nta1ned 1n the reserv01r. The pump and vanes were made of CVM 

M-50 tool steel. The major results were: 

(1) Flu1d chem1cal type and v1scos 1ty greatly 1nfluenced vane 

wear. Lowest vane wear was obta1ned w1 t h a 77 cst superref1ned 

naphthen1c m1neral 011. H1gher vane wear was obta1ned w1th a 15 cst 

superref1ned paraff1n1c m1neral 011. Two 1ntermed1ate v1scos1ty 

blends of these flu1ds y1elded low vane wear. H1gh wear was obta1ned 

w1th a four - r1ng and a f1ve-r1ng polyphenyl ether and a th10ether. 

(2) The m1neral 011s and m1neral 011 blends showed no 

s1gn1f1cant flu1d degradat10n (thermal and shear) . The three 

polyphenyl ether type flu1ds produced la rge quant1t1es of 1nsolubles 

but v1scos1t1es and neutra11zat10n numbers were essent1ally 

unchanged. 

(3) H1gh wear was obta1ned w1th the polyphenyl ethers over the 

ent1re v1scos1ty range stud1ed (1 . 05 to 1.88 cst at 219°C) . Low 

vane wear was ob t a1ned w1t h the m1nera l 011s 1n the range (1.02 to 

1.50 cst) at 219°C. W1th the m1ne ral 011s, a sharp trans1t10n to 

h1gh wear occurred 1n the lower v1scos1 t y range of (0.92 to 1.02 cst) 

at 219°C. 

PIN-ON-DISK STUDIES - 5P-4E 

Because of the anomalous results obt a1ned 1n the vane pump tests, 

more def1n1t1ve boundary lubr1cat1on te sts were obv1ously 1n order. 

In search1ng the 11terature, 1t was reported by Appeldoorn and Tao 

(ref. 46) that boundary lubr1cat1on w1t h aromat1c compounds was 

greatly 1nfluenced by atmospher1c oxygen and m01 sture. Buckley 
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et al. (ref. 47) showed that r1der wear for a polyphenyl ether 1n a 
nitrogen atmosphere increased an order of magn1tude after flu1d 
degass1ng. 

Four-ball tests (ref. 19) 1n n1trogen had y1elded max1mum wear 
at 200°C. In the aforement10ned vane pump stud1es in dry n1trogen, 

polyphenyl ethers exh1b1ted high wear at 219°C. Following those 

exper1ments, 1t was observed that the polyphenyl ethers exhibited 

poor wettab1l1ty on the test spec1mens. 

As prev10usly described in the section on surface tension and 

wettab1l1ty, a poor wett1ng cond1t10n could cause flu1d starvat10n 

1n the contact zone and prevent effective lubrication. Additives 
that can 1mprove the wettab1lity of a lubricant (i.e., decrease its 

contact angle) may improve its boundary lubrication characteristics. 

It is also possible that in a high speed bearing, where the cooling 

effect of the lubricant becomes important, an improvement 1n 
wettab1lity may be beneficial by increasing local heat transfer 

rates. 
Therefore, the objective of this port10n of the study was to 

determine the effect of humidity and a wettab1l1ty additive 

(tr1chloroacet1c acid) (TCAA) on the boundary lubrication of steel 

in air and n1trogen atmospheres with 5P-4E. 

Experimental conditions with the pin-on-d1sk apparatus 1ncluded 

a l-kg load (initial Hertz stress lxl09 N/m2), 17-m/m1n surface 

veloc1ty (lOO-rpm disk speed), 150 to 350°C d1sk temperature range, 

a 1 hr test duration, and test atmospheres of wet and dry air and 
wet and dry nitrogen. Test spec1mens were made of consumable 

electrode vacuum melted (CVM) M-50 steel. 

Apparatus 

The friction and wear test apparatus 1s shown in figure 38. The 

test specimens were contained inside a stainless steel chamber. The 

atmosphere was controlled with respect to oxygen and moisture 

content. 
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A 6.3 cm-d1ameter disk was placed in sliding contact with a 

0.476-cm-radius hemispherically tipped rider. A surface velocity of 

17 m/m1n (100 rpm) was maintained. A normal load of 1 kg was applied 

with a deadweight. Riders and disks were made of CVM M-50 tool 

steel, disk hardness was Rockwell C 62 to 64 and rider hardness was 

56 to 58. 

The d1sk was partially submerged in a pyrex cup conta1ning the 

test lubr1cant. The d1sks were heated by induct1on. Bulk lubricant 

temperature was recorded with a thermocouple. Disk temperature was 

mon1tored with an infrared pyrometer. Frict10nal force was measured 

with a strain gage and was recorded on a strip chart recorder. 

Atmosphere Monitoring and Control 

The four atmospheres used were (1) wet air, (2) wet n1trogen 

both at a relat1ve hum1dity of 50±5 percent at 25°C, (3) dry air 

«100 ppm H20), and (4) dry nitrogen «20 ppm H20). 

The relative humidity was mon1tored by a direct reading 

hygrometer accurate to ±l.S percent. The low water concentrations 

were monitored by a moisture analyzer with an accuracy of ±10 parts 

per mi 11 ion. 

Dry n1trogen was obta1ned directly from compressed gas cylinders. 

Dry air was obtained by drying and filtering service air. Wet air 

and nitrogen were obtained by bubbling the dry gases through a water 

reservoir. The relative humid1ty was controlled manually at 

SO±5 percent. 

Procedure 

Disks and riders were made of CVM M-50 tool ~teel. They were 
-8 ground and lapped to a surface f1nish of 4 to 8 ~in. rms (10x10 

-8 to 20x10 m). Specimens were scrubbed with a paste of lev1gated 

alumina and water, r1nsed with tap water and distilled water, then 

placed in a desiccator. 
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Lubr1cants were degassed at 150 °C nder a vacuum. D1ssolved oxygen 

concentrat10n was measured w1th a polar ograph1c probe and found to be 

less than 5 parts per m1ll1on . 01sso1ved water conte~t was not measured. 
. -5 3 

The spec1mens were assembled and 70 mL (7x10 m) of lubr1cant 

were placed 1n the 1ubr1cant cup. The test chamber (3.7 1 volume or 
- 3 3 3. 7x10 m) was purged w1th the test atmosphere for 10 m'n. at a 

-2 3 flow rate 1n excess of 50 l/hr (5x10 m /hr) . The d1sk was heated 

by 1nduct10n to test temperature wh11e rotat1ng and the r1der loaded 

aga1nst the d1sk. Test atmosphere flow rate was reduced to 
-2 3 3 2 35 l/hr (3.5x10 m /hr) and a 1-ps1g ( 0.9x10 - N/m ) pressure was 

ma1nta1ned 1n the chamber. The lubr1cant was heated only by heat 

transfer f rom the disk and benefited by the cooling effect of the 

water c1rculat1ng through the 1nduct1on heat1ng c011. Therefore, the 

bulk lubr1cant temperature (measured w1th a thermocouple) stab1l1zed 

100 to 150 °C below d1sk temperature. 

Fr1ct1onal force and bulk lubr1cant temperature were cont1nuously 

recorded. D1sk temperature was cont1nuously mon~tored. Tests were 

term1nated at 1 hr, and r1der wear sca r d1ameter was recorded. 

D1sk Temperature Ca11brat1on 

D1sk temperatures were mon1tored w1th an 1nfrared pyrometer. 

Instrument accuracy (at constant em1ss 1v1ty) was ±l °C with a 

reproduc1b1 11 ty of 0. 25 percent of the temperature . 

Disk emiss1vity was about 0.15 1nitially and increased to 0.2 to 

0. 3 dur1ng a test . Th1s change 1ntroduced a large error (>17 percent) 

1n temperature measurement. Therefore, a 2.5- cm-d1ameter spacer with 

a black oxide coat1ng (e ~ 0. 55) was pl aced between nut and d1sk. 

The pyrometer was then used to mon1tor the spacer temperature wh1ch 

was a funct10n of d1sk temperature. Both temperatures were measured 

w'th thermocouples under stat1c condit i ons and a calibration curve 

was obtained. A var1at1on 1n spacer em1ss1vity from 0.5 to 0.0 

resulted in an er ror of less than 2 percent . Dynamic tests with and 

w1thout test lubr1cant us1ng a disk with a black oxide coating 
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y'eldcd re~ults w'th1n l.~ per cent of the stat'c cal1brat10n. U1sk 

temperature was manually controlled to ±5 °C. 

Results and D1scuss10n 

The wettab1l1ty additive was tr1chloroacetic acid (TCAA) and was 

present in a concentration of 0.05 percent by we1ght. D1sk temperature 

range was 150 to 350°C. The lower temperature was arb1trarily 

chosen and the upper l1mit was dictated by lubr1cant volati11ty. 

In order to faci11tate d1scussion of r1der wear, the wear data 

have been div1ded into three arbitrary levels. These levels are (1) 
-12 3 low wear wh1ch corresponds to a wear rate of less than 10 m Ihr 

(wear scar diameter (WSD), 0.5 mm), (2) intermediate wear (wear rate 
-12 - 11 3 between 10 and 10 m Ihr), and (3) h1gh wear (wear rate 

greater than 10-11 m3/hr; WSD, 1.0 mm). 

Effect of Atmosphere on Wear and Fr1ction of unlubricated Steel 

Rider wear and friction coefficient for the unlubr1cated situat10n 
-11 1n all four atmospheres appear 1n f1gure 39. H1gh wear (10 to 

-10 3 10 m Ihr) occurred 1n wet and dry nitrogen. Very h1gh wear 
-10 -9 3 (10 to 10 m Ihr) occurred 1n wet and dry a1r. The frict10n 

coeff1cient in all four atmospheres varied from 0.6 to 0.8 at 150°C 

and from 0.4 to 0.6 at 360 °C. 

Effect of Atmosphere on Base Flu1d Wear 

Dry a1r compared to dry nitrogen. - Rider wear for the base fluid 

1n dry nitrogen and dry a1r appears in figures 40(a) and (b) 

respectively. H1gher wear occurred 1n dry nitrogen from 150 to 

250°C and lower wear from 250 to 350 °C compared to the dry a1r 

s1tuat1on. The polyphenyl ether is a poor lubr1cant in dry nitrogen 

from 150 to 200°C. This agrees with the high wear obta1ned w1th 

this fluid in dry nitrogen in the previously discussed vane pump 
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Figure 39. - Coefficienl of friction and rider wear as a 
function of disk temperature for unlubricated M-50 
steel in dry and wet nitrogen and in dry and wet air. 
Conditions: l-kilogram load, lOO-rpm disk speed, 
17- meter-per- minute surface velocity, and l -hour 
test duration. 
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stud1es and 1n four - ball tests (ref. 19 ) . Th1s also agrees w1th the 

suggest10n of Appeldoorn and Tao 1nd1cat 1ng that aromat1cs are poor 

boundary lubr1cants 1n dry nonox1d1z1ng cond1t10ns (ref. 46). 

Effect of moisture. - R1der wear fo r the base fluid 1n wet 

n1trogen and wet air appears 1n f1gures 40 (c) and (d), respect1vely. 

Substant1ally lower wear occurred in we t nitrogen compared to dry 

nitrogen. Slightly lower wear occurred 1n wet air compared to dry 

air. These results agree with the lowe r temperature results of 

reference 19. Moisture apparently redu ces wear of sliding parts 

lubr1cated with aromat1c fluids. F1gure 41 summarizes wear data in 

the four atmospheres at temperatures of 150 to 250, and 350°C. 

Effect of Wettab1l1ty Additive (TCAA) on Rider Wear 

Dry nitrogen. - Rider wear for the polyphenyl ether with additive 

in dry n1trogen appears in figure 40 (a ) . The wettability additive 

(TCAA) reduced wear over most of the temperature range. The greatest 

wear reduct10ns occurred in the 150 to 200°C range. 

Dry air. - R1der wear for the fluid with add1tive in dry air 

appears 1n figure 40 (b). Essentially no d1fference 1n wear occurred 

for the fluid with and without additive in dry air. 

Wet n1trogen . - Rider wear for the f lu1d with additive in wet 

nitrogen appears in figure 40 (c). A small increase in wear occurred 

with the additive fluid 1n wet nitrogen . Figure 42 summar1zes wear 

data for the fluid with and without add i tive in wet and dry nitrogen 

at disk temperautres of 150, 175, 200, and 225°C. 

Wet air . - Rider wear for the fluid with additive 1n wet air 

appears in f1gure 40 (d). Small increa ses in wear occurred over most 

of the temperature range. Figure 43 summarizes wear data for the 

fluid with additive in four atmospheres at temperatures of 150, 250, 

and 350 °e. 

In general, TCAA was most effective in reduc1ng wear in dry 

nitrogen from 150 to 200°C. It had li t tle or no effect on wear in 

dry air and wet nitrogen and appeared to be detrimental in wet air. 

Table 6 summarizes wear data for all conditions. 
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Figure 41. - Rider wear for polyphenyl ether (5P-4E) in 
wet and dry nitrogen and in wet and dry air at disk 
temperatures of 150, 250, and 350 0C. 
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without trichloroacetic acid (TCAA) in wet and dry nitrogen 
at four disk temperatures. 
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TABLE 6. - SUMMARY OF WEAR RE SULTS 

HIgh wear IntermedIate wear Low wear 

> 10-11 m3/hr Between 10- 12 and >10-12 m3/hr 
10-11 m3/hr 

nItrogen from 150 to In wet and dry aIr In wet nItrogen 260 to 
wIthout addItIve 150 to 350 ·C wIth 350 ·C wIth addItIve 

and wIthout addItIve 

In dry nItrogen 150 In wet nItrogen 200 to 
to 350 ·C with 350 ·C wIthout addItIve 
addltl ve 

In dry nitrogen 175 
to 350 ·C 
wIthout addItIve 

In wet nItrogen 150 
to 200 ·C wIthout 
additIve 

In wet nitrogen 1 SO 
to 260 ·C wIth 
addItIve 
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Dip Cell Experiments 

Another simple experiment was used to determine the wettabi1ity 

of the base flu1d (5P-4E) and 5P-4E plus the wettab11ity additive 

(TCAA). Th1s procedure, us1ng a d1p cell, was s1m1lar to that 

employed by B1gelow, P1ckett, and Z1sman (ref. 48). 
-4 3 A flask containing 100 mL (lxlO m) of the lubr1cant was 

heated slowly (5 °C/m1n). An M- 50 tool steel spec1men (4.1 by 1.3 by 

0.24 cm) wh1ch was cleaned 1n the same manner as the d1sk and rider 

spec1mens was placed 1n the fluid. Starting at 150°C the spec1men 

was raised out of the fluid at 5 °C intervals to a maximum of 250°C. 
The manner 1n wh1ch the flu1d dra1ned off the spec1men was observed. 

The atmosphere above the flu1d was controlled w1th respect to oxygen 

and mo1sture. 

A poor wett1ng cond1t1on was observed for 5P-4E 1n dry n1trogen 

from 150°C to approx1mately 195°C 1n agreement with previous 

exper1ments. Part1al wetting occurred from 195 to 200°C. From 200 

to 250 °C complete wetting occurred. The polyphenyl ether w1th TCAA 

exh1b1ted complete wett1ng 1n dry n1trogen from 150 to 250°C. 

Reproduc1b111ty 1n th1s exper1ment was about ±5 °c. 

Effect of Wettab111ty Add1t1ve (TCAA) on Fr1ct1on 

The coeff1c1ent of fr1ct1on for the polyphenyl ether w1th and 

w1thout TCAA 1n dry and wet n1trogen, and dry and wet a1r appears 1n 

f1gures 40(a) to (d), respect1vely. 

A fr1ct1on coeff1c1ent of less than 0.25 was observed for the 

polyphenyl ether w1th and w1thout TCAA 1n all four atmospheres from 

150 to 350°C. From 150 to 200 °C, the add1t1ve generally decreased 

the fr1ct1on coeff1c1ent from 25 to 50 percent. L1ttle effect was 

observed above 200°C. 
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Summary of Re sults 

A p~n -on -d~sk sl~d~ng fr~ct~on apparatus was used to determ~ne 

the effect of humidity and a wettability additive (trichloroacetic 

ac~d) on boundary lubr~cat~on of steel with a five-r~ng polyphenyl 

ether. The test atmospheres were (1) wet air (RH 50 %), (2) wet 

n~trogen (RH 50 %), (3) dry air «100 ppm H20), and (4) dry 

n~trogen «20 ppm H20). Other cond~tion s included a l-kilogram 

load, 17- m/min surface velocity, and a disk temperature range of 150 

to 350°C. Test specimens were made of CVM M-50 steel. The major 

results were as follows: 

(1) Poor wettabil~ty was observed f or the polyphenyl ether ~n 

dry nitrogen from 150 to 200°C and hig h wear also occurred in th~s 

temperature range. 

(2) Trichloroacetic ac~d improved the wetting characteristics of 

the polyphenyl ether ~n dry n~trogen . The additive decreased wear of 

the polyphenyl ether ~n dry n~trogen, i ncreased wear in wet air, and 

had no or little effect on wear in wet nitrogen and dry a~r. 

(3) A relative humidity of 50 perc ent decreased wear in nitrogen 

and had little effect on wear in air. 

PIN- ON- DISK STUDIES - THIOETHER FORMULATIONS 

It ~s obv~ous from the earlier data that the th~oethers are in 

need of additives to ~mprove their boundary lubr~cating 

character~st i cs . Therefore, the object i ves of th~s portion of this 

investigation were (1) to determine the boundary lubricat~ng 

characteristics of six thioether formu lations (conta~ning organic 

acid and phosphorus ester additives) in dry «100 ppm H20) and moist 

air (relative hum~dity 50 percent at 25°C) and temperatures from 25 

to 300°C, and (2) to compare these res ults to those obtained with a 

fully formulated Type II ester (MIL- L-23699) and the unformulated 

th~oether base fluid. 

Exper~mental cond ~ t~ons ~nclude a l - kg load (initial Hz stress, 
9 2 lxlO N/m), a 17 -m/m~n surface speed, (100 rpm) , and a test 
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duration of 25 min. Test specimens were made of consumable electrode 

vacuum melted (CVM) M-50 steel. 

Experimental Lubricants 

The experimental fluids used in these experiments were a 

formulated Type II ester, a thioether base fluid, and six thioether 

formulated fluids . Table 7 contains the additive contents of the 

test fluids. 

Formulated Type II Ester . - A fully formulated Type II ester was 

chosen as a reference fluid for these experiments. This lubricant is 
commercially available and meets General Electric 050TF1, Pratt and 

Whitney PWA521B, and MIL-L-23699 lubricant specifications. 

Thioether Formulations. Phosphorus Ester Additives -

Formulation I. The first thioether formulation studied was the 

base fluid plus 0.10 WT percent b1s (2-chloropropyl)-2-propene 

phosphonate. This additive should improve the boundary lubricating 

characteristics of the base fluid. 

Formulation II. The second formulation studied was the base 

fluid plus 0.10 wt % di-isopropyl hydrogen phosphite. This is 

another additive to improve boundary friction and wear. This 

formulation has been previously studied in reference 49. It 

performed satisfactorily in short-term (3 hr) bearing tests at a 

bearing temperature of 316 °C in air and nitrogen. However, it 

required higher oil flow rates to stabilize the bearing temperature 

than did ester and synthetic paraffinic hydrocarbon lubricants. 

Formulation III. The third formulation stud1ed is identical to 

formulation II, except that 0.05 wt % trichloroacetic acid (TCAA) 

has been added to improve fluid wettabi1ity. This particular 

formulation has also been studied previously (ref. 50). This fluid 

provided marginally adequate boundary lubrication in small scale 

bearing screening tests at 316 °C for 100 hr in nitrogen. TCAA 

wettability and wear results in 5P-4E were discussed previously. 

Th10ether Formulations. Organic Acid Additives. -

Formulation IV. Formulation IV was the base fluid plus 

<0.10 wt % of a boundary additive (oxalic acid potassium salt). 
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TABLl 7. - ADDITIVE CONTENTS Of TEST fLUIDS 

Formulated 
Type II Ester 

Th10ether 
base flu1d 

Formulat1on 

Formulat1on II 

F 0 rmu 1 a t 1 on III 

Formulat1on IV 

Formulat1on V 

Formulat1on VI 

Ant1foam, ant1corros1on, aromat1c am1ne 
ant1ox1dant, comb1ned ant1ox1dant and 
load carry1ng agent 

Ant1foam (d1methyl s111cone) 

Ant1foam, b1s(2-chloropropyl) - 2- propene 
phosphonate (0.10 wt %) 

Ant1foam, d1 - 1sopropyl hydrogen phos 
ph1te (0.10 wt %) 

Ant1foam, d1 - 1sopropyl hydrogen phos
ph1te(0.10 wt %) tr1chloroacet1c 
ac1d (0.05 wt %) 

Ant1foam, oxa11c ac1d potass1um salt 
«0.10 wt %) 

Ant1foam, perfluoro- glutar1c ac1d 
(0.10 wt %) 

Ant1foam, phenylphosph1n1c ac1d 
(O.OB wt %) 
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Formulat~on V. Formulat1on V was the base flu1d plus 

0.10 wt % of a boundary add1t1ve (perfluoroglutar1c ac1d). 

Formulat1on VI. Formulat1on VI was the base flu1d plus 

0.08 wt % of a boundary add1t1ve (phenylphosph1n1c acid). 

Wear Results 

Formulated Type II Ester. - Th1s flu1d was chosen as a reference 

flu1d because 1t appeared to be a typ1cal example of the polyol ester 

group of MIL- L- 23699 lubr1cants. Wear results fer th1s flu1d appear 

1n f1gure 44. No s1gn1f1cant d1fferences 1n wear were observed 
between the dry and mo1st a1r results. Therefore, a s1ngle 

wear- temperature curve appears 1n f1gure 44. 
-13 3 The wear rate 1s essent1ally constant at 1.4xlO m /m1n over 

the ent1re temperature range. The level of wear and the appearance 

of var10us wear scars 1nd1cate only marg1nally adequate lubr1cat1on 

was obta1ned w1th th1s ester under these conditions. 

Th10ether Base Flu1d. - Wear results for th1s base flu1d appear in 
-14 3 f1gure 45. At 25 °C 1n dry a1r, the wear rate was about 7xlO m /m1n. 

-14 3 The wear rate decreased to a m1n1mum of approx1mately 4xlO m /m1n 
-13 3 at 100 °C and then gradually 1ncreased to 10 m /m1n at 300 °C. 

In mo1st a1r, a s1m1lar wear-temperature curve 1s observed but w1th 

lower wear rates over the ent1re temperature range. The effect of 

moisture 1n reducing wear was more pronounced at the lower 

temperatures. 

A compar1son between the friction and wear results for the 

Type II ester and the th10ether base flu1d appears 1n f1gure 46. In 

both dry and mo1st a1r, the th10ether base flu1d y1elded lower wear 

than the Type II ester over the ent1re temperature range. The 

max1mum d1fference 1n wear occurred at about 100 °C. At 100 °C, the 

ester exh1b1ted a wear rate approx1mately seven t1mes greater 1n 

moist a1r and four times greater in dry air than the wear rate 

observed for the thioether base flu1d. 
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Thioether formulations (phosphorus ester additives) . - Wear 

results for formulat1ons I, II, and III appear 1n f1gure 47. No 

s1gn1f1cant d1fferences 1n wear were observed between the dry and 

mo1st a1r results for formulat1ons I and II. Therefore, only a 

s1ngle wear-temperature curve appears 1n f1gures 47(a) and (b). 

Formulat1on III, however, y1elded lower wear rates 1n mo1st a1r than 

1n dry a1r from 100 to 300°C. 

A qua11tat1ve compar1son of the wear results for these three 

formulat1ons and the base flu1d appears 1n f1gure 48. The dry a1r 

results of f1gure 48(a) 1nd1cate essent1ally no d1fference 1n wear 

rate for the three formulat1ons and the base flu1d from 25 to 100°C. 

From 100 to 300 °C formulations I, II, and III yielded lower wear 

rates than the base flu1d. 

In mo1st a1r (fig. 48(b», these three formu1at1ons aga1n yielded 

lower wear rates above approx1mate1y 150°C. However, the 25 to 

150 °C, the wear rate of the th10ether base flu1d wa3 lower than the 

wear rates of the three formulations. The 1ncreas1ng effect1veness 

of the additives w1th 1ncreas1ng temperature 1s most l1kely related 

to the1r greater react1v1ty at the higher temperatures. 

Th10ether formulat1ons (organic acid add1t1ves) . - Wear results 

for formulat1ons IV, V, and VI, conta1n1ng organ1c ac1d add1t1ves, 

appear 1n figure 49. The wear rate for the Type II ester also 

appears 1n f1gure 49 for reference. 

Mo1sture 1n the test atmosphere did not greatly affect the wear 

results for formulat1ons IV and VI. However, formulat1on V y1elded 

lower wear than the ester over essentially the entire temperature 

range. Formulation VI yielded lower wear than the ester from 25 to 

150°C and about the same wear from 150 to 300 °C. 

Compar1sons between the wear rates for the three formulations and 

the thioether base fluid appear in figure 50. In both dry (fig. 50(a» 

and moist a1r(f1g. 50(b» f ormulations IV and VI y1elded h1gher wear 

than the base fluid over almost the ent1re temperature range. 

Formulat1on V exh1bited a somewhat more complex behav10r y1eld1ng 

lower wear than the base flu1d under most cond1t1ons but h1gher wear 

under others. 
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Coeff1c1ent of Fr1ct10n 

Figure 46 conta1ns a compar1son between the fr1ct1on coeff1c1ents 

for the Type II ester and the th10ether base flu1d. F1gure 47 shows 

the fr1ction - temperature curves for formulations I, II, and III. The 

friction-temperature curves for formulations IV, V, and VI appear in 

figure 49. As shown in these figures, all formulations and the base 

fluid exhibited slightly higher friction coefficients than the 

Type II ester from 150 to 300°C and either similar or lower values 
from 25 to 150 °C. In general, above 200 C, the s1x formulat10ns 

yielded s11ghtly lower frict10n coeffic1ents than the base fluid. 

Basically, the conditions of these exper1ments were so designed 

that the results should reflect antiwear rather than "EP" 
characteristics of the formulat1ons. However, since the difference 
between these two regimes may be due to the temperature level 

ex1sting in the contact, no doubt some "EP" activity may occur at 

the h1gher disk temperatures. 

One of the common approaches to rationalize the p~rformance of 

additives has been to measure their chemical reactivity toward iron 

or steel. Barcroft (ref. 51) and more recently Sakurai, et al. 

(ref. 52) have used the hot wire technique for such correlations. 

Referring back to the background sec t 10n on Boundary Lubrication, 

figure 25 shows a generalized curve of wear as a function of chemical 

reactivity. It can be seen that an optimum reactivity exists for 

m1nimum wear for a part1cular set of conditions. It should also be 

noted that th1s optimum value can sh1ft i f the severity of the test 

conditions are altered. For a particula r additive system, a similar 

curve should result if wear were plotted as a function of temperature 

or addit1ve concentration. 

Unfortunately, no 1ndependent measurements have been made of the 

react1vit1es of the additives used in th i s study. It is interesting 

to note that most of the formulations exhib1ted the generalized 
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wear - temperature behav10r, as shown 1n f1gure 25. The fact that the 

th10ether base flu1d y1elds a s1m11ar curve would 1nd1cate that the 

lubr1cant molecule conta1ns a react1ve component, 1n this case, 

sulfur. 

Two formulat10ns (IV and VI) y1e1ded h1gher wear than the 

unformulated base flu1d. The formulat10n exh1b1t1ng the best overall 

wear performance was formulat10n V wh1ch conta1ned perfluoroglutar1c 

acid. Formulat1on III (di-1sopropyl hydrogen phosph1te and 

tr1chloroacet1c ac1d) also gave good overall results. 

01-1sopropyl hydrogen phosphite has been reported (ref. 53) to 

g1ve very good ant1wear act1v1ty 1n ester base flu1ds. It has also 

been reported that phosph1tes are better ant1wear add1t1ves than 

phosphates (ref. 54) and that ac1d phosph1tes are more react1ve than 

neutral phosphorus compounds (ref. 55). 

The electron 1nduct1ve effect of the halogens on the a carbons 

1n perfluoroglutar1c ac1d and tr1chloroacet1c ac1d (with a pKa of 

0.08) approaches the strength of the inorganic acids. Nevertheless, 

neither of these additives appeared to be unduly corrosive in these 

exper1ments. 

Effect of Moisture on Add1t1ve Performance 

It has been reported (ref. 41) that d1ssolved water may be 

deleterious w1th some addit1ves by prevent1ng proper adherence of 

the add1t1ve reaction products. others have (ref. 56) reported that 

d1sso1ved water 1s benefic1al 1n promot1ng boundary f~lm format1on. 

In general, there was no great m01sture effect for most of the 

formulations. Only the formulat1ons conta1n1ng the two strong 

carboxylic acids y1elded different behav10r in moist as compared to 

dry a1r. Formulat1on III contain1ng tr1chloroacet1c ac1d yielded 

lower wear 1n m01st a1r above 150°C. 

M01sture appeared to be benefic1al below 185°C and detrimental 

above for formulation V (perfluoroglutar1c ac1d). The th10ether base 

flu1d exh1bited slightly lower wear rates in moist air. This follows 

the general lubr1cat1ng behav10r of aromatics as reported by 
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Appeldoorn and Tao (ref. 46). Th1s parallels the behav10r of 5P-4E 
as prev10usly descr1bed 1n f1gure 42. 

In conclus~on, 1t has been shown that the th10ethers are 

suscept1ble to add1t1ve treatment. However, 1t must be stated that 

the test cond1t1ons of th1s study are only a part of the spectrum of 

cond1t10ns that a lubr1cant or hydrau11 c flu1d would be subjected to 

1n serv1ce. D1fferent results may be obta1ned under h1gher speeds, 

h1gher loads, and d1fferent metallurg1e s . 

Summary of Re sults 

The major results were the follow1ng: 

(1) The s1x th10ether formulat10ns and the th10ether base flu1d 

y1elded lower wear than the Type II ester under most test cond1t10ns. 

(2) In dry a1r, all formulat10ns (except IV and VI) y1elded 

e1ther s1m11ar or lower wear than the base flu1d over the ent1re 

temperature range. 

(3) In m01st a1r, all formulat10ns (except IV, V, and VI) 

y1elded lower wear than the base flu1d f rom 150 to 300°C, but 

h1gher wear from 25 to 150°C . 

(4) Formulat1ons IV and V y1elded h1gher wear than the base 

flu1d under all cond1t10ns. Wh1le formulat10n V exh1b1ted lower 

wear than the base f lu1d under most cond1t10ns, 1t exh1b1ted h1gher 

wear under others. 

PIN- ON-DISK STUDIES - EFFECT OF OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 

Because prev10us work had shown a st rong effect of atmospher1c 

oxygen on the wear behav10r of aromat1c flu1ds, 1t was dec1ded to 

study th1s 1n more deta1l. 

Therefore, the object1ves of th1s port10n of th1s thes1s were 

(1) to determ1ne the effect of var10us oxygen concentrat10ns, vary1ng 

from 20 percent, (a1r) to 0. 001 percent (n1trogen) on the boundary 

lubr1cat1ng character1st1cs of an unformulated th10ether from 25 to 
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300°C and (2) to compare these results w1th a five-r1ng polyphenyl 
ether (5P- 4E) 1n air and n1trogen. 

Experiments were conducted with a ball-on-disk sliding-friction 

apparatus. Test cond1tions included a load of 1 kg (in1tial Hertz 
9 2 stress of 10 N/m), a sliding speed of 17 mlmin (100 rpm), and 

a test duration of 25 min. Test specimens were Inade of CVM 

(consumable electrode vacuum melted) M-50 steel. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus is identical to the one previously described 

(fig. 38) except that a 0.476-cm-rad1us ball was used instead of the 

hemispherically tipped pin. Figure 51 illustrates this change. 

Procedure 

The procedure previously described was utilized except for the 

following: The thioether was degassed at approximately 150°C under 

a vacuum (2 torr) for 1 hr. Measurements by means of the Karl 

Fischer technique indicate that this procedure reduces dissolved 

water content in thioethers to less than 20 parts per million. 

Several atmospheres, with oxygen concentrations from 20 percent 

(air) to 0.001 percent (nitrogen), were used. T~e intermediate 

oxygen concentrations studied were 10, 5, 1, 0.1, and 0.01 percent. 

These intermediate oxygen levels were obtained by mixing air and 

nitrogen streams. The moisture content of all atmospheres was less 

than 50 parts per million. 

Oxygen concentration in the test atmosphere wa~ monitored by an 

oxygen analyzer with an accuracy of approximately ±10 percent of the 

true value. Moisture content was monitored by a moisture analyzer 

with an accuracy of ±10 parts per million. 

Results 

Thioether wear. - Average rider (ball) wear rate as a function of 

disk temperature for a number of oxygen concentrations is presented 

in figure 52. The results for the 20-percent-oxygen (air) atmosphere 

are from figure 45. 
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Two d1fferent wear modes are observed 1n f1gure 52. At h1gh 

oxygen levels (10 to 20 percent), wear decreased w1th 1ncreasing 

temperature from 25 to 100 °C and increased with further increasing 
temperature from 100 to 300°C. At all other oxygen levels (0.001 

to 5 percent) wear decreased w1th 1ncreas1ng temperature over the 

ent1re temperature range . 

The thioether exhibited lower wear at high oxygen levels (10 to 

20 percent) from 25 to 200°C and at low oxygen levels (0.001 to 

1.0 percent) from 200 to 300°C. 

Table 8 summar1zes all of the thioether friction and wear 

results. 

5P-4E wear. - The unformulated polyphenyl ether (5P-4E) was 

tested at two oxygen levels, 20 percent (air) and 0.001 percent 

(nitrogen). Figure 53 contains the wear results for this fluid in 

both atmospheres as a function of disk temperature. 
-14 3 Negligible rider wear «10 m Imin) was observed at 25°C 

with 5P-4E in both air and nitrogen. This is a fluid-film effect 

resulting from the high viscosity of 5P-4E at 25°C and the good 

surface finish «10X108 m «4 ~in.) CLA) of the test specimens. 

Maximum wear occurred at approximately 75 °C. F ~om 75 to 300°C, 

rider wear decreased with increasing temperature. 

Much higher wear was observed in nitrogen than in air over 

practically the entire temperature range. The maximum wear occurred 

at approximately 150 °C. A rapid decrease in wear was observed from 

150 to 300°C. 

Comparison of Wear for Thioether and 5P-4E . - Wear rates for 

both thioether and 5P-4E at oxygen levels of 20 percent (air) and 

0.001 percent (nitrogen) are presented in figure 54. The thioether 

yielded lower wear than the 5P-4E in dry air from 50 to 195°C and 

in dry nitrogen from 50 to 265 °C. 

It is evident that the structural modifications of the thioether 

(which primarily consists of substituti on of sulfur for oxygen) have 

minimized the lower temperature «200°C) boundary lubrication 

problems associated with the polyphenyl ethers. It should also be 
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01sk tem-
perature 

'C 

25 
100 
200 
300 

25 
100 
200 
300 

TABLE B. - SUMMARY OF FRICTION AND WEAR RESULTS FOR THIOETHER BASE FLUID 

[Test cond1t1ons: load, 1 kg; s11d1ng speed, 17 m/m1n (100 rpm); 
duratIon, 25 mIn; materIal, CVM M- 50 steel.] 

Concentrat1on of oxygen 1n test atmosphere , percent (by volume) 

0 . 001 0 . 01 0.1 1.0 5.0 10 20 (a1r)a 
nitrogen 

Coeff1c1ent of fr1ct1on 

0 . 08 0 .07 0 . 07 0.07 0.08 0 .10 0 .1 2 
.18 . 18 .17 .14 .14 .14 .16 
. 21 . 24 . 23 .21 . 20 . 18 .18 
.22 .22 .20 . 17 .14 . 14 . 20 

Average r1der (ball) wear rates, m3/m1n 

14xl0- 14 12xl0 -14 llxl0· 14 12)(10- 14 16xl0 -14 6 .2 xl0 -14 7.5xl0 -14 
11 . 0 9 . 4 B. 3 B.6 11 .0 3.9 3.8 
8 .0 6 .5 5.8 6.4 10.0 8 . 4 5.0 
4. 2 4.2 4. 4 5.4 7.6 14 .!l 11 . 0 

aOata from f1gur~ 45 . 
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Figure 53. - Average rider Iball ) wear as a function of d:sk 
temperature with a five-ring polyphenyl ether in atmo
spheres with two oxygen concentrations. Specimen 
mdteriat, CVM M-50 steel; load, 1 kitogram; sliding 
speed, 17 meters per minute 1100 rpm ); test duration, 
25 mi nutes. 
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Figure 54. - Average rider (ball) wear rate as a function 
of disk temperature with a thioether and a five-ring 
polyphenyl ether in atmospheres with two oxygen 
concentrations. Specimen material, CVM M-50 
steel; load, 1 ki logram; Sliding speed, 17 meters 
per minute (100 rpm~ test duration, 25 minutes. 
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noted that these modifications increase wear at t~e higher disk 
temperature in both atmospheres. However, additives to the thioether 

base fluid may lessen or eliminate this effect as has previously been 

shown. 

Coefficient of friction. - The coefficient of friction as a 

function of disk temperature for the thioether at a number of oxygen 

levels is shown in figure 55 (a). The data fall into a band that 

has the general trend of increasing friction with increasing disk 

temperature to 200°C. The coefficient of friction as a function of 

temperature for 5P-4E in air and in nitrogen is given in figure 55 (b). 

The friction-coefficient band obtained with the thioether at all 

oxygen levels is shown for comparison. 

At an oxygen level of 20 percent (air), the 5P-4E exhibits the 

similar trend of increasing friction with increas1ng temperature over 

most of the temperature range. At an oxygen level of 0.001 percent 

(nitrogen) from 50 to 200°C, the 5P-4E exhibited st~ck-slip friction, 

which is indicative of very poor boundary lubrication. This friction 

region coincides with the high-wear region in figure 53. It is 

evident that the thioether exhibited lower friction coefficients than 

the 5P-4E over the entire temperature range in nitrogen. In air, the 

thioether exhibited similar or lower friction coefficients than the 

5P-4E. 

~iscussion. - Highly aromatic fluids have often bp.en reported as 

poor boundary lubricants in low-oxygen environments . Appledoorn and 

Tao (ref. 46) showed that heavy aromatics (such as l-methylnaphthalene) 

scuffed at low loads (1 kg) in dry argon in ball-on-cylinder tests. 

They also found that small amounts of dissolved oxygen or dissolved 

water prevented scuffing with aromatic materials. Fein and Kreuz 

(ref. 57) reported that benzed (an aromatic) yielded high wear in 

four ball tests at low oxygen concentrations. T~e lowest wear was 

observed when air or oxygen was used as the saturating atmosphere. 

Spar and Damasco (ref. 19) studied a four-ring polyphenyl ether in 

nitrogen with a four-ball tester. High wear was observed, and the 

maximum wear occurred between 135 and 204°C. Vinogradov et al. 

(ref. 58) reported lower friction coeffi cients and higher seizure 
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(a) Thioether base fluid in atmospheres with several 
oxygen concentrations. 
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(b) Five-ring polyphenyl ether in atmospheres with 
two oxygen concentrations. 

Figure 55. - Coefficient of friction as a function of disk 
temperature. Specimen material, CVM M-50 steel; 
load, 1 kilogram; sliding speed, 17 meters per minute 
(100 rpm!; test duration, 25 minutes. 
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loads for benzene 1n a1r than 1n argon 1n four-ball tests. S1m1lar 
phenomena are reported 1n th1s thes1s w1th polyphenyl ethers 1n the 

vane-pump stud1es and w1th the ball-on-d1sk apparatus. 

Therefore, the fact that aromat1c flu1ds are poor boundary 

lubr1cants 1n the absence of oxygen and water vapor at temperatures 

below 200 °C 1s well documented. The reasons for th1s behav10r, 

however, are not well understood. 

A phenomenon that has been observed by many 1nvest1gators 1n 

s11d1ng-fr1ct10n exper1ments 1s the format10n of "fr1ct10n polymer" 

(refs. 57, 59, and 60). Th1s 1s the ca rbonaceous polymer-11ke 

res1due found 1n and around wear scars 1n s11d1ng exper1ments. It 

has been theor1zed (ref. 59) that th1s h1ghly v1~cous product of 

s11d1ng actually causes the format10n of a part1al elasto-hydrodynam1c 

f1lm. Th1s f1lm then greatly reduces f r1ct10n and wear. 

It would follow that mater1als that produce cop10us amounts of 

fr1ct10n polymer would be good boundary lubr1cants . Based on the 

prev10us d1scuss10n, one could then speculate that h1ghly aromat1c 

flu1ds requ1re h1gh oxygen concentrat10ns 1n order to produce 

adequate quant1t1es of fr1ct10n polymer . Hermance and Egan (ref. 28) 

found that 1n a1r, aromat1c compounds d1d produca larger quant1t1es 

of fr1ct10n polymer than nonaromat1c compounds under 1dent1cal test 

cond1t10ns. Fe1n and Kreuz (ref. 57) a l so observed 1ncreased 

product10n of fr1ct10n polymer w1th ben zene 1n a1r. 

Fr1ct10n polymer was observed around most of the wear scars 1n 

th1s study. There were no quant1tat1ve measurements, but v1sual 

observat10n d1d not reveal any correlat10n between the amount of 

fr1ct10n polymer present and the level of wear. Three typ1cal wear 

scars for tests at 25 °c and at three oxygen levels are shown 1n 

f1gure 56(a). Three wear scars obta1ned under s1m1lar oxygen levels 
and at 300 °C are shown 1n f1gure 56(b) . In f1gure 56(a), Schnurmann 

and Pedersen (ref. 61) have related these s1gm01d patterns to the 

comb1ned act10n of a magnet1c f1eld and a hydrodynam1c flow f1eld. 

It 1s theor1zed that the magnet1c f1eld 1s the result of an 

electr1cal d1scharge at the fr1ct10nal contact. 
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(a) Oxygen concentration, 20 percent (air), 

(b) Oxygen concentration, 1 percent 

(c) Oxygen concentration, 0,001 percent (nitrogen). 

Figure 56(a). - Typical rider (ball) wear scars with a 
thioether at a disk temperature of 25 °c in atmos
pheres with three oxygen concentrations. Specimen 
material, CVM M-50 steel; load, 1 kilogram; slidi ng 
speed, 17 meters per minute noo rpm); test duration, 
25 minutes. 
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(a) Oxygen concentration, 20 percent (air). 

(b) Oxygen concentration, 5 percent 

(c) Oxygen concentration, 0. 001 percent (nitrogen). 

Figure 56(b)' - Typical rider (ball) wear scars with a thio
ether at a disk temperature of 300 °c in atmospheres 
with three oxygen concentrations. Specimen material. 
CVM M-50 steel; load, 1 kilogram; sliding speed, 17 
meters per minute noo rpm); test duration. 25 minutes. 
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In general, the fr1ct10n polymer appeared to be held more 

tenac10usly to the spec1men surface at the lower temperatures. At 

the h1gher temperatures, an alcohol r1nse to remove res1dual 011 

eas11y detached the debr1s around the wear scar. 

A cleaned wear scar obta1ned w1th 5P-4E 1n dry n1trogen 1n the 

h1gh-wear reg1me 1s shown 1n f1gure 57. Although the st1ck s11p 

fr1ct10n observed dur1ng th1s test 1s 1nd1cat1ve of a scuff1ng type 

of wear, the wear scar 1s surpr1s1ngly smooth. Th1s type of scuff1ng 

wear was also observed by Appeldoorn and Tao (ref. 46). 

The apparent lack of any correlat10n between the amount of 

observed fr1ct10n polymer and the level of wear may be the result of 

a number of factors. F1rst, 1t 1s obv10usly somewhat d1ff1cult to 

v1sually compare amounts of fr1ct10n polymer around the wear scars. 

Secondly, compos1t10nal changes 1n the fr1ct10n polymer due to 

changes 1n test cond1t10ns (1.e., changes 1n temperature or oxygen 

concentrat10n) may have a greater effect on the wear process than 

the var1at10n 1n the quant1ty generated. F1nally, as ment10ned 

before, fr1ct10n polymer appeared to be more eas11y detached from 

the spec1men surface after tests at h1gh temperatures. 

Solub1l1zat10n by the bulk 011 at the h1gher temperatures 1s a 

d1st1nct poss1b11ty. 

Goldblatt (ref. 62) put forth a theory wh1ch may expla1n the 

anomalous behav10r of aromat1c compounds 1n fr1ct10n and wear tests. 

H1s theory 1nvolves the format10n of a rad1cal an10n from an adsorbed 

polynuclear aromat1c compound . Th1s an10n could then undergo several 

react10ns depend1ng on the cond1t10ns. In a dry 1nert atmosphere 

(n1trogen or argon), 1t could react d1rectly w1th the metal surface 

to produce a type of corros1ve wear. It would react w1th paraff1n1c 

mater1al (1f present) to produce fr1ct10n polymer (called surface 

res1n by Goldblatt). F1nally, 1f e1ther water or oxygen 1s present, 

a type of quench1ng react10n could take place wh1ch would eventually 

lead to the product10n of fr1ct10n polymer. These react10ns would 

then expla1n why aromat1cs are poor boundary lubr1cants under 1nert 

cond1t10ns and are 1mproved by the presence of water, oxygen, or 

paraff1ns. The Goldblatt model 1s more thoroughly d1scussed later. 
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Figure 57. - Cleaned rider wear scar with 5P-4E at a disk temperature of 200 °c in an 
atmosphere with an oxygen concentration of a. 001 percent (nitrogen)' Specimen 
material , CVM M-50 steel ; load, 1 kilogram; sliding speed, 17 meters per minute 
(100 rpm); test duration, 25 minutes. 
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Summary of results. - The effect of var10us oxygen concentrations, 
rang1ng from 20 percent (a1r) to 0.001 percent (n1trogen), on the 

boundary-lubricating characteristics of an unformulated thioether was 

stud1ed w1th the use of a ball - on-disk sliding-fr1ct1on apparatus. 

01sk temperatures ranged from 25 to 300 °C. Other cond1t1ons 
9 2 included a load of 1 kg (init1al Hertz stress of 10 N/m), a 

surface speed of 17 m/m1n (100 rpm), and a test duration of 25 m1n. 

Test spec1mens were made of CVM (consumable electrode vacuum melted) 

M-50 steel. The thioether fr1ction and wear results were compared 

with those obtained with a five-ring polyphenyl ether. The major 

results were the following: 

1. The thioether y1elded lower wear and lower friction 

coeff1c1ents than a f1ve-r1ng polyphenyl ether 1n air (20 percent 

O2) and nitrogen (0.001 percent O2) over most of the temperature 
range. 

2. The th10ether exh1b1ted lower wear at high oxygen levels (10 

to 20 percent O2) from 25 to 200 °C and at low oxygen levels (0.001 

to 1.0 percent O2) from 200 to 300 °C. 

3. friction polymer was observed around the wear scars of most 

test specimens. 

PIN-ON-DISK STUDIES (AROMATIC SILICON AND TIN COMPOUNDS) 

Background 

Another class of compounds wh1ch has elicited considerable 

interest as possible high- temperature lubricants or additives 1s the 

organometal11cs. This group includes siloxanes, ferrocenes, silanes, 

and stannanes (refs . 9, 63 , 64, and 65). 

Tetraalkyl silanes have been studied as base stocks for h1gh 

temperature lubricants (ref . 63). Thermal decomposition temperatures 

as high as 350 °C were reported. Some of these fluids exhibited good 

viscosity properties to 316 °C. They also exhibited good lubricating 

ability to 200 °C in four-ball tests. 
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A number of organot1n compounds have been synthes1zed for use as 
lubr1cant add1t1ves to 1mprove ox1dat1on stab111ty (ref. 64) or 

ant1wear behav10r (ref. 65). Z1mmer and co-workers (ref. 66) have 

synthes1zed a var1ety of ster1cally h1ndered Group IVA organometal11c 

compounds. These compounds are character1zed by decreased react1v1ty 

because of the bulky groups sh1eld1ng the central t1n or s111con 

atom. 

Fr1ct1on and wear propert1es of two selected aromat1c 

organometal11c compounds were determ1ned . The standard procedure 

for the ball-on-d1sk apparatus was used. The two compounds appear 

1n table 1. One 1s an organo-t1n compound: n-butylstannyl(d1phenyl) 
and the other, an organos111con compound: n-butyls11yl(d1phenyl). 

Fr1ct10n and Wear Results 

The meta -n-butyl der1vat1ves were chosen as the representat1ve 

compounds from a ser1es of der1vat1ves for the fr1ct10n and wear 

tests. The n-butyl der1vat1ves were selected because of the1r ease 

of preparat10n and the fact that they were both v1scous l1qu1ds at 

room temperature. 

F1gure 58 conta1ns the fr1ct10n and wear results for these two 

flu1ds. The temperature range stud1ed was 25 to 225°C. The upper 

temperature 11m1t was d1ctated by flu1d volat111ty. As can be seen, 

the t1n der1vat1ve y1elds s11ghtly lower wear than the s111con analog 

at low temperatures (25 to 75°C) but greater wear at the h1gher 

temperatures (75 to 225°C). The 1ncrease 1n wear rate at the h1gh 

temperatures for both flu1ds may in part be due to loss of lubr1cant 

by evaporat1on. 

The coeff1c1ent of fr1ct1on for the t1n der1vat1ve 1s essent1ally 

constant over the entire temperature range. The s111con analog 

exhibited a l1nearly 1ncreas1ng fr1ct1on coeff1c1ent . 

A compar1son of the t1n and s111con results w1th those obta1ned 

w1th the th10ether (f1g. 45) and 5P-4E (f1g. 53) appears 1n f1gure 59. 

As can be seen, both the t1n and s111con compounds y1elded lower wear 

than 5P-4E over pract1cally the ent1re overlapp1ng temperature range. 
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Figure 58. - Coefficient of friction and rider (balll 
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From 25 to 75°C the tin and silicon compounds exhibit wear rates 
similar to those obtained with the thioether. From 75 to 225°C, the 
tin compound yielded wear similar to that for the thioether, and the 

silicon compound yielded wear lower than that for the thioether. 

Figure 60 summarizes the wear results for the four fluids at four 

disk temperatures. 

The coefficient of friction as a function of temperature for all 

four fluids appears in figure 59. In general, all fluids exhibited 

similar friction coefficients from 25 to 150°C. From 150 to 225 °C, 

the lowest friction was observed with the tin compound and the 

highest with 5P-4E. Thermal stability tests on two series of 

organometallics, which include these two rr-butyl derivatives, appear 

later in the section on thermal stabili t y. 

Summary of Results 

In general, the 3-tri-rr-butylstannyl(diphenyl) and the 

3-tri-rr-butylsilyl(diphenyl) compounds yielded friction and wear 

results either lower than or similar to to those for 5P-4E and the 

thioether over a temperature range of 25 to 225°C. 

FERROGRAPH Y 

BACKGROUND 

The detection and analysis of wear debris generated in 

lubrication systems plays an important role in elucidating what wear 

mechanisms are occurring. In addition, the sudden appearance of or 
an increase in the rate of production of a particular type of wear 

particle may be related to the incipient failure of a system 

component. 

There are a number of methods available for detecting and 

analyzing wear debris in lubricants. The quantity and size 

distribution of particles may be measured by using ordinary particle 

counters which are based on a variety of different principles . 

Atomic absorption, emission spectroscopy , and x-ray fluorescence are 
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Figure 60. - Rider (ball) wear rates for four fluids at four 
disk temperatures in dry air. Load, 1 kilogram; sliding 
speed, 17 meters per minute 1100 rpm~ test duration, 
25 minutes; M-50 steel. 
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also commonly used techn1ques for elemental analys1s. Debr1s may be 
collected by f11trat10n, exam1ned m1croscop1cally, and subjected to 

other analyt1cal procedures such as x-ray d1ffract1on and neutron 

act1vat10n analys1s. 

However, each of these methods has certain defic1encies. Particle 

counters are not able to differentiate between m~tallic and organic 

debris. Nor do they provide any information concerning particle 

morphology. Filtration often results i n a massive pileup of all 

particulates (including those unrelated to the w~ar process) on the 

filter . Thus, it is very d1fficult to study ind~vidual particles. 

The spectroscopic and irradiation techniques are extremely sensitive 

but again do not differentiate between particles of different 

chemical nature. 

In 1972, a new instrument, the Ferrograph, WaS developed which is 

capable of precipitat1ng magnet1c part1cles from a lubricant onto a 

transparent substrate to yield a Ferrogram (ref. 67). The 

precipitated part1cles range in size from approx~mately 0.02 to a few 

m1crometers and are arranged accord1ng to size on the substrate. The 

density of the deposit may be measured optically, and individual 

particles may be observed with a unique bichromatic microscope, the 

Ferroscope. The Ferrogram may also be examined with an electron 

microscope. 

The objectives of this portion of this thesis were (1) to 

determine types of wear part1cles generated by a five - ring polyphenyl 

ether 1n boundary lubricat10n experiments by using Ferrographic 

analysis and (2) to relate the particle types to the wear mechan1sms 

occurr1ng with this fluid. 

Lubricant samples were obtained from friction and wear tests 

previously conducted on a ball-on-disk sliding friction apparatus and 

reported in figure 53. Conditions included a l-kg load (initial 

Hertz stress, 109 N/m2), a l7-m/min (lOa-rpm) sliding speed, 100 to 

250°C disk temperatures, test atmospheres of air and nitrogen of 

varying moisture contents, and a test du ration of 25 min (in most 

cases). Test specimens were consumable el ectrode vacuum melted 

(CVM) M-50 steel . 
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The apparatus and procedure for these tests are the same as 

prev10usly descr1bed 1n the boundary lubr1cat10n sect10n, except for 

the follow1ng. 

Clean1ng Procedure 

Because of the extreme sensitivity of the Ferrographic technique, 

a r1gorous clean1ng procedure was adopted . All parts of the test 

apparatus that came into contact w1th the test lubricant were cleaned 

w1th a d1lute ac1d solut1on. Th1s ac1d solution was prepared by 

add1ng 10 drops of concentrated n1tr1c ac1d and 10 drops of 
-5 3 concentrated hydrochloric acid to 5xlO m (50 ml) of distilled 

water. This solut1on d1ssolved any metal11c debr1s left from the 

prev10us test. In add1t10n, the solvents and the unused 011 were 

subjected to Ferrograph1c analysis to determine ~f they were free of 

metal11c debrls. Essentlally no metalllc contam1natlon was found ln 

these fluids. 

Analytlcal Ferrograph 

The Ana1yt1cal Ferrograph ls an lnstrument used to magnetlca1ly 

prec1p1tate wear part1cles from a used oil onto a sp~clally prepared 

glass s11de. A mixture of 3 ml of used 011 and 1 ml of solvent ls 

prepared. Thls mlxture ls then slowly pumped over the sllde as 

shown ln figure 61. A solvent wash and flxing cycle follows which 

removes res1dua1 011 and permanently attaches the partlcles to the 

s11de. The result1ng slide with its associated part1cles 1s called 

a Ferrogram . A sketch of a Ferrogram s11de 1s 11lustrated 1n 

f1gure 62. 

The SEM used 1n this study is an ISI-40/4 having a 60 A 
reso1ut10n w1th 10 X to 600 000 X magnificat10n range. In add1tion, 

the system 1s equ1pped w1th a PGT SYSTEM III energy d1spers1ve x-ray 

analyzer for elemental partlcle analysis. 
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Figure 61. - Analytical ferrograph. 
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Ferroscope 

The Ferroscope used ~n this study is a R~chert Zetopan large 

research microscope equipped with a bic hromatic ~lluminat~on system, 

a camera and a photodetector. The system provides for both 

transmitted green l1ght and reflected red l1ght s1mu1taneously. 

This high contrast combination makes it possible to distinguish 

light transmitted through particles from light reflected by the 

surfaces of the particles. Opaque part i cles return the reflected 

light and appear red. Transparent part i cles reflect little light but 

pass the transmitted light and appear green. The microscope is also 

equipped with polar1zers which allow examination of particles 1n 

reflected polar1zed light. Th1s yields information concerning the 

opt1cal activities of the particles. The photodetector is used to 

measure the amount of particles at various locations on a Ferrogram. 

Test Atmospheres 

Four test atmospheres were used in this study. They were wet and 

dry air and wet and dry nitrogen. Dry a ir and dry nitrogen contained 

less than 50 and 20 ppm of moisture, respectively. Both wet gases 

had a relative humidity of greater than 95 percent at 25°C. 

Relative humidity of the wet gases was monitored w1th an electronic 

hygrometer accurate to ±4 percent . The moisture content of the dry 

gases was monitored by a moisture analyzer with an accuracy of ±lO ppm. 

A wet gas was obtained by bubbling the dry gas through a water reservoir. 

RESULTS - 5P-4E 

Several different types of wear debris were observed when the 

oil samples from the friction and wear tests were subjected to 

Ferrographic analysis . Table 9 summarizes the types of wear debris 

observed in this study. In addition, table 9 contains information 

regarding the morphology, size range, and appearance in the 

bichromatic microscope. 
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TABLE 9_ - DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF WEAR DEBRIS GENERATED BY A FIVE- RING 

POLYPHENYL ETHER (5P- 4E) 

Type of wear debrIs Morpho10gy(as debrIs appears SIze range, Appearance In 
In Ferrograms) I'm blchromatlc 

mIcroscope 

Free metal I BrIght red AdhesIve Strlngs(actually made up of Length, <5 
small asymmetrIcal flakes 
whIch have agglomerated 
durIng precIpItatIon) 

Cuttl ng IndIvIdual partIcles (wlre- VarIable Bd ght red 
lIke turnIngs and crescent -
shaped chIps) 

Spheres SpherIcal partIcles (often DIameter, 1 to 10 BrIght red. 
found Interspersed In 
adhesIve strIngs) 

Severe wear Large Irregularly shaped DIameter, 30 to 50 BrIght red 
fragments 

InorganIc (oxIdes) Translucent Islands or DIameter, <1 Yellow-green 
randomly orIented strIngs 

OrganIc Carbonaceous partIcles (con- Dark red 
talnlng some metallIc debrIs) 

RocklIke DIameter, S to 20 
Cy1\nddca 1 Olameter, 1 to 3 
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Wear 

Wear results for 5P-4E have prev10u sly appeared 1n f1gures 41 

and 53. 

F1gure 53 gave r1der wear for the polyphenyl ether as a funct10n 

of d1sk temperature for atmospheres of dry a1r and dry n1trogen. The 

effect of moisture on rider wear was shown in f1gure 41 at three disk 

temperatures: 150, 250, and 350 °C . It should be noted that the 

wear rates 1n the dry atmospheres of f1gure 53 do not exactly 

correspond to the rates shown 1n f1gure 41. The d1screpanc1es ar1se 

because these results are from two separate stud1es and the wear 

rates were based on different test durat10ns (25 m1n and 1 hr). In 

add1t1on, the relat1ve humid1ty of the wet gases 1n the study of 

f1gure 41 was 50 percent compared w1th greater than 95 percent in 

the present data. Nevertheless, the figures are qual~tat1vely 

consistent and do 111ustrate the follow1ng points: High wear occurs 

under dry 1nert conditions. The presence of either oxygen or 

mo1sture in the test atmosphere reduces wear, with moisture having 

the greater effect. The abnormally low wear at 25 °C in figure 53 

is due to the generat10n of an elastohydrodynam1c f11m. 

Fe r rograph 

Part1cles 1n the used 011 are prec1p1tated accord1ng to s1ze on 

a transparent substrate, and the result is called a Ferrogram. The 

largest and the greatest density of wear part1cles occurs at the end 

of the Ferrogram where the used oil firs t contacts the substrate. 

For comparison purposes all photom1crographs were taken 1n this 

region. 

The bichromat1c ( red-green) system of the Ferroscope faci11tates 

d1fferentiation among the types of wear debris. Free metal appears 

bright red, nonmetal11c translucent part i cles appear yellow or green, 

and nonmetallic opaque debr1s appears bl ack or dark red. 
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A typ~cal photom~crograph from a Ferrogram appears ~n f~gure 63. 

At least three part1cle types are d1scern1ble. F1rst, the hor1zontal 

red str1ngs of mater~al are adhesive wear particles. Second, the 

green mater1al which appears in islands or randomly oriented strings 

~s ox~des. Th~rd, the large black rocklike part~cles are 

carbonaceous debr1s. It should be noted that the term carbonaceous 

~s used ~n a descr~pt1ve rather than a chemical sense. 

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 

Figure 64 ~llustrates the effect of d~sk temperature on the 

generat10n of wear debris in dry nitrogen. Some adhesive and cutting 

debris are evident. However, the most important observation is the 

large amount of car"bonaceous debris present. Note the large increase 

in th~s type of debris at 250°C. There also appears to be two 

dist~nct types. Some particles are 1rregularly shaped and rocklike . 

Others appear as small cylinders which are typically 1 to 3 ~m in 

d~ameter and 10 to 15 ~m in length. In general, the rockl~ke 

particles decrease and the cylinders increase with 1ncreas1ng 

temperature. The cyl~nders also decrease ~n size with ~ncreasing 

temperature . 

Effect of Oxygen and Mo~sture 

The effect of oxygen or moisture in the test atmosphere on wear 

debris generation at 100°C is illustrated in figure 65. It is 

immediately evident that the presence of moisture in the test 

atmosphere almost completely ~nhibits the format~on of the 

carbonaceous debris. The presence of oxygen also decreases the 

production of carbonaceous debris, but to a much lesser extent than 

moisture . More metallic debr~s ~s noted ~n wet a~r than ~n wet 

nitrogen. 

Cutt~ng wear debr~s was observed in all Ferrograms but was more 

prevalent under moist cond1tions, particularly in wet air. Some 

examples of th~s type of debris appear in figure 66. 
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Figure 63. - Photomicrogr~h of wear debris generated by ,P-4E at 100 °c in dry 
test atmosphere of 1 percent oxygen and 99 percent nitrogen (by volume). 
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(a) 100 °e. (b) 150 °e. 

(d) 250 0e. 

Figure 64. - Ph itomicrographs of wear debris generated by 5P-4E in dry nitrogen at four test temperatures. 
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(a) Dry nitrogen. (b) Wet nitrogen (relative humidity, >95 percent). 

50~m 

(c) Dry air. (d) wet air (relative humidity, >95 percent). 

Figure 65. - Photomicrographs of wear debris generated by 5P-4E at 100 °c in four test atmospheres. 
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(a) Nitrogen. 

(b) Air. 

Figure 66. - Photomicrogr~hs of cutting wear debris generated by 5P-4E at 100 °c in wet 
test atmospheres (relative humidity. >95 percent). 
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Another mo1sture effect man1fests 1tself 1n the generat10n of 
spher1cal debr1s such as that 1llustrated 1n f1gure 61. Spheres 
were rarely observed 1n dry atmospheres but always under mo1st 

condH1ons. 
F1nally, a number of Ferrograms conta1ned some severe (large) 

wear part1cles, such as the large wear fragment shown 1n f1gure 68. 

Again, these part1cles appeared more frequently 1n mo1st atmospheres. 

Carbonaceous Oebr1s 

Many 1nvest1gators have observed the generat10n of carbonaceous 
debr1s in boundary lubr1cat1on exper1ments w1th polyphenyl ethers. 
Apparently, a wear1ng s1tuat1on must ex1st for 1ts product1on, s1nce 
th1s type of debr1s 1s not normally observed 1n stat1c thermal 

stab1l1ty tests. Spar and Oamasco (ref. 19) found large Quant1t1es 

of metal11c debr1s 1n the carbonaceous product from the1r exper1ments. 
Analys1s of the organ1c port1on of the1r debr1s y1elded a h1gher 

molecular we1ght structure s1m11ar to the base flu1d. Analys1s of 
the carbonaceous debr1s 1n the study of reference 68 y1elded s1m11ar 

results. Therefore, th1s debr1s 1s not just a cokel1ke depos1t 
caused by h1gh-temperature degradat10n of the lubr1cant. 

As prev10usly ment1oned, Goldblatt (ref. 62) proposed the 

follow1ng model to expla1n the lubr1cat1ng behav10r of aromat1cs: he 

theor1zed that aromat1c rad1cal an10ns are generated at the wear1ng 

surfaces. These h1ghly react1ve molecules can then react w1th the 
metal surfaces and produce a form of corros1ve wear. The rad1cal 

an10ns can also be IIQuenchedli by react1ng wHh eHher oxygen or water 

and are thus prevented from corrosively attack1ng the surface. 

One may speculate that a s1m1lar phenomenon occurs w1th the 

polyphenyl ethers. In dry n1trogen, rad1cal an10ns formed from the 

polyphenyl ether molecules attack the metal surface and produce an 

organometal11c fr1ct1on polymer (called surface res1n by Goldblatt). 
Th1s product 1~ removed from the surface dur1ng the s11d1ng process 

and accumulates around the wear scar and 1n the flu1d. The fact that 
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Figure 67. - Photomicrogr~h of wear debris containing metallic spheres generated by 5P-4E at 100 °c in air 
(relative humidity. >95 percent). 
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Figure 68. - Photomicrograph of large wear fragment generated by 5P-4E at 100 Uc in air 
(relative humidity. >95 percent!. 
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much of the observed carbonaceous debr1s 1s 1n the form of small 

cylinders tends to support this idea. Other investigators, such as 

Antler (ref. 69), have reported the production of roller-shaped 

debr1s in s11d1ng experiments. 

Another interesting observation is that, even though the wear 

(determined by the wear scar) is high in dry nitrogen, very little 

free metal11c debris is evident 1n the Ferrograms. If a corros1ve 

mechanism is operat1ve, one would expect much of the worn metal to be 

contained in the carbonaceous debr1s in the form of an organometalla1c 

reaction product. Of course, it would also be possible for free 

metallic particles to become embedded in the carbonaceous debris 
wh11e 1t 1s be1ng str1pped off the surface. At any rate, when a 

Ferrogram conta1n1ng carbonaceous debris 1s placed on a hotplate at 

480°C, the debr1s becomes translucent and reta1ns 1ts or1g1na1 

morphology. It also exh1b1ts the orange-red color of 1ron ox1de. 

The fact that large quant1t1es of th1s carbonaceous debr1s are 

prec1p1tated by the magnetic field of the Ferrograph further 

indicates the presence of iron. An electron micrograph of some of 

the carbonaceous particles appears in figure 69(a}. An iron x-ray 

map of the same area appears in figure 69(b} and confirms the 

presence of iron 1n both types of part1cle. 

The large decrease of wear rate at temperatures above 200°C (1n 

dry n1trogen) may be a consequence of the 1ncreased reactiv1ty of 

the rad1cal anions at h1gh temperature. If the rate of production 

of surface resin were greater than its effective removal rate during 

the sliding process, a reduction in wear could be effected. This 

would be a result of a quasi-hydrodynamic film formation or a 

m1croelastohydrodynam1c effect such as proposed by Fe1n and KreUl 

(ref. 57). 

The decrease in carbonaceous debris in the presence of water or 

oxygen follows the Goldblatt model. Either water or oxygen "quenches" 

or ties up radical anions before they can react with the surface. 

The apparent greater effectiveness of water compared with oxygen in 

quenching the anions may be a concentration effect. The high 

solubility parameter of po1ypheny1 ethers indicates a high solubility 
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tal Electron microgr~h of carbonaceous wear debris. 

(bl Iron X-rif'j m~. 
Figure 69. - Electron microgr~h of carbonaceous wear debris and iron X-ray 
m~ of same area. 
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for water but a low solubility for the fixed gases, such as oxygen 

(ref. 70). The Goldblatt model is more thoroughly discussed in the 
Models section. 

Adhesive Wear Debris 

The generation of wear particles by an adhesion mechanism has 

been proposed by many investigators (refs. 31 and 71). This 

mechan1sm 1s operat1ve when the boundary f11m fa11s and metal-to-metal 

junctions are formed. Relative motion then causes the welded 

junction to shear. Material is transferred from one surface to 
another and 1s subsequently removed during the sliding process. 

Suh (ref. 72) has proposed a wear mechanism based on dislocation 

theory. It involves the formation of subsurface voids, crack 

propagation between the voids, and the subsequent shearing of this 

material to form a sheetlike wear particle. Th1s sheetlike particle 
may then be broken 1nto smaller part1cles or may be rolled into a 
larger particle during the sliding process. Many of the particles 

observed in this study which have been referred to as adhesive wear 

do appear as sheets. 

Figure 70 1s a photomicrograph of a portion of a wear scar from 

one of the experiments in this study. It was taken with the 

Ferroscope by utilizing an interference contrast technique . It 

appears that a thin layer of material was generated on the surface. 

This layer may have been related to the often mentioned but little 

understood white or nonetch1ng wear transformation layer (ref 73) and 

may have been the source of so-called adhesive wear particles. In 

fact, there is an area in the center of the photograph where some of 

this layer was stripped off. The vert i cal resolution in this 

photograph 1s about 5xlO-B m (500 A). 

cutting Wear Debris 

Another common wear mode ;s cutting. This type of wear results 

when a hard particle or surface plows out a softer surface. It is 
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Figu re 70. - Photomicrograph of wear scar obtained from interference contrast system. 
Lubricant, 5P-4E, specimen material, M-50 steel; temperature, 100 °C; test atmo
sphere, nitrogen (relative humidity, 50 percent). 
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also often referred to as abras1ve wear. Loose wor~-hardened wear 
part1cles are no doubt present 1n the flu1d dur1ng the test. 

However, Scott, Se1fert, and Westcott (ref. 74) were unable to 

reproduce cutt1ng wear part1cles by add1ng abras1ve part1cles (sand) 

to lubr1cants. A poss1b1e explanat10n for th1s type of debr1s could 

be a m1cromachining process caused by work-hardened particles 

adher1ng to the r1der prow. Another possib1l1ty may be hard 

1nclus10ns 1n the metal 1tse1f, such as carb1des. The 1ncreased 

generat10n of cutting wear particles in wet atmospheres may have been 

caused by the formation of abrasive ox1des under these condit10ns. 

Spher1ca1 Debr1s 

Many 1nvest1gators have noted the occurrence of spherical 

part1cles ~n bear1ng and frict10n and wear tests. Stott and Mills 

(ref. 75) observed metallic spheres during microscopic examinat10n 

of bearing fat1gue surfaces. They felt that the spheres are formed 

by a deformat1on process within propagat1ng fat1gue cracks. 

The spheres observed in this study appeared as free metal in the 

b1chromat1c system (1.e., they appeared red). Energy-dispers1ve 

x-ray analys1s confirmed their metal11c content. These spheres may 

have been generated by a fatigue related process. Certainly, fat1gue 

under s11ding cond1tions has been demonstrated by a number of 

1nvest1gators. However, the number of stress cycles generated 1n the 

wear tests of this study was very low (generally less than 2500). 

And 1t is probable that the disk surface was worn away before crack 

propagation could occur. Nevertheless, spheres were always observed 

under mo1st test cond1t1ons and rarely 1n dry atmospheres. An 

electron micrograph of some typical spheres appears in figure 71. 

Occasionally some severe (large) wear particles (diam >30 pm) 

were observed in the Ferrograms. These particles may have been the 
result of processes such as surface fatigue or surface fracture. 

However, they were only rarely encountered and did not appear to be 

a major component 1n the wear processes of this study. 
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Figure 71. - Spherical particles, 
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Summary of Ferrography Results 

The major results of the Ferrograph1c analysis of the wear debris 

generated by a five-ring polyphenyl ether in boundary lubrication 

experiments may be summarized as follows: 

1. In dry nitrogen (where high wear occurred) large quantities 

of carbonaceous organometallic wear debris were observed; this debris 

consisted of either cylindrical or rocklike particles. The amount 

of the debris increased with increasing test temperature. 

2. In dry air (where lower wear occurred) smaller amounts of the 

carbonaceous debris were observed. 
3 . In wet atmospheres (a1r and n1trogen, where the lowest wear 

occurred) very little carbonaceous debris was generated. However, 

under these conditions, some spherical and a few severe (large) wear 

particles were observed. 

4. Adhesive and cutting wear debris were observed under all 

conditions. However, the cutting debris appeared to be more 

prevalent in wet atmospheres (particularly wet air). 

5. Therefore, it appears that a corrosive wear mechanism is 

operative with the polyphenyl ether under dry inert conditions. The 

presence of moisture (and to a lesser extent oxygen) inhibits this 

corrosive action. These observations are in accord with the radical 

anion wear model proposed by Goldblatt for polynuclear aromatics. 

THIOETHER RESULTS 

ferrograph1c analys1s of th10ether lubricant samples from the 

boundary lubrication tests yielded similar results as 5P-4E. Some 

of these results are illustrated in figures 72 (a) and (b) . 

Under dry · nitrogen cond1t1ons (fig. 72(a», a large amount of 

friction polymer debris is evident. Some in the form of rocklike 

chunks, some as cylindrical rolling pins, and some as translucent 

patches. In contrast, under dry a1r conditions (fig . 72) very litt l e 

frict10n polymer is observed. Most of the debr1s is in the form of 

normal rubbing wear particles. 
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(a) Dry nitrogen (ferrogram position, 53.4 mm). 
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(b) Dry air (ferrogram position, 55 mm). 

Figure 72. - Photomicrograph of wear debris generated by a thioether at 100 °C. 
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THERMAL STABILITY 

BACKGROUND 

It ~s unfortunate that the l~terature ~s often not expl~c1t 

concern1ng the term "thermal stab111ty.11 It 1s somet1mes used 

1nterchangeably w1th thermal-ox1dat1ve stab111ty. However, the 

proper def1n1t1on 1s reserved for processes occurr1ng 1n the absence 

of oxygen. 

Mechan1sm 

In the case of hydrocarbons and most other flu1d classes, thermal 

decompos1t1on or pyrolys1s proceeds through a free-rad1cal cha1n 

react10n process y1eld1ng many products. Free rad1cals are organ1c 

fragments conta1n1ng an unpa1red electron. These rad1cals are 

produced by homolys1s (break1ng) of C-C bonds. lhese rad1cals can be 

generated by rad1at1on, mechan1cal processes, and thermal energy 

(ref. 76). 

The product1on of free rad1cals from a hydrocarbon by a thermal 

process 1s illustrated 1n equat10n (6) 

(6) 

These rad1cals are h1ghly react~ve and start react10n cha1ns by 

abstract1ng hydrogen atoms (H) from the parent hydrocarbon. The 

cha1n11ke react10n ar1ses from a s1mple mathemat1cal pr1nc1ple - the 

sum of an even plus an odd number 1s always an odd number. When a 

rad1cal (odd number of electrons) attacks a nonrad1cal (even number 

of electrons) one of the result1ng spec1es must have an odd number 

of electrons. Therefore, 1t 1s a rad1cal 1tself and also capable of 

attack1ng a nonrad1cal. Attack by th1s second rad1cal (poss1bly 

d1fferent than the 1n1t1al rad1cal) w1ll produce a th1rd rad1cal. 

Abstract10n react10ns are 1l1ustrated 1n equat10n {7). 
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R· + R-CH
2

-CH 3 - RH 

"'RH 

( 7) 

This chain sequence will continue until the radicals are 

destroyed or all of the reactants are consumed. Hence, a single 

radical can bring about changes in thousands of m0lecu1es. Radicals 

may be destroyed by recombination (eq. (8)) 

R· + R· .. R-R (8 ) 

or through d1sproport1onat1on reactions (transfer of an atom from one 

radical to another) as in equation (9). 

Radical themselves may also fragment producing new radicals and 

unsaturated species (eq. 10)). 

R-CH2-~H2 .. R· + CH 2 = CH 2 

These reactions occur in industrial "cracking." 

(9) 

( 1 0) 

Although higher molecular weight products may be produced in this 

series of reactions, the most general change in properties of the 

lubricant is an increase in the vapor pressure of the system. This 

is brought about by cleavage of large molecules into smaller, more 

volatile, gaseous fragments. This gaseous evolution can be utilized 

to quantitate the thermal stability of organic compounds. 

Arrhenius Rate Law 

The rate of thermal decomposition usually varies with temperature 

according to the empirical Arrhenius rate law (ref. 77) as shown in 

the following equation: 

k Ae- EiRT (11 ) 
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where k is the rate constant, A is the frequency factor or 

preexponent1al factor, E is the activation energy. R the gas 

constant, and T the absolute temperature. According to this 

equation, a straight line should be obtained when log k is plotted 

as a function of the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. It has 

been shown (ref. 77) that for most organic compounds log 

versus liT is also a straight line. Then, by analogy, 

ill! AI -EI/RT 
dt = e 

dp/dt 

( 12) 

Using this equation, one can define the rate constant for thermal 
decompos1t1on by measur1ng the 1sothermal rate of vapor pressure r1se 

at several temperatures. However, it is more convenient to have a 

s1ngle parameter for thermal decomposition rather than to tabulate 

values of AI and EI which actually define the rate constant. 

Therefore, an arb1trary thermal decompos1t1on temperature (TD) 

is def1ned as the temperature at wh1ch the 1sothermal rate of vapor 

pressure r1se 1s 1.85 Pa/sec (50 torr/hr). Then, the decompos1t10n 

p01nts for a ser1es of organ1c compounds are the temperatures at 

wh1ch all have identical 1sothermal rates of vapor pressure rise. 

This is the techn1que used 1n the standard test method (ASTM 02879) 

(ref. 78) for measur1ng the initial decomposition temperature of 

liquids. This test uses a constant volume device (the 1soten1scope) 

which can also be used to measure vapor pressure as a function of 

temperature. 

Tensimeter 

An automated device (the tensimeter), based on the same 

principle, also yields thermal decomposition temperatures and vapor 

pressure data. A schematic representation of the tens1meter appears 

in figure 73. 

The sample cell assembly is shown in figure 74. The sample cell 

is made of ordinary borosilicate glass and has a volume of about 5 ml 
-6 3 -6 -6 3 (5xlO m). Three to 4 ml (3xlO to 4xlO m) of test fluid are 
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Figure 73. - Recording tensimeter. 
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placed 1n the sample cell. The sample 1s then degassed and refluxed 
under a vacuum. The cell 1s placed 1n a temperature-programmed oven 

and heated to an initial temperature about 50 °C below the suspected 

decomposition temperature. After a 5-min stabilization per1od, the 

increase in vapor pressure, if any, is recorded as a vertical bar 

during a fixed time interval. Then the programmer automatically 

raises the temperature by a preset amount (usually 5 °C) and the same 

process is repeated. A typical thermal decomposition curve for a 

synthetic hydrocarbon is shown in figure 75. 

This is a plot of the logarithm of the isothermal rate of vapor 

pressure increase as a function of reciprocal absolute temperature. 

A straight line is drawn connecting the tops of the recorded bars. 

The intersection of this line with the temperature axis is the TO' 
In addition, the activation energy for decomposition ([I) can be 

calculated from the slope of this line. 

Useful Lives 

From a knowledge of the TO and [I, a useful life of a lubricant 

(in the absence of oxygen) can be calculated from the following 

equation (ref. 77) 

t 
0.0285 TO 

MW log ( lOO-X\ [ ~) antilog 5- 219 [I (~D -t)] ( 13) 

where t is time, MW is molecular weight, and x is the percent 

decomposition at temperature T. The useful life ;s typically 

defined as the time in hours required for 10 percent decomposition. 

A plot of useful lives for several lubricants appears in figure 76. 

Generalizat i ons 

Blake at al. (ref. 77) reported on the thermal decomposition of 

a variety of different chemical structures. From the'r data and 
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that of others (refs. 9 and 70) one can make the follow1ng 
generalizat1ons: 

(1) The maximum thermal stability of a straight chain hydrocarbon 

or other compounds conta1n1ng such groups 1s about 350 °C. 

(2) Branched cha1n hydrocarbons are less stable than straight 

cha1n hydrocarbons due to ster1c effects and the fact that free 

rad1cals of greater stab111ty are formed. 

(3) Aromat1c bonds (C-H and C-C) have h1gher d1ssoc1at1on 

energ1es due to resonance and therefore these compounds are much 

more stable than the1r a11phat1c analogs. Maximum stab11it1es of 

this class approach 450 °C. 
(4) Esters of alcohols having B-hydrogens decompose through a 

low energy trans1t1on state w1th max1mum To's near 280 °C. 
(5) Esters not containing B-hydrogens have the low energy 

react10n path blocked and therefore exh1b1t stabi11t1es approach1ng 

hydrocarbons (320 to 340 °C). 

(6) Subst1tut1ons on an aromatic ring decrease its stab11ity. 
Increasing the number of substituents continually decreases 

stability. Increasing the cha1n length also decreases stability 

until 1t approaches that of a 11 phati c hydrocarborls. 

(7) Saturated r1ng compounds are more stable than the1r stra1ght 

cha1n analogs. 

(8) Completely replacing hydrogen w1th fluorine somet1mes 

1ncreases the thermal stab11ity of an organic compound (some 

exceptions are aromatics and esters). 

Bond 0issoc1ation Energy 

These generalizat10ns ar1se from the fact that thermal decomposition 

occurs at the weakest link in the compound. Therefore, thermal 

decomposition should be a function of the weakest bond dissociation 

energy (E OIS ) 1n that compound. Table 10 tabulates To and ED IS 
values for a variety of compounds. The thermal decomposition 

temperature 1s then plotted as a function of the bond d1ssociat1on 

energy 1n f1gure 77. Here the general trend of 1ncreasing TO with 
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TABLE 10 . - THERMAL DECOMPOSITION TEMPERATUR~S AND 

BOND DISSOCIATION ENERGIES FOR VARIOUS COMPOUNDS 

Compound Bonds EOIS. a TO. 
kJ/mole °c 

Octacosane C- C 337 350 

ll-ethyl - ll -methyl 
- C - ~ 

314 331 
pentacosane 

g-Quartaerphenyl '4' - '4' 432 454 

Polyphenyl ether (5P- 4E) '4'-0'4' 423 443 

g-b1s(g-chlorophenoxy) '4'- Cl 419 409 
benzene 

g-b1s(p-bromophenoxy) '4' - Br 335 3B7 
benzene 

Fluor1nated polyether CF3- CF3 406 390 

Synthet1c paraff1n C-C 337 314 

Alkylated benzene '4'- C- CH 335 340 

aFrom ref . 79 
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Figure 77. - Thermal decomposition 
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bond dissociation energy (EDIS !. 
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lncreaslng LOIS ~ s apparent. S~nce bond length ~ s ~nversely related 
to bond strength, ~t can also be correlated with thermal decomposition 

temperature. Figure 78 contains a plot of TO versus the 

reciprocal of bond length for a series of aromat~c compounds of the 

type (C6H5)nM where M is a Group V element. Here the correlation 

is much better than in figure 77 since the compounds are structurally 

very similar except for the central atom. 

A compilation of a number of TOls for various chemical classes 

are tabulated in table 11. 

AROMATIC TIN AND SILICON COMPOUNDS 

As previously discussed in the Boundary Lubrication section 

another class of potential high temperature fluids are the 

organometallics. Two fluids from this class, a diphenyl tin and a 

diphenyl silicon compound yielded friction and wear results 

comparable to 5P- 4E and the thioether. 

In this section, the thermal stabilities of a series of diphenyl 

tin and silicon compounds with varying substituents will be addressed. 

The tensimeter, previously described, was used for these studies. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 12 lists the thermal decomposition results for both the 

organotin and organosilicon series of compounds. Both meta- and 

para-linked compounds have been included, and their general chemical 

structures are illustrated in figure l(e). 

Emphasis was placed on the meta-linked compounds for two reasons. 

First, from theoretical considerations, the meta-linked compounds 

should be more thermally stable than their para-analogs. Thermal 

decomposition usually proceeds by means of free radicals. If the 

potential free radical cannot by stabilized by resonance, it will be 

more difficult to form than one which is stabilized. This 

stabilization is not possible with meta-linkages. Second, 
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TABLE 11. - THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 

TEMPERATURES FOR VARIOUS CLASSES 

OF LIQUID LUBRICANTS 

Chem1cal class TO. I 
°C 

D1bas1c ac1d esters 
D1-2-ethy1hexy1 sebacate 283 

Po1yol esters 
Tr1methyo1propane tr1heptanoate 315 

Synthet1c alkyl hydrocarbons 315 

Superref1ned m1nera1 011s 330 

Synthet1c alkyl aromat1cs 340 

F1uor1nated po1yether (HFPO) 354 

Th10ether 390 

Po1ypheny1 ether (3P - 2E) 401 
(4P-3E) 441i 
(5P-4E) 4 Ii Ii 
(IiP-5E) 457 
(1P-IiE) 449 
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TABLE 12. - THERMAL DECOMPOSITION TEMPERATURES (fROM ISOTENISCOPE) fOR VARIOUS ORGANOTIN AND 

ORGANOSILICON COMPOUNDS 

Type of compound SubstHuenta 

Methyl Ethyl !!- propyl !!- butyl !!- hexyl !!- octyl 2- Ethyl Phenyl Neopentyl 
hexyl 

Thermal decomposItIon temperature (from Isotenlscope) TO, ·C 

Meta - trlalkylstannyl b230 -- - b,c236 236 b236 - - - b260 --
Para- trlalkylstannyl -- - - .- b240 b240 -- - - - - --- b297 
Meta - trlalkylsllyl 27B b296 276 295 b300 35B - - - -- -
Para- trlalkylsllyl b311 -- - -- - b320 - -- --- -- - ---
aSubstltuents gIven In order of IncreasIng sterle hIndrance. 
bValue corrected for dIlutIon effects (compound was mIxed wIth 4P- 3E to produce a 20 to 50 vol % 

concentratIon) . 
cValue for 3, 3, I dls ub s t l tuted derIvatIve was 214 ·C 
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mrl~ l\nk4gP 5 produce a more a s ymmet r'[ ~ 1 molecule, wh'ch should 
reduce the melt1ng po1nts and thus prod uce a greater 11qu1d range. 

3 A m1n1mum quant1ty of 3 to 5 cm of flu1d 1s requ1red for each 
thermal decompos1t1on test. If a compo und was a so11d at room 

temperature or was ava11able only in small quantities, a mixing 

procedure had to be utilized. The compound was mixed with 4P-3E to 

produce a concentration of 20 to 50 vol %. 4P-3E had a thermal 

decomposition temperature (TO) of about 450 °C. Therefore, any 

decomposition taking place below this t emperature must be attributed 

to the tin or silicon compound. Howeve r , there is a dilution effect 

wh1ch causes a small error (approximately 7 percent) 1n the TO 

measurement. The amount of the error was determined by checking 

the To of a standard flu1d mixed with the polyphenyl ether. The 

fluids tested as mixtures are noted 1n t able 12 ~nd the1r corrected 

TO values are g1ven. In general, the reproducibility of TO values 

for pure compounds is better than ±5 °C . However, the To values 

for the mixtures may vary by ±10 °C. 

The substituents 1n table 12 are li sted in order of increasing 

ster1c h1ndrance. As can be seen, the t hermal stability generally 

increases with increasing steric hindra nce (i . e ., 1ncreasing s1ze of 

the substituent groups) . This is somewhat surprising, s1nce steric 

crowding usually causes a decrease in thermal stab1lity (ref. 77). 

A possible explanation could be that 1f vi brat10nal energies are 

evenly distr1buted over the ent1re molecule, a higher energy (1.e., 

higher temperature) would be requ 1red t o rupture the same bond 1n a 

larger molecule than 1n a smaller one. 

It is apparent that the ster1c fact or does not influence the 

TO in a l1near fash10n. Much greater changes 1n To occur 1n 

the latter part of the series (rr- hexyl to neopentyl) than 1n the 

initial part (methyl to rr- hexyl) . An example from the literature 

may serve to 111ustrate this nonlinear effect on react10n rates. 

Oostrovsky and Hughes (ref . 80) have shown that the rate of basic 

ethanolysis of alkyl bromides decreases enormously with the 

increas1ng bulk of groups attached to t he carbon atom under attack. 

The reaction is 
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Table 13 shows the relative reaction rates as the size of the R 

group increases. Again the greatest effect occurs with the bulky 

neopentyl group. 

( 1 4) 

A second interesting observation from table 12 is that the 

para - compounds do not appear to be less stable than their 

meta-analogs. Within experimental error their thermal stabilities 

appear to be essentially the same. Apparently resonance 

stabilization of decomposition products is not an important factor 

with the compounds studied here. 

The h1ghest thermal stab111ty atta1ned in the tin series was 

297 °C with the para-phenyl derivative. In the silicon series, the 

meta - ~-octyl derivative yielded the highest TO (358°C). One 

d1subst1tuted compound (3,3Ib1s(tr1-~-propyl-tin)b1phenyl) was 

synthesized and found to be less thermally stable (To = 214 °C) 

than the monosubstituted derivative (TO = 236 °C). 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Thermal decomposition temperatures were determined for a number 

of organot1n and organos1l1con compounds. 

(1) The maximum thermal decomposition temperatures obtained in 

the silicon and tin series were 358 °C and 297 °C, respectively. 

(2) Increasing the ster1c hindrance (i.e., increasing the size 

of the substituent groups) around the silicon or tin atoms increased 

the thermal stability in both series. 

OXIDATION STABILITY 

BACKGROUND 

The oxidation of an organic compound with molecular oxygen is 

usually referred to as autoxidation. As was the case with thermal 

decomposition, oxidation usually proceeds through a free radical 

chain mechanism (ref. 81). However, with the additional participant 
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TABLE 13 . - RELATIVE REACTION RATES 

fOR BASIC ETHANOLYSIS Of ALKYL 

BROMIDES (R - Br) AS f UNCTION Of 

SIZE Of ALKYL GROUP (R) 

[Data from ref . BD . ] 

Alkyl React10n ra t e relat1ve 
group to that of methyl group 

Methyl 1.0 

Ethyl 5.7xl O- 2 

!!- propyl 1 . 6xl 0- 2 

Isobu t yl 1 .7x l O- 3 

Neopentyl 2. 4x l O- 7 
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(oxygen) the react10ns can become exceed1ng complex. The 1mportance 

of hydroperox1des in the ox1dat1on process was shown by Cr1egee 

( ref. 82). 

Mechan1sm 

The 11qu1d-phase ox1dat1on of organ1c compounds and liquid 

lubricants has been studied by many 1nvest1gators. In general, the 

bas1c mechan1sm 1s thought to proceed as follows (ref. 83). 

In1tiat1on 

In· + RH ~ InH + R· 

Here an 1n1t1ator (In) produces free rad1cals (In·) at 

reaction rate (R1) wh1ch abstracts a proton from the hydrocarbon 

and produces an alkyl free radical (R·). This highly reactive 

spec1es reacts with oxygen in the propagat1on step of the chain 

reaction: 

Propagat1on 

This propagation step produces a peroxy radical (R02·) wh1ch, in 

turn, reacts w1th the parent hydrocarbon (RH) to produce a 

hydroperox1de (R02H). 

k 
p -

This reaction regenerates an alkyl free rad1cal (R.) wh1ch 

propagates the cha1n. 

(15) 

( 16) 

(17 ) 

( 18) 

The chain reaction can be terminated by radical coupling of two 

peroxy rad1cals (R02·) 

nonrad1cal products ( 19) 
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or by cross term1nat1on of an alkyl rad1cal (Ro) and a peroxy 

radical (R020). 

(20) 

The third poss1bi11ty 1s the terminat1 0n reaction of two alkyl radicals 

( R 0 ) • 

2Ro -+ R - R ( 21 ) 

Rate Equations 

For normal oxygen concentrat1ons where [RO 01 »Ro reactions 
2 . • 

(20) and (21) can be neglected. There f ore, the rate of oxidat1on of 

hydrocarbon R- H can be expressed as 

-'-d::...o.[..:...:...R-....:..;H~l (Ri ) 1/2 
~ = k [R-H] -dt p 2k

t 
(22) 

The rate of oxidation is then directly proportional to the 

hydrocarbon concentration and the squa re root of the rate of cha1n 

in1tiation. Th1s relationship is 1llustrated 1n f 1gure 79. Th1s 

shows the rate of oxidation of ethyl linoleate (initiated by benzoyl 

perox1de) as a function of its concent ration. For other types of 

chain termination, different rate of consumption equations will be 

obtained . 

Oxidi zab i 1 ity 

The ratio k /(2k ) 1/2 which appears in equation (22) is referr ed 
p t 

to as the oxidizabi11ty . For a specif1c rate of initiation, the 

autoxidation of a hydrocarbon (R- H) is then determined by the values 

of kp and kt . The rate of chain propagation (k p) can be 

estimated if the bond energy for the weakest C- H bond is known. The 

termination rate constant kt can also be estimated. Thus, in 
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CONCENTRATION (MOLE FRACTION) 

OF ETHYLLINOLEATE. rh 

Figure 79. - Oxidation rate as a 
function of concentration for 
ethyl linoleate (ref. 81). 
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theory, the ox1d1zab111ty should be pred1ctable for any pure 

hydrocarbon. Table 14 (ref. 83) conta1 ns a 11st of ox1d1zab1l1t1es 

for various hydrocarbons. This list illustrates the wide range of 

ox1dation rates for different hydrocarbon structures. 

However, this simple relationship (eq. (22» breaks down at high 

conversions (>20 percent). Complications are caused by the 

accumulation and reaction of secondary products such as aldehydes 

and ketones. 

Chain Initiation 

As mentioned earlier, chain initiation can be effected by the 

deliberate addition of an initiator. Typical initiators are azo 

compounds and peroxides. This circumvents the long and sometimes 

irreproducible induction periods (time before oxygen absorption 

begins). 

Initiation can also take place by direct reaction with oxygen: 

RH + 0 ~ R· + HO • 
2 2 

However, this reaction is thermodynamically and kinetically 

unfavorable. Initiation in the absence of added initiators is 

probably due to peroxidic impurities . 

(23) 

However, a common source of free radicals is the thermal 

decomposition of the alkyl hydroperoxid es, producing an alkoxy and a 

hydroxy radical: 

(24) 

These radicals can then react with the parent hydrocarbon (RH) 

RO· + RH ~ ROH + R· (25) 

·OH + RH ~ HO H + R· (26) 
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TABLE 14 . - OXIOIZABILITY OF VARIOUS ORGA~IC 

COMPOUNDS 

[From ref. 83.) 

Substrate kp/(2kt)1/2xl03(M- 1/2sec-1/2) 

2.3 - 01methyl - 2-butene 3.2 

Cyclohexene 2.3 

l-Octene .0& 

Cumene 1.5 

Ethylbenzene .21 

Toluene . 01 

g-Xylene . 05 

Benzaldehyde 290 

Benzyl alcohol .85 

2.4.b- Tr1methylheptane .09 
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produc~ng water, alcohols, and alkyl r ad~cals. These react~ons are 

referred to as cha'n branch'ng. 

Chain Propagation 

As ~nd~cated, the react~on of an a l kyl radical (Ro) and O
2 

(in 

~tself a b~rad~cal) proceeds very rap~dly. The rate controll~ng step 

is then hydrogen abstract~on by the alkylperoxy rad~cal in 

equation (18) . 

The alkylperoxy radicals (R02o) ar e more stable than the alkyl 

rad~cals (Ro) . They are quite persistent and selective. They 

preferentially abstract only the most l ab~le hydrogen atom (weakest 

C-H bond) . A group of H-bond energies appears in Table 15 (ref. 83). 

It is obv~ous that phenols, thiols , aromat~c amines, and 

phosphines have the most labile hydrogen atoms. It is also clear 

that the relative attack for primary, secondary, and tertiary bonds 

should be in the order: tertiary (90 kcal) > secondary (94 kcal) > 

pr~mary (103 kcal). Indeed, th~s has been shown to be the case for 

2-methylpentane where the order is 300 :30:1, for tertiary, secondary, 

and pr~mary bonds, respectively. 

The propagation rate ~s also depen dent on the type of hydrogen 

abstract~ng alkylperoxy rad~ c al . In order to correlate rates with 

C-H bond energies, rate constants f or a ser~es of hydrocarbons (R-H) 

should be compared for t he same alkylperoxy rad~cal. 

Table 16 (ref. 83) shows rate cons t ants for a ser~es of 

hydrocarbons aga ~ nst the~ r own peroxy rad~cals (k ) and aga~nst 
p 

t-butylperoxy rad~cals (k ' ). 
P 

Obv~ously, react~v ~ ties are very st ruc t urally dependent . For 

example, the benzoy l pero xy r ad~cal ~s 40 000 tim~s more react~ve than 

the t-butylperoxy rad~cal toward benzaldehyde. Compar~ng only C-H 

bond energ~es (table 15) would lead one to conclude that aldehydes 

and alkylaromatic compounds would ox~d ~ ze at s~m~lar rates. However, 

aldehydes ox~d~ze at appreciably greater rates than the 

alkylaromat~cs due to the strong electron w~thdrawing effect of the 

carbonyl group. 
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TABLE 15. - X-H BOND 

ENERGIES 

[From ref. 83.] 

Compound Energy 
kca1/mo1 

CH3-H 103 

~-C3H7-H 99 

l-C3H7-H 94 

i-C4H9- H 90 

CH2=CH- H 105 

CIi H5-H 103 

CH2=CH-CH2-H 85 

PhCH2-H 85 

RCO-H 81i 

CH3S- H 88 

CH3PH - H 85 

PhO-H 88 

PhNH- H 80 

ROO - H 90 
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TABLE lb. - RATE CONSTANTS PER LABILE HYDROGEN FOR 

REACTION OF SUBSTRATES WITH THEIR OWN PEROXY 

RADICALS (kp) AND WITH tert- BUTYLPEROXY 

RADICALS (k~) AT 30°C 

[From ref. 83. ] 

Substrate kp k' 
P 

(M-lsec- l ) (M-lsec- l ) 

l-Octene 0. 5 0.084 

Cyclohexene 1.5 . 80 

Cyclopentene 1.7 .85 

2,3-D1meth~1-2-butene 1. 14 .14 

Toluene .08 . 012 

Ethylbenzene . 65 . 10 

Cumene .18 .22 

Tetral1n 1.6 .5 

Benzyl ether 7. 5 .3 

Benzyl alcohol 2. 4 .Ob5 

Benzyl acetate 2. 3 .0075 

Benzyl chlor1de 1.50 . 008 

Benzyl brom1de .6 .006 

Benyl cyan1de 1. 56 . 01 

Benzaldehyde 33 000 .85 
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b. D 

1.9 

2.0 

1.0 

b.7 

6.5 

.9 

3.2 

25.0 

37.0 

307 

190 

100 
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Cha~n Term~nat~on 

As prev~ously ment~oned, the normal term~nat~on react~on ~s 

2RO 0 -+ RO R 
2 4 

( 19) 

wh~ch ~s a tetrox~de. 

The decompos~t~on of tetrox~des ~s also h~ghly dependent on the 

nature of the R-group. For example, secondary and pr~mary alkylperoxy 

rad~cals undergo d~sproport~onat~on to an alcohol and a ketone. 

Tert - alkylperoxy rad~cals y1eld a d1fferent mechan1sm result1ng 1n 

the format1on of d1alkyl perox~des and 02. The dialkyl perox~des 

undergo further decompos1t1on. Therefore, pr1mary and secondary 

alkylperoxy rad1cals y1eld much h1gher term1nat1on rates than 

tert-alkylperoxy rad1cals. 

The ox~dat10n rate of a hydrocarbon ~s determ~ned by both the 

propagat~on rate (kp) and the term1nat1on rate (k t ) as ~nd~cated 1n 

equation (22). Th1s ~llustrates why a react~ve hydrocarbon such as 

toluene (C 6HS- CH 2H), wh1ch has a C-H d~ssoc~at~on energy of only 

( 27) 

85 kcal/mole, has a rather low autox~dat~on rate. This ~s due to the 

h1gh term1nat~on rate of ~ts pr1mary alkylperoxy rad~cals. 

Inh1bit1on of Autox~dat1on 

Autox1dations can be inhib~ted by the add~tion of scavengers 

wh~ch break the cha1n react10n by form~ng stable free rad1cals: 

RO 0 + XH -+ RO H + XO 
2 2 

An example ~s ~n the use of substituted phenols 

(2,6-d1-t-butyl-4 -methylphenol) that would y~eld stable phenoxyl 

rad1cals (ArO o ) wh1ch are far less reactive than the R0 2- rad1cal 
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or the R· normally formed by hydrogen abstract~on from the parent 
hydrocarbon. 

A second type of ~nh~b~tor causes the destruct~on of 

hydroperox~des (R02H). Here the ~nh~b~tor (X) reacts w~th the 
hydroperox~de (R0

2
H) y~eld~ng nonrad~cal products. 

R02H + X 4 ROH + XO (29) 

An example of th~s type of ~nh~b~tor ~s phenoth~az~ne (PTZ). 

Metal coaters (such as tr~cresylphosphate) can somet~mes be 

cons~dered as a th~rd type of ~nh~b~tor. Here the~r act~on ~s to 

prevent catalytic effects by coat~ng metal surfaces. 

The effect~veness of a cha~n break~ng ~nh~b~tor ~s dependent on 

two factors: (1) the react~v~ty or stab~l~ty of the rad~cal (X) 

formed from the ~nh~b~tor (X) and (2) t he react~on rate of the peroxy 

rad~cals (R02·) w~th the ~nh~b~tor (X). The react~v~ty of X ~s 

determ~ned by the rat~o of kp/k30 of t he following: 

( 18) 

k30 
RH + X· _ XH + R· (30) 

The lower th~s rat~o, the greater the ~ n h~b~t~on of the add~t~ve. If 

X· are completely ~nactive, kp/k30 is very small and X is an 
excellent inhibitor. If X· is still capable of chain propagation, 

the chain reaction proceeds but at a lower rate. 

The inhib~tor's effectiveness is al so a funct~on of its rate of 

react~on with peroxy radicals (k 28 ) 

( 28) 

The h~gher this rate (k 28 ) the lower the concentration of inhib~tor 

required to decrease the rate of oxidat i on by a certain factor. The 

effect~veness may be defined as k28/ks where ks is the reaction 
rate for some 1nh1b~tor ~n reaction 28 t aken as a standard. 
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Metal Catalysis in Oxidation 

Metal catalyzed oxidations are e1ther homolyt1c (one electron 

processes) or heterolytic (two electron processes). Homolytic 
catalysis usually 1nvolves soluble trans1t1on metal salts (homogeneous) 
such as napthenates of Co, Mn, Fe, and Cu, or the metal ox1des 

(heterogeneous). Homolyt1c catalys1s requ1res recyc11ng of the metal 

spec1es between several ox1dat1on states by one electron change. In 

add1t1on, free rad1cals are produced dur1ng th1s mechanism. An 

example of th1s type of catalys1s 1s 1llustrated 1n the following 
equations. 

<: ~ :> + CoIIX3 

O~ (31) 

Although this 1s an oxidat1ve subst1tution it does illustrate 

the homolyt1c process (i.e., the format1on of free radicals and one 

electron transfer). 

In contrast, heterolytic catalysis involves reactions of compounds 

coordinated to transition metals. The metal complex acts as a Lew1s 

acid and undergoes two-equivalent changes . Free radicals are not 
1nvolved. An example of this mechanism is shown here for another 
oxidative substitution. 

@ + PbIVX4 • ®<:bIVX
3 + x-

®<=bIVX
3 • @-PbIVX3 + H+ (32) 

@-PbIVX3 • @-x + PblIX2 
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Catalys1 s of "qu1d phase autoxlda t 10ns oft en proceed by homolyt1c 
decompos'tion of alkyl hydroperox1des. lhe rap1d decomposlt1on of 

these hydroperoxides 1n solutIons conta1nlng iron, manganese, cobalt, 

and copper compounds is well known. The two basic reactions are: 

RO H + M(n-l)+ ~ RO - + Mn+ + HO 
2 

(33 ) 

(34) 

Therefore, metal complexes catalyze au t oxidations by generating 

chain init1ating radicals (eqs. (33) and (34)). In addition, alkyl 

radicals (R-) may be produced directly from the parent hydrocarbon. 

(35 ) 

O M(n+l) 0-+ ~ +-2 2 ( 36) 

Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Catalysis 

The fundamental chem1cal processes occurr1ng during ox1dat1on are 

the same whether the process takes plac e 1n the coordination sphere 

of a soluble metal complex (homogeneous) or at an adsorbate-metal 

interface. The same mechan1st1c pathways are available to both kinds 

of catalysis. The local chemical structure of the active site is 

more important than the macroscopic fea t ures of a system, such as its 

physical state. 

Chain Branc h1ng 

From the introductory material 1t mi ght appear that, at least for 

pure component systems, predic t ions of r eaction rates and product 

d1stributions should be relatively easy to make. At suff1c1ently 

low temperatures «100 °C) and low convers1ons «10 percent) this is 

probably true for many s1mple hydrocarbon systems. 
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Above 100 °c there 1s an 1ncreas1ng tendency for the pr1mary 

ox1dat1on products (alkylhydroperox1des) (R02H) to decompose 

homolyt1cally 1nto alkoxy and hydroxy rad1cals as prev10usly shown: 

(24) 

These react1ve spec1es can further react w1th the parent hydrocarbon 

RH to produce more alkyl rad1cals. 

RD- + RH ~ RDH + R- (25) 

-DH + RH ~ HDH + R- (26) 

These branch1ng reactions can greatly accelerate the ox1dat1on 

(autocatalys1s) and comp11cate the react10n p1cture . Another 

comp11cat1on 1s that the 1ncreased react10n rate may dr1ve the system 

out of the k1net1c reg10n (i.e., 1nto a region where oxygen d1ffus1on 

becomes a l1mitat1on). Therefore, th1s must be taken 1nto account 1n 

h1gh-temperature ox1dat1on. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

React10n k1net1cs of l1qu1d-phase ox1dat1on processes must be 

stud1ed 1n the k1net1c reg1on. That 1s, the react10n must not be 

oxygen diffus10n l1m1ted. Most standard ox1dat1on-corros1on tests 

developed 1n the past have been bulk tests. A1r or oxygen is passed 

over a stat1c flu1d, bubbled through the fluid or over a constantly 

ag1tated fluid. An example of a macro-ox1dat1on cell is shown in 

f1gure 80. 

Oxygen D1ffus1on 

Oxygen transport into the liquid - phase involves three processes. 

(1) Diffusion of oxygen in the gas phase to the liquid-gas 

interface. 
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Figure 80. - Typical macro-oxidation cell (ref. 81). 
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(2) D1ss01ut10n of oxygen 1nto the 11qu1d at the gas - 11qu1d 
1nterface. 

(3) Diffusion of the d1sso1ved oxygen into the liqu1d phase. 

Process (1) 1s very rapid and not a limit1ng factor. Process (2) is 

related to the partial pressure of oxygen and Henry's law constant. 

Process (3) depends on the interfacial surface area, rate of 

agitation, and the oxygen concentration gradient. Basically, to 

determine if oxygen diffusion is a problem, the amount of fluid or 

oxygen can be varied and agitation rates can be changed. If the 

rate of oxidation is altered, then the reaction is not taking place 

in the kinetic region. 

Microtests 

Because of diffusion problems, many investigators have designed 

new experiments involving small quantities of flu1d. A number of 

thin film tests have been developed. One of the most successful is 

that developed by Klaus and his coworkers (ref 84). 

This test is illustrated in figure 81. 

Basically, a very small quantity of lubricant (40 to 100 ~l) is 

injected onto the surface of a catalyst after the entire apparatus 

has been equilibrated at test temperature. 

is maintained through the air entry tube. 

A constant flow of air 

Volatile oxidation 

products can be trapped for analysis. At the conclusion, which could 

be a few minutes or a few hours, depending on test temperature, the 

apparatus is removed from the oven or bath and quenched to room 

temperature. 

Then, the degraded lubricant remaining on the catalyst surface 

is dissolved in an appropriate solvent. This solution can then be 

analyzed by a variety of techniques. From this analysis, a rate of 

oxidation can be determined. 

This apparatus has a number of advantages. It is simple, 

requires little test sample, has good reproducibility, and test 

durations are not long. Surface area is also constant and does not 

vary during the test. An infinite variety of catalysts can be 

studied and each can be recycled. However, there are some drawbacks. 
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The th1n f1lm test 1s a batch process and 1s subject to 

evaporat1on as well as ox1dat1on. Th1s usua l ly can be taken 1nto 

account by runn1ng 1dent1cal tests 1n n1trogen. However, some h1ghly 

stable mater1als requ1re h1gher temperatures for reasonable react10n 

rates to take place. Somet1mes the or1g1nal charge d1sappears well 

before test conclus1on. Of course, th1s can be allev1ated by runn1ng 

tests above atmospher1c pressure as has been done by others (ref. 81). 

Another problem caused by the th1n f1lms 1s rap1d loss of add1t1ves 

from formulated flu1ds. Even w1th th1n f11m tests, d1ffus10n 

11m1tat1ons can occur, espec1ally at h1gh temperatures, where local 

oxygen consumpt10n 1s great. In add1t10n, these tests are usually 

run to h1gh convers10n (up to 50 percent) . At h1gh convers10n the 

cha1n branch1ng react10ns wh1ch take place can greatly comp11cate 

the react10n p1cture. Here many products are formed and chem1cal 

analys1s and k1net1c treatment of the data become d1ff1cult 1f not 

1mposs1ble. Nevertheless th1s techn1que has been successful 1n 

reproduc1ng h1gh - temperature ox1dat1on degradat10n from bear1ng 

tests (ref. 85), and gas turb1ne eng1ne tests (ref . 86), and 1t has 

contr1buted to the fundamental understand1ng of the degradat10n of 

esters and hydrocarbons. 

St1rred Flow Reactor 

The th1n f1lm test just descr1bed 1s an example of a batch 

process . A s1ngle charge of mater1al 1s used. In a cont1nuous 

process, a constant f l ow of mater 1al to be ox1d1zed 1s fed to the 

reactor . It has been shown that the 1nstantaneous react10n rate can 

be determ1ned by balanc1ng the rate of react10n w1th th1s flow. Th1s 

essent1ally ma1nta1ns steady- state cond1t 1ons. The st1rred flow 

reactor 1s an example (ref . 87) . 

The mater1al to be ox1d1zed 1s fed 1nto the reactor of constant 

volume 1n wh1ch there 1s thorough ag1tat10n produc1ng a homogeneous 

m1xture . Th1s m1xture 1s then removed at the same flow rate as the 

1nput of ox1d1zable mater1al. Eventually, steady-state cond1t1ons 
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wil I prevdl I and all reactants, 1ntermed1ates, and final products 

have constant concentrations. The rate of consumpt1on or format1on 

of any product, intermediate, or reactant can then be calculated 

from the following equation. 

Q..Ul 
dt = (37) 

where d(X)/dt is the rate of consump ti on of formation of substance 

X, (X) is the concentration of X in the effluent at steady state 
"t 

at residence time "t, and (X)o the concentration of X 

in the entering fluid. 

This equation is valid for any species, regardless of the 

complexity of the reaction. This is obvi ously a plus for kinetic 

studies. An empirical rate law can then be determined by finding a 

relationship that describes the rate of formation of a species as a 

function of its concentration in the reactor. 

An example of a stirred flow microreactor is shown in figure 82. 

It consists of two pyrex spheres A and B. The inside sphere (B) is 

perforated. The hydrocarbon (RH) enters at the top and is mixed with 

a stream of oxygen. This mixture passes through the perforated 

sphere into sphere A. Theoretically, ideal mixing of the reactants, 

oxygen, and products occurs. The outlet is on the upper right. 

This technique also has some drawbacks. Since a continuous flow 

of reactants is necessary, a much greater quantity of test material 

is required than in the thin film test. In addition, reactant purity 

must be stringently controlled. Nor is it clear how a catalytic 

surface could be incorporated. Althoug h soluble metal catalysts 

could be incorporated in the reactant. 

This type of apparatus has been suc cessfully used in kinetic and 

mechanistic studies of n- hexadecane (re f 87). 

Microoxidation Corrosion Apparatus 

Another microapparatus for batch operations is shown in 

figure 83. It consists of a pyrex decomposition tube and rod 

assembly. Metal catalysts may be posit i oned on the rod assembly. In 
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a typical experiment, fluid is introduced into the decomposition 

tube. The system is evacuated and backfilled with oxygen to a known 

pressure. The tube is then placed in a preheated furnace for the 

specified test time. At test conclusion, the system is cooled and 

connected to a vacuum system. The liquid nitrogen noncondensibles 

are collected quantitatively, measured, and ana1yzed by various 

chemical means. The liquid nitrogen condensibles as well as the 

fluid residue are also analyzed. The rate of degradation is 

calculated from the amount of liquid nitrogen condensibles and is 

usually reported as milligrams of condensible product per gram of 

original fluid per hour of test. 

This type of device has been used in a variety of studies on 

linear (ref. 88) and branched fluorinated polyethers (ref. 89). 

Again this apparatus suffers from the same disadvantages as other 

batch reactors. Conditions must be chosen so as to eliminate oxygen 

depletion or diffusion problems. 

Chemiluminescence 

Chemiluminescence (CL) is simply light emitted from a chemical 

reaction. It was first observed in biological sources such as the 

firefly. If a reaction is to produce light, several criteria must be 

met: (1) sufficient energy for excitation, (2) a species capable of 

forming an excited state, (3) an emitter to give off excitation 

energy, (4) a rapid chemical reaction, and (5) a reaction-coordinate 

system favoring production of an excited state over direct ground 

state format~on. 

It has been observed for many years that CL is associated with 

many oxidation processes (ref. 90). Referring back to the sequence 

of reactions in the autoxidation of hydrocarbons, it is believed 

that equation (19) is responsible for the observed CL: 

2R02 " - ROH i- R2C = 0 i- O
2 

~(R2C 0)' 
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lh~s d~sproport~onation reaction produces a small amount of 
* excited states (R 2C = 0). For most hydrocarbons, only one 

photon ~s em~tted for each 10
8 to 10

10 termination reactions. 

This inefficiency is caused, in part, by quenching reactions between 

the excited ketone and oxygen and othe r species. 

The ~ntensity of the emitted radia t ion (hv) is directly 

proportional to the square of the conc entration of peroxy radicals 
2 [R02·] This dependence is the basis for determining the 

(38) 

( 39) 

concentration of peroxy radicals and t hus the kinetics of hydrocarbon 

oxidation. The advantages of CL are: (1) it is extremely sensitive, 

(2) it is noninvasive, (3) it provides a continuous monitor of peroxy 

radicals, and (4) only small samples are required. 

Emission as Function of Time 

An idealized curve of light emissi on as a function of time for 

an oxidation reaction is shown in figu re 84 . The emission of light 

gradually increases as oxidation proceeds, and the concentration of 

peroxy radicals increases until steady state is reached. At this 

point the light intensity reaches a maximum Imax The time to 
reach this maximum t is a measure of the induction period. max 
More commonly, the time to reach one half of maximum intensity 

tl12 ;s used. 
If the oxygen flow is shut off while the oxidation reaction is 

proceeding, there is sometimes an immediate increase in light 

emission. This occurs because 02 molec ules are effective quenchers 

for the excited state species. The time between oxygen cutoff and 

the eventual drop in light emission is called the oxygen drop time 

t F• 
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lhe oxygen drop t1me 1s a d1rect measure of oxygen consumpt10n 

and, therefore, a d1rect measure of the react10n rate. The oxygen 

concentration in the oi l film at the oxygen cutoff point must be 
known so that oxygen consumpt10n can be calculated. 

Apparatus 

M1cro-ox1dat10n apparatus. - F1gure 85 111ustrates the 

m1cro-ox1dat10n apparatus used 1n th1s study. It 1s a mod1f1cat10n 

of the ox1dat10n apparatus prev10usly descr1bed (f1g. 81). It 

cons1sts of two heat - res1stant glass sect10ns connected by a ground 

glass j01nt. The catalyst spec1men 1s held 1n place by an annular 

glass r1ng on the base of the outer, or lower, sect10n. The mater1al 

to be ox1d1zed 1s placed on the catalyst surface. The f1ber-opt1c 

probe used to sense the 11ght em1ss10n from the catalyst surface 1s 

held 1n the 1nner, or upper, sect10n. Th1s assembly cons1sts of two 

vert1cal, concentr1c tubes form1ng an annular space for reduct10n of 

heat transfer to the probe, wh1ch conta1ns a heat-sens1t1ve epoxy. 

The bottom of each of these tubes 1s sealed w1th a quartz w1ndow to 

prevent absorpt10n of the em1tted 11gh t before 1t can be detected. 

The upper sect10n also conta1ns a gas 1nlet tube for oxygen or argon 

flow. The d1stance from t he end of the f1ber - opt1c , probe to the top 

of the lubr1cant f 11m 1s approx1mately 1.5 cm. 

Chem1lum1nescence apparatus . - A schemat1c d1agram of the CL 

apparatus 1s shown 1n f 1gure 86. The system cons1sts of the 

f1ber-opt1c probe, a photomult1p 11er t ube (PMT) and hous1ng, an 

amp11f1er/d1scr1m1nator, a h1gh - voltage power supply, a rate meter, 

and a recorder. 

The f1ber - opt1c probe 1s a bundle of quartz f1bers (50 cm long) 

covered w1th a f1ex 1ble sta1nless stee l sheath (-7 mm o.d.). One 

end of the probe 1s 1nserted 1nto the m1cro-ox1dat10n apparatus; the 

other end 1s attached to a flange on t he PMT hous1ng. The flange 

conta1ns a manually ope rated shutter. The PMT has a dark current of 

4 nA and a spectral response range of 150 to 850 nm . The hous1ng 
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also conta1ns a thermoelectr1c refr1gerated chamber 1n order to cool 

the PHT cathode to approx1mately 40 °C below amb1ent. 

The 1nput pulse from the PHT 15 fed 1nto an amp11f1er/d1scr1m1nator 
mounted 1ns1de the PHT hous1ng. The output from the 

amp11f1er/d1scr1m1nator 1s connected to a rate meter, wh1ch measures 
the rate of 1nput pulses. (A 3D-sec t1me constant was used 1n these 

stud1es.) The count rate 1s d1splayed on a panel meter. There 1s 

also an analog voltage output to power a str1p-chart recorder. 

Bath and L1ght-t1ght Enclosure. - A h1gh-temperature (250 °C), 

constant-temperature bath was used 1n these studies. A 

h1gh-v1scos1ty f1u1d served as the heat transfer med1um. Bath 
spec1f1cat10ns 1nd1cated temperature control to ±O.l °C. A 

cy11ndr1ca1 aluminum sleeve 1s mounted in the bath opening (10 em 

long,S cm 1.d., and 6.5 cm o.d.) w1th approx1mate1y 7 cm submerged 

1n the bath f1u1d. A p1at1num res1stance thermocouple 1s mounted 

vert1ca11y 1n the s1de of the sleeve to a depth of 9 cm. Th1s couple 

1s connected to a d1g1tal readout (accurate to ±O.l °C), wh1ch has a 
m1n1mum/max1mum recall mode to determ1ne the temperature range dur1ng 

an exper1ment. 
The bath and PHT hous1ng are located 1ns1de a 11ghtt1ght metal 

box located 1n the corner of a fume hood. A handle on the top of the 

box 1s used to operate the PHT shutter remotely. 

Procedure 

At least 2 hr before a test, the PHT system was turned on and 

allowed to stabil1ze. The thermoe1ectr1c coo11ng system was 
ma1ntained cont1nuous1y. The supply voltage to the PHT was kept 

constant at a sett1ng of 1000 V. 
The m1cro-ox1dat10n apparatus was thoroughly cleaned w1th 

trich10rotr1f1uoroethane and allowed to a1r-dry. The catalyst was 

cleaned w1th trichlorotr1f1uoroethane, scrubbed with a paste of 

subm1cron a1um1na, and r1nsed w1th tap water and then d1st111ed 
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water. After a1r -dry1ng, the catalyst was we1ghed and placed w1th 

forceps 1nto the bottom of the lower sect10n of the m1cro-ox1dat10n 

apparatus. Next the catalyst and the lower sect~on of the apparatus 
were we1ghed together. Then s1x drops of lubr1cant were placed on 

the catalyst surface by p1pette, and t he section was rewe1ghed to 

determ1ne the exact amount of added lu br1cant. 

The upper apparatus sect10n was 1nserted into the lower section, 

and the dev1ce was purged w1th argon f or 5 min at room temperature 

(flow rate >75 ml/m1n). Next the assembled apparatus was placed 1n 

a steel holder on a hot plate previous l y heated to 130 °C and purged 

w1th argon at th1s temperature for 20 t o 25 m1n to remove dissolved 

oxygen and water from the lubricant. 

At th1s p01nt the apparatus was pl aced in the aluminum block in 

the bath, which had previously been heated to test temperature. The 

fiber -optic probe was inserted in the upper section of the apparatus, 

and a h1gh flow rate of air was directed into the annular region 

around the f1ber-optic probe for coo11 ng. The top of the apparatus 

was covered with aluminum foil to bloc k any stray light, and the 

front cover of the enclosure was put i n place. 

Wh1le the apparatus was being purged 1n1t1ally, a baseline count 

rate w1th the PMT shutter closed was determ1ned. After the 

lighttight box was closed, the PMT shu t ter was opened, and a new 

baseline was measured during temperature equilibration. After 20 to 

30 min the argon flow was turned off, and simultaneously the oxygen 

flow was begun. The intensity of emitted light was recorded 

continuously on a str1p-chart recorder. After the light intensity 

reached a maximum, the test was continued for another 5 to 15 min, 

and then the oxygen and argon flows were exchanged. 

The box was opened, and the apparatus still under an argon purge 

was removed and allowed to cool. The two sections were separated, 

and the lower part was weighed to determine the lubricant we1ght 

loss. Then 4 ml of chloroform was added to the lower section to 

dissolve the remaining lubricant. This sample was retained for 

high-pressure liquid chromatographic analysis (HPLC). The catalyst 
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was thoroughly r1nsed w1th tr1chlorotr1fluoroethane, allowed to 

air-dry, and weighed to determ1ne whether deposits rema1ned on the 

cata 1 yst. 

The catalyst material used was aluminum alloy 2024, wh1ch has 

the following nominal composition: 3.B to 4.9 percent copper, 0.3 

to 0.9 percent manganese, 1.2 to 1.8 percent magnesium, balance 

aluminum. This alloy was chosen because it is the aluminum alloy 

used in the standard oxidation-corrosion test developed by the Air 

Force (ref. 91). The dimensions of the catalyst are illustrated in 

figure 87. 

Results 

Results from chemiluminescence studies for the three aromatic 

basestocks (1) 5P-4E, (2) 4P-3E, and (3) thioether appear in 

table 17. Each basestock contained diphenylanthracene (OPA) as an 
-3 intensifier at a concentration of 10 M. Because of the high 

viscosity of these fluids, it was impossible to place identical 

amounts of each fluid on the catalyst surface. Therefore, each test 

was normalized to an arbitrary sample size of 0.05 g. All following 

plots have been scaled based on this normalization. 
* Figure 88(a) to (c) contains normalized light emission I as a 

function of time for 5P-4E, 4P-3E, and the thioether, respectively. 

All curves have been smoothed. The four plots represent actual tests 

at bath settings of lBO, 190, 200, and 210°C. The actual sample 

temperature was approximately 2 °c lower than the bath temperature. 

The typical features of these curves are similar to those 

obtained previously with a pure ester (TMPTH) with an identical 
-3 concentration of intensifier (10 M OPA). These features include 

an approximately 30 to 45 sec delay or induction period before light 

emission begins after oxygen flow is turned on. Each curve reaches 

a maximum at about 2 or 3 min into the test and then drops off to a 

relatively steady value after a few minutes. This drop off has been 

shown (ref. 91) to be caused by oxidative degradation of the 
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TABLE 17. - SUMMARY OF CHEMILUMINESCENCE DATA 

Catalyst: Alum1num Alloy 2024, 

Atmosphere, Oxygen; Intens1f1er, 

9,10-d1phenylanthracene, (10-3M) 

Test Normal1zed Average 
flu1d max1mum l1ght temperature, 

em1ss1on, l~ax ·C 

4P-3E 0.30 173.45 
0 . 37 173 . 15 
0.32 17B.40 
0 . 39 17B.35 
0 . 41 183.55 
0 . 42 183 . 30 
0.46 188 . 30 
0.48 18B . 40 
0 .50 193.15 
0.49 193.05 
0.54 19B.00 
0.80 203 . 45 
1.05 208 . 55 

Th10ether 0.29 173 . 25 
0 .1 B 173.30 
0.22 178.45 
0.19 17B.25 
0.20 lB3 . 60 
0.14 183 . 20 
0 . 27 188.35 
0.40 198 . 35 
0.57 203.30 
0.45 20B . 75 
0 . 33 208 . 55 

5P-4E 0. 11 173.30 
0.25 173 .30 
0.10 17B.35 
0.23 178.30 
0 . 18 1 B3 .40 
0.2B lB3 . 35 
0 . 29 188.40 
0.29 18B . 35 
0 .32 192.90 
0 . 26 198.15 
0.3/ 19B.40 
0.34 203.40 
0 . 41 208.75 
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intensifier OPA. It is assumed for these tests that the depletion 

of OPA is the same at simi far test temperatures. Th1s allows one to 

compare different fluids at the same test condition. for example, 

figure 89 contains a set of smoothed curves of normalized light 
* emission I as a function of time for 5P-4E, 4P-3E, and the th10ether 

at a bath temperature of 210°C. 

In general, at any particular temperature, the order of the 
* max1mum normalized light emission Imax was: 4P-3E >th1oether 

>5P-4E. Then this order would also represent the order of increasing 
* oxidation stabilities if I can be taken as a measure of fluid max 

oxidation. However, it has previously been p01nted out that the 

light emission occurs in equation (19) which is really a side 
* reaction. Therefore one one must be careful in comparing Imax 

from completely different chemical classes. However, the three 

aromatic fluids are structurally so similar that this may not be a 

problem. One comparison can be made with a totally different 

chemical class, an ester, trimethylolpropane triheptanoate (TMPTH) 

which was run under identical conditions. This is a fluid which is 

known to oxidize at a much greater rate than these aromatic fluids. 
* The ratio of I for the ester to that of the aromatic fluids max 

ranged from 10 to 17 times at 175°C to 35 to 58 times at 205 °e. 

Another method of treating CL data is by plotting the log of the 
* normalized maximum light emission Imax as a function of the 

reciprocal of the absolute temperature. 

oxidation is occurring, this plot should 

If only one mechanism of 

yield a stra1ght line. The 

slope of this line is then related to the activation energy of the 

propagation reaction (eq. (18». When oxygen diffusion into the oil 

film is rate limiting, E1max = 2Epropagat1on, where E is the 

* activation energy. Plots of log Imax versus liT appear in 

figure 90 for 5P-4E, 4P-3E, and the th1oether. Epropagat1on calculated 

from these plots are approximately 5.9, 6.2, and 5.2 kcal/mole for 

5P-4E, 4P-3E, and the thioether, respectively. These can be compared 

with a value of 11 kcal/mole previously obtained for an ester, 

(TMPTH) in identical experiments. 
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A m1croox1dat1on corros1on apparatus was descr1bed 1n the 

Experimental Methods Section under Oxidation Stabi11ty. Th1s device 

is illustrated in figure 83. The ident ical fluids described in the 

CL sect10n (4P-3E, 5P-4E, and the thioether) were also studied in 

this apparatus. Test conditions included: sample size approximately 

3 g; tube volume 93-100 cc; sealed with air at approximately 

700 mrn Hg at room temperature; test duration, 24 hours; test 

temperature 316°C; catalyst, aluminum 2024 alloy. 

Experimentally, the fluid was introduced into the decomposition 

tube which was then evacuated and filled to 700 mm Hg at a known 

temperature with air. Since the apparatus was calibrated and the 

fluid volume measured accurately, the quantity of gas introduced was 

exactly known. The decomposition tube was then inserted into a 

preheated box furnace for 24 hours; during this exposure the 

temperature was continuously recorded. After removal from the 

furnace, the tube was allowed to cool t o room temperature, attached 

to a vacuum line, and opened. The liquid nitrogen condensibles, 

which were volatile at room temperature, were weighted. The flu1d 

residue itself was weighed and subjected to infrared spectral 

analysis. 

The degradation rate is calculated from the amount of liquid 

nitrogen condensib1es formed and is reported as milligrams of 

volatiles per gram of original fluid. A summary of test results 

appear 1n table 18. 

As can be seen, the order of increasing oxidation stabilities 

(based on volatile formation and oxygen consumption) is as follows: 

4P-3E < 5P-4E < thioether. This 1s not the same order obtained from 

the CL data. The ranking of 4P-3E as the most easily oxidized fluid 

1s the same in both studies. The other two fluids are reversed. In 

reviewing the CL data for 5P-4E and thioether indicates that their 
* I values were quite similar. It was also mentioned in the CL max 

section that the incorporation of sulfu r into the thioether structure 

may have altered its CL emission characteristics enough to make 
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TABLE 18 . - SUMMARY OF MICROOXIOATION CORROSION RESULTSa 

Sample Amt Volat11es 02 02 1n a1r CO Catalyst b 
9 wt change, 

mg mg/g Consumpt1on InH1al F1nal Product1on mg 
cone, cone, 

mg mg/g % % mg mg/g 

Th10ether 3.53 8.1 2.3 10.5 3.0 17. 6 9 . 1 0.9 0.2 -0.2 

F1ve-r1ng polyphenyl 2.67 11 .0 4 .1 14 . 5 5.4 17 .6 6.4 1 .5 .6 .0 
Ether (5P-4E) 

Four- r1ng polyphenyl 3.14 19 .8 6.3 20.1 6.4 17.6 . 7 2. 4 .8 -. 3 
Ether (4P-3E) 

aA1r approx1mately 700 mm Hg at room temperature; tube volume 93-100 cc; 316°C for 24 hr 1n 
the presence of aluminum catalyst. 

bAluminum 2024 alloy. 
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comparisons difficult. At any rate, the correlation of the CL data 

for the two chemically similar structures (4P- 3E and 5P- 4E) with the 

bulk oxidation tests ;s good. 

MECHANISM OF OXIDATlON 

The general free radical mechanism of hydrocarbons has been 

previously discussed in the section Oxidation Stability, Background, 

Mechanism. 

Initi ati on 

In the autoxidation of hydrocarbons t he classical mechanism calls 

for attack of molecular oxygen at the C- H bonds. Theoretically, one 

can show by various resonance structures that there are higher 

electron densities on ring positions that are ortho or para to the 

ether linkage . Therefore, one would predict that electrophilic 

attack by molecular oxygen would occur at these positions. An 

example (shown for m,m- 4P-3E) follows. 

( A) 

©loJ§Jto~o@ 
(B) a . 

Oxidative cleavage of B (shown by dotted lines) would yield 

either products C and D or E and F. 
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8-...... ~ ©lo,©l:.~o@ 
( C) o ( 0) 

©lo@. ~J9lo@ 
(E) 0 (F) . 

These are products for symmetrical cleavage. Similar reactions 

could be written for unsymmetrical cleavage. This type of 

initiation sequence has been proposed by Archer and Bozer (ref. 92). 

However, as pointed out by Wilson et al. (ref. 93), the phenyl type 

radicals proposed in this scheme are rather high energy radicals 

compared to phenoxyl radicals that can be stabilized by resonance. 

Therefore, perhaps a more likely initiation scheme would involve 

attack of molecular oxygen at the ether carbons (C - O-C) rather than 

the C- H bonds. Oxidative cleavage would then result in the formation 

of low energy, resonance stabilized phenoxyl and substituted phenoxyl 

radicals . This is illustrated for 4P-3E in the following equation 

(symmetrical cleavage only): 

( G) 
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Propagation 

The free radical intermediates such as (H) and (I) can attack 

the parent molecule (A) resulting in addit i onal radicals: 

(A) + ©t 0 J§l o. · 
( H) 

©toJ§loJ§lo@ 
o 

(J) 

©loJ§J 

( I) 
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Further cleavage results in the following products: 

( K) 
(45 ) 

( L) 

( L) 

( 4f» 

( H) 

Therefore, the net result of the initiation and propagation steps is 

that 2 molecules of 4P-3E react with oxygen to produce four 

substituted phenoxyl radicals. 

2(A) + 02 

(H) 

Combinations of symmetrical and unsymmetrical cleavages yield 

mixtures of the following 

( 47) 

These radicals can undergo many other reactions such as coupling and 

dehydrogenation with O2 which produces water which has been shown 

to be a product of the oxidation of polyphenyl ether (ref. 92). 
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Termination 

The coupling of the free radical intermediates probably 

constitutes the termination sequence. Thi s could produce oxygenated 

bridge compounds. This is illustrated in t he following set of 

equations: 

( H) (M) 

(N) 

(49) 

(N) '< ~ ©l 0 J§XO~ '@ 0 '@ (50) 

(0 ) 

( P) 

( 51 ) 
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( 52) 

( 0) 

(0) + HO. 

( R) 

(53 ) 

It should be cbvious that even from a s1ngle molecular structure, 

such as the meta-11nked 4P-3E molecule, which was used for the 

previous example, a very complex mixture of compounds will result 

from oxidation. Molecular weight of the products will continually 

increase with increasing oxygen consumption. The final products will 

be highly fused ring compounds consisting of C- O-C and C- C bridges. 

The overall reaction of 5 molecules of 4P-3E can be summarized as 

follows: 

+ 

(54 ) 

+ 

OXIDATION INHIBITORS 

Because of the inherent stability of these fluids, conventional 

antioxidants (such as amines and phenols) are not useful. This is 

related to the volatility or thermal instability of these additives. 

However, some additives are effective above 260°C. These include 
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aromat1c t1n compounds such as tetraphenyl t1n (ref. 94) and certa1n 

other organometallic compounds (ref. 92). Cuprous and cupr1c ox1des 

(refs. 95 and 96) were also effective . 

A cont1nuation of this work (ref. 97) showed that soluble alkali 

or alkaline earth metal phenoxides are also effective inhibitors to 

370 °C. Oxides, hydroxides, and carbonates of alkali metals and 

barium are very effective inh1bitors (to approx1mately 370 °C). A 

proposed mechanism 1s the destruction of peroxy rad1cals by a 

superoxide formation (ref. 96) 

In fact, oxidation/corrosion tests (ref. 98) showed that the 

presence of a variety of metal coupons reduced the oxidation of a 

polyphenyl ether (measured by viscosity increase). Lead and copper 

seemed to be the most effective. 

FORMATION OF HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT PRODUCTS 

The formation of higher molecular weight products from 5P-4E and 

the thioether have been previously dis cussed in the Boundary 

Lubrication and Ferrography sections. The possible ox1dat1ve 

mechanism has also been prev10usly d1s cussed. Another study on 

thioether formulations has also been reported (ref. 99). 

In this study, gel permeation chromatography was used to analyze 

various thioether formulations from hi gh temperature bearing tests 

and from micro- oxidation tests (see section Oxidation Stability, 

Experimental Methods, Microtests). Th e micro-ox1dation tests 

yielded degradation results similar to those observed from the 

bearing tests. An example of a gel pe rmeation chromatogram appears 

in figure 91. 

Here a number of peaks are evident in the chromatogram sensed by 

the UV detector. They roughly correspond to species having molecular 

weights of 290, 390, 450, 600, 700, 800, and 2400. It must be 

remembered that the chromatography cal i bration points are based on 

individual aromatic compound standards. In addition, the mechanism 

of separation is based on molecular size in solution and not 

molecular weight. Nevertheless, it is compelling to resort to the 
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(a) RI Cletector (l6X). 

L_ L_~_ I I I 
470 000 2400 1000 450 390 290 190 

35000 MOLECULAR WEIGHT 

(b) UV detector (1.0 AUFS). 

Figure 9l. - Gel1lermeatlon chromatogram of thioether 
formulation from micro-oxidation test - catalyst, M-50 
steel; test atmosphere, dry air, test temperature, 353 0C, 
test time, 60 minutes. 
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ox~dat~ve cleavage and coupl'ng react'ons prev10usly descr~bed. The 
peaks at 290 and 390 are from the thioether basestock. Addition of 

a ser'es of phenyl sulfur mo'et'es to a four-ring th10ether component 
would produce compounds having approximate molecular weights of 500, 

600, 700, and 800, which compares well with observed results. 

MODELS 

GOLDBLATT RADICAL ANION MODEL 

It was po~nted out in the Boundary Lubricati on and Ferrography 

sect10ns that a model proposed by Goldblatt (ref. 62) seemed to 

explain most of the anomalous boundary lubricating behav10r of the 

polyphenyl ethers. The ma'n point of this model is that negatively 

charged free radicals (radical an1ons) are generated at the rubbing 

surface. The pr1mary processes of this model are summarized below: 

METALLIC SURFACE SLIDIN~ VIRG IN METAL SURFACE (VM) 

VM + polynuclear aromatic (ArO) ~ M; Aro 
(Adsorbed aromatic on metal M) (55) 

M; Aro ~ M+; Aro·- (Adsorbed radical an i on) (56) 

M+; Aro·- ~ M+ + Aro·- (Oesorbed radical anion) (57) 

Aro·- + Metal or metal oxide ~ 
Reduced metal oxides or abrasives (58) 

Abrasives + metal ~ abrasive wear (59) 

Aro· - + H20 ~ AroH + OH- ~ Dihydronaphthalene (60) 

Aro·- + 02 ~ Aro + 02·- ~ Peroxides ~ 
Acids or resins (61) 
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Aro·- + A11phat1c ~ Adduct (higher molecular 
we1ght products (62) 

Aro·- + A11phat1c + 02 ~ Peroxides (of a11phatics) 
Acids (of a11phat1cs) ( 63) 

What th1s model then pred1cts 1s that react10ns in1t1ated by rad1cal 

an10ns of polynuclear aromat1cs cause (a) accelerated wear under 

inert atmospheres, (b) reduced wear in oxygenated or mo1st 

atmospheres and (c) synerg1sm w1th a11phat1cs. 

Phenomena (a) and (b) have been observed w1th the polyphenyl 

ethers and th10ethers and have been prev10usly d1scussed. Of 

course, the above model was developed for polynuclear aromat1cs, 

such as napthalene or anthracene. These are spec1es conta1ning 

multiple fused benzene rings. The polyphenyl ethers contain 

mult1ple benzene rings but they are separated by ether l1nkages. 

However, the ma1n quest10n is, «00 the polyphenyl ethers also 

produce radical anions?« 

Morales (ref. 100), has shown that rad1cal anions can be 

generated from a thioether using an electrochem1cal cell. It was 

also shown that b1phenyl and polyphenyl ethers also yield radical 

anions. Therefore, it is not surprising that the Goldblatt model 

predicts the boundary lubricating behavior of these aromatic fluids 

quite we 11. 

However. the above model does not explain how other hydrocarbons 

act such as monoaromat1cs, napthenes, and paraffins. Nor does the 

Goldblatt model explain how the radical anions actually form. It;s 

also not clear what is meant by the metal cation-rad1cal anion 

complex M+;Aro·-. 

KAJOAS NEGATIVE-ION CONCEPT 

Another model, the negative-ion concept. has been proposed by 

Kajdas (ref. 101) which complements the above model. Essent1ally. 

th1s model is based on the formation of negative 10ns from 
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hydrocarbons and their subsequent chemisorption onto positively 

charged spots on rubbing metal surfaces. 

Exoelectron emission from surfaces is well known (ref. 102). 

Kajdas believes that these electrons i nteract with hydrocarbons to 

produce negatively charged ions. The f ollowing mechanisms could 

produce these ions: 

AB + e- ~ AB·- (Resonance capture) (64 ) 

AB + e- ~ A- + B· (65 ) 

or (Dissociative resonance capture) 

AB + e- ~ B- I- A. ( 66) 

AB + C- ~ ABC- (Ion attachment) (67) 

where AB is a molecule and C-a negative ion. An aromatic hydrocarbon 

Ar could yield two types of negative ions. 

Ar + e- ~ Ar·- (68) 

or by attachment of 0-: 

Ar + 0- ~ (Ar- l)O· - + H· (69) 

The species Ar· formed in equation 68 could attack the surface 

(as in the Goldblatt model) to produce a form of corrosive wear. In 

the presence of water or oxygen, ions would be formed as in 

equation (69). These ions could react with the surface to control 

wear . And finally, if the shear strength of the rubbing interface 

is high, the bonds of the chemisorbed ions may be broken to produce 

free radicals. These species could then form resins or friction 

polymers around wear scars. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

What f1nally emerges from th1s plethora of data 1s that the 

prom1ses of th1s once exc1t1ng class of organ1c mater1als have yet to 

be fulf1lled. Although some of these flu1ds have found a n1che for 

some spec1al app11cat1ons, 1n general, th1s flu1d class has been 

largely bypassed. Whether or not structural 1mprovements or new 

add1t1ve technology w1ll come into play remains to be seen. At any 

rate, the results comp1led 1n th1s thes1s can be summar1zed as 

fo llows: 

(1) Most of the aromat1c flu1ds are autophob1c and w1l1 
therefore exhib1t poor wettabi1ity except at h1gh temperatures. 

(2) The use of wettab111ty additives with these fluids has not 
been successful. 

(3) These flu1ds are 1nherently poor boundary lubr1cants under 

dry 1nert cond1t10ns and only marg1nal 1n a m01st a1r atmosphere. 
(4) Boundary lubr1cat1ng add1t1ves can 1mprove their performance 

but have not been as successful as w1th other chem1cal classes. 

(5) The th10ethers are 1nherently better boundary lubr1cants 

than the polyphenyl ether analogs. 

(6) Aromatic s1l1con and t1n compounds do not possess the 

thermal-oxidative stab1l1ty to be cons1dered as base fluids. They 

may be useful as add1t1ves, part1cularly the t1n compounds. 

(7) The aromat1c class of flu1ds produce a great deal of 

friction polymer or surface res1n under boundary lubricating 

cond1t10ns. The1r behav10r can be adequately explained by the 

Goldblatt radical anion theory and the Kajdas negative ion concept. 

(8) This aromatic fluid class yields some of the most thermally 

stable organic compounds known to man. In general, the order of 

stability is 5P-4E > 4P-3E > th10ether > aromat1( s111con 

compounds> aromatic tin compounds. 
(9) All three basic aromatic fluids chem11um1nesce in the 

temperature range 175 to 210°C in the presence of an intensifier. 
Based on this data, the order of increasing oxidation stability is: 

4P-3E < th10ether < 5P-4E. 
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(10) Bulk oxidation tests with a m1croox1dation corrosion 

apparatus yielded a different order of increasing oxidation 

stabilities: 4P-3E < 5P- 4E < thioethe r . 

(11) The mechanism of oxidative degradation is free radical in 

nature and most likely occurs by attac k of molecular oxygen at the 

ether carbons with the resulting symmet rical and unsymmetrical 

cleavage forming phenoxyl and peroxy radicals. 

(12) The termination step in the oxidative degradation involves 

a coupling reaction which yields highe r molecular weight aromatic 

compounds containing C-O- C and C- C bri dges. These compounds 

generally separate as an insoluble sludge. 

(13) Conventional antioxidants ar e not normally useful in these 

fluids. However, organometallic compo unds of tin, cuprous and cupric 

oxides, alkali or alkaline earth metal phenoxides, oxides, 

hydroxides, and carbonates of alkali metals are effective oxidation 

inhibitors. 
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